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Percival Smith of Winterporr, Co. M., atreunion of the First Maine
Heavy Artillery in Dover and Foxcroft Aug.
21st. A brief history of this famous regiment
tended the annual

is
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Rev. David Brackett of Brooks has been engaged to preach for one year in Halldale
church, his services to begin the first Sunday
in September, and it is reported he is to move
there and live in Bert Fletcher’s house.

a

Mrs. B.
of Mrs. B.

W. E. Haskell of Union was the guest of
A. Mason, while in Belfast attending the
Waldo County fair.

Wm.

Mrs. H. L. Mudgett of Brookline, Mass., is
guest of Judge ar.d Mrs. George E. Johnson at the Battery.
the

Miss Abbie Chandler of Haverhill, Mass,
Mrs. Wiggin of Exeter, N. H., are
guests
of Mrs. G. C. Lane.

Rev. N. R. Pearson, Mrs. Pearson and daughMisses Ruth and Esther Pearson, of Pittsfield, spent the past week at Northport.

and

ters,

Morgan, William and Frederick Schiller of
Pittsburg, Pa., are guests of their grandmother, Mrs. C. P. Crosby.
Miss

J. Harvey Self of New York is the guest of
Miss Mary Bickfoid on Cedar street, joining
Mrs. Self, who has bee.i here for several

Isabel

Ginn went to Portland last
short visit. She will return by
the way of Rockland.

weeks.

a

Miss Alice Hussey, who has been employed
for several years at the Estabrooks factory,
left Sunday for Camden, where she has a like

Frank R. Woodcock left last
Tuesday
to visit friends in
Ottawa, Canada, and on the
home
will
visit in Montreal.
way
Mrs.

Mr.

Simon Jellison

was

stricken with

F. Wells, Jr., of Auburn, is the guest
F. Wells, and Mr. and Mrs. Frederick

I G. Spinney.

Col. M. J. Foreman of Chicago arrived last
Saturday to visit Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe at
Bohemia, Bayside.

Saturday for

Mrs. H. E. McDorald returned Tuesday from
few days’ visit with friends in Bangor.

Dr. Luther S. Mason of Bangor has been reelected on the city board of school physicians.

Miss Sarah R. Gardner will leave
today,
Thursday, to visit relatives in Thomaston and
Rockland.

Augusta*

short

ing

set.

ClarenceTarrell of Bucksport returned home
last Thursday from a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
A. C. Hopkins.

a

Miss Clara R. Steward of Northport is
spenda few days with friends in town.

Miss Isabel Smith of Rockland is the
guest
Mrs. Ralph H. Howes.

Mrs. Julia G. Me Keen has returned from a
visit with her sister, Mrs. E. D.
Colby, in Sun-

sometime8!)^

11.
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Mrs. Frank L. Field went to
Bangor last
for a short visit.

of

‘ir

Louis Goldberg left last Sunday for
business trip to New York.

Tuesday

man!

|
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Miss Elizabeth Pendleton of Camden is the
guest of Mrs. Harry W. Clark.

firft cent”y ft

Bulkley
Charles G. Whittier died August 16th at his
WEDDING BELLS.
Ames as minister of the First Parish Unitarian
home in Caribou after a long and painful illness, for the past two years being practically
Saunders-Bowden. A very pretty wed- churc!' took place Tuesday,August 27th,at 7.45
helpless, at the age of 71 years. The funeral ding took place Tu sday evening, August 20th, p. m. The church was beautifully decorated
services were held at his late home and were at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Saunders with masses of flowers and
ferns, the pulpit in
attended by the members of Ansel G. Taylor on Pond street,
Bucksport,when Miss Maria
Post, G. A. R., of which organization he was an Bowden, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J jhn Bow- golden glow, white phlox and wood ferns, and
honored member, and a large number of den of Leach's Point, was joined in
matrimony the windows on either side of the pulpit bankfriends. The deceased was born in China, Me., to Harold Saunders by Rev. William
Forsyth.
moving to Caribou from Camden in 1861. He Their many friends join in wishing them a ed with ferns and sweet peas. The regular
was the second son of John Colby Whittier
church choir, Miss Katherine C
Quimby,
and prosperous life.
happy
and Rebecca Burgess Whittier. In August,
soprano; Mrs. C. W. Wescott, contralto;
he
enlisted
in
the
Civ;l War under Benj.
1862,
A
Sparrow-Walker.
happy
company
I.
Leon
Morse, tenor;
Ralph
Beckwith, bass;
O. Barrows and went to Portland in a squad of
gathered at the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Mrs. Leon
ten recruits, of which only two survive, and Walker in
Beckwith, organist, furnished exHampden Wednesday evening. Aug.
one
lives
in
B.
G.
Caribou,
Mitchell. Mr. 21st, to witness the marriage of their daugh- cellent music, and Miss Wells' beautiful voice
only
Whittier served in the 2oth Maine Regiment,
ter, Aimee Flora, to Leslie Norris Sparrow of was heard in the solo, “O, for a Closer Walk
taking part in several important battles. He Hampden. Misses Lena Fickett and Dora
with God.” The invocation was by Rev. Harry
returned
to
Caribou
in
soon
afterwards
1864,
; rt road about a mile and a
Sparrow, nieces of the groom, met the guests
purchasing of James Hart the wild and new at the door and ushered them in to an attrac- Lutz of Newton, Mass., and the responsive
port village, but by the hard- lot northwest of the
village, now the Baird i tive room, artistically decorated with white reading was led by Rev. Arthur A. Blair, pasj
Mr. Campbell succeeded in farm. In March, 1864, he was united in marflowers and evergreen. At 8 o’clock. Rev. C.
lure of his home, his automoriage with Miss Ruth Keech, and there were H. Johonnett performed the ceremony beneath tor of the Belfast Universalist church. The
I born to them four sons ar.d three daughters: a bower*of
ordination sermon by Rev. Harry Lutz, who
green and white, using the EpiscoThe farming machinery,
Milo Whittier of Caribou, Americus, Colon and
double ring service. Miss Dorothy Cowan took for his theme, “The Modern Church,” was
pal
'■= of
hay and two hogs were ; Charles Whittier, Jr., now living in California; and Master Theron Sparrow acted as ribbon
able and inspiring, and the installation prayer
w was
Mrs. Olive Fair, Mrs. H. A. Soucia and Mrs. H. I bearers and the bridal couple w*re attended
so badly burned that
by
The wedding by Rev. Paul S. Phalen, minister of the First
o!y put out of her suffering af- M. Vinal, all of Caribou. Mr. Whittier was a I Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Moore.
member of the Free Will Baptist church, in march was
played by Miss Nellie Mayhew. ! Parish, Hingham, Mass., was fervent and elout of the
burning sts-ble. It is which h‘2 took a deep interest, and was an ac- The bride was
becomingly attired in a gown of quent. Rev. Daniel B. Phelan, pastor of the
-re is about $3,500 loss, with
tive member until ill health came upon him. white lace over inessaline with a
white spray
I
She was given away Methodist church in this city, read the ScripMr. Campbell was severely He was of a kindly and generous nature and of flowers in her hair.
possessed a very hospitable and cordial dispo- by her father. Immediately after the cere- tures, and Hon. William B. Swan, chairman of
elieved not seriously, by the
sition; he as respected to the highest degree
congratulations and greetings were the parish committee, impressively performed
which the mows were filled. and esteemed for his many good and excellent mony
received and Mr. and Mrs. Sparrow left on the act of installation. There was a large attendance, including representatives of the
■' Capt. George E.
qualities.—Aroostook
Republican.
their honeymoon. They received many costly
Chapin,
churches.
and beautiful presents. Mr. and Mrs. Sparrow local
ere struck by lightning FriCapt. Nathaniel Rich died August 15th at will be absent on a short wedding tour, then
idly damaged. They were not ! the home of his son, G. G. Rich, in Winterport. will go to housekeeping in Hampden, and will SWANVILLE.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nickerson and son Kerot on fire twice. The bolt enCapt. Rich was greatly respected and the old- be at home to their friends Oct. 1st.
mit went to Hampden Sunday to spend a week.
near where Mr. and Mrs.
est resident in town, being the holder of the
and Mrs. H. G. Applin and daughter
_Mr.
Boston
Post
gold cane. His age was 94 years.
ieeping destroying the bedNo One to Blame.
Phyllis of Somerville, Mass arrived in their
■thing but kindling wood. Mrs. He is survived by his wife, one daughter, Mrs.
runabout
Tuesday night, and with Mrs. W. W
i something ol a
shaking up, Ira Ellingwood of Pittsfield. Mass., two sons,
Boston, August 24. That there was no Wilson and daughter Helena are at Hillside
-r her husband were
injured. Augustus of Kansas and Geo. G. with whom he violation of the law on the part of the officers
for
a few weeks-Mr.
and Mrs.
cottage
The funeral was held Sunday, Rev. of the steamer City of Rockland
times, it would be called a lived.
and steam Emery Cunningham visited in Frankfort last
it passed
through the house, A. J. Lockhart, officiating.
collier William Chisholm, which were in col- week-Mrs. H. F. M.
went to MoosePhillips
the pantry into the cellar. The
lison off Thatcher’s Island, July 30Lh, was the head Lake
Monday to visit her daughter, Mrs.
was badly shattered, winfinding of the local steamboat inspectors, made Jack Bridge. She was accompanied by Mr.
Congress Has
and across the road, and clapFriday. In their report the inspectors and Mrs. E. L. Cunningham and daughter
public
bnish and other things strewn
re;
Washington, Aug. 26th. Congress closed said Captain Calhoun of the Chisholm de- Edna, who will be guests for a few days....
Mrs. Chapin says, in a peranother billion dollar session today, but the served special commendation for the ‘seaman- Mr. Rawson N. Lufkin of Gardiner spent a
are thankful that the house
,ir
exact total of the nation’s “cost of living” like and cool headed manner in which he few days with his
family at J. W. Nickerson’s
°ur Rves were
spared.”
handled his vessel after the collision.”
.Hl
r.
varies as it is seen through Republican and
last week....Mrs. Frank Spratt, sons Hugh
v
struck the barn of
Democratic
The total appropriations
and Johnson,and Miss Alice Young of Bar Harkilled an ox and caused $10,- for the fiscaleyes.
bor are at her summer home for a few weeks.
year 1912, which began July 1,
Automobile Sales In Maine.
1 vThe barn, which was fillth r
Mrs. Emery Marden, her daughter, Miss
1912, amount to $1,019,636,143.66, as given to
and the double
farmhouse, occu- the Senate and House
Few people realize that there is an automo- Harriett, of Prospect, and son, Wendall Martoday by Senator War*!eason and Benjamin Jones,
urr.
ren
and Rep. Fitzgerold, respectively the bile, in Maine for every 60
his wife and daughter Ruth of West Medden.
persons or that the
chairman of the two appropriations commit- increase in registration in Maine this
ford, Mass., were guests of her daughter, Mrs.
year has
tees.
E.
A.
been the greatest of that of any State in the
Cunningham Saturday. Mr.and Mrs. A. E.
rtie Shoe Situation.
country.
According to statistics compiled by Cunningham went to Prospect last Saturday
Sardine Factories
The Automobile, the increase in registration evening to be their guests ovei Sunday... .Mr.
^
continues to be a retard|ct.or
in Maine since Jan. 1, 1912, over that of last and Mrs. Walter J. Nickerson returned home
market for footwear and pur& a.
Eastport, August 23d.
Many hundreds of year is 67.6 per cent. Maine is the only State from Frankfort Sunday_Mrs. W. N. Briggs
ule’
are *n moderate amounts.
cases of sardines have been shipped via the
in the union to show an increase of more than and son George returned home from Amesbury,
ges
fairly weli engaged. Eastern Steamship line during the past week 60 per cent. Five other States, Oregon, Mis- Mass.,
and Mrs. A. E. Nick*
of retailers are believed from this
jj
city and Lubec and the market sissippi, New Mexico, Delaware and Arizona erson went to Bath Friday to attend the 40th
active
of
cannot
therereunion
the
19th Maine Regiment Associafae
buying
shows a tendency to become stronger. The show increases of over 40
cent., which
ionKer postponed, especially little fish are being brought to town in large nine more have added over 30per
tion.Miss Carrie Cunningham returned
tther
per cent. New
'nues very strong. Large sales
h
accompanied by her sisquantities these days and all the plants now Jersey was the only State in the union to show from Verona
kinds of leather, nota- open are working day and night to take care a decrease. In that State the loss was 11.7
ter Hazel, and they are guests of their father,
per
Un e
Mr. A. E,
Aug. 24th.
of the
cent.
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fla
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Portland
establishment'
"he
wo“k wee™rZCued8e:rtrH8lHUnS0'd
ed
foTteh8e c?fhy'n 8dV8ni.Ce

w.

re-

ived from the county:
buildings owned and occu.an were burned
to the
mg struck the barn first,
id reach it the entire set
ling house, barns, sheds,
s together with 12 cows, a
tons of hay and all his
re
with farming tools, carts,
lr. Wellman with his wife
aped in their night clothes
their lives. The buildings,
ere worth some $6,000 and
ut $1,000 so that Mr. Wella severe loss.
et fire to and destroyed the
Ve H. Campbell, who lives on

on

PERSONAL.

situation.
Frances Howes has returned from \isits

Miss

a

in Boston and Ca npello, Mass., and has as
paralytic shock at his home, No. 28 Belmont
guest, Miss Maria a Washburn of Lewiston,
Avenue, last Monday evening.

a
a

classmate at the Ait. Ida school.

Nelson

Rackliff will

leave today for

his

Mrs. A len Webber, Misses Emma
Misses Julia Littlefield
and Eleanor Bradford, spent the past week at
the Coombs cottage at Temple Heights.
Mr. and

home in Springfield, Mass., after a visit with
Mr, and Mrs. E. R. Conner at Bayside.
Frank J. Starrett of Amsterdam N. Y., was
called to Belfast last Sunday to attend the
funeral of his aunt, Mrs. M. D. Pierce.

and Louise Webber and

Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Jenkins, Mrs. Clarence
Jenkins and daughter, Cloris, of Lynn, Mass.,
and Miss Alina Jenkins, went to Belfast,
Wednesday morning, where they will be the
guests of Dr. and Mrs. C. WT. Jennys.—Rockland Opinion.

Fred W. Bailey and son Harold of East
Millinocket arrived last Monday to visit his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley J. Bailey.

---

A. railroad every Saturday,
f the train at 3 p. m. until
a

The Episcopal Mission will hold services at
the North church next Sunday at 4.0o p. m.
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and no
ff him. The final score
The features of
no 0.
fine work of James and
and the fielding of the
x
;.ii base of the Orono team.
phenomenal stops of hits
a.e first base line.
in the box

jume

The Churches.

•f a but sssjtsws
Maine?!,tor*y,the library
W^^2£hb3*J

Mrs. Geo. O. Bailey is the guest of Mrs. J. S.
l.amson’s History of
The firstc v
vo1:
ume, which brings the historv
ilr.
Willoughby, 3 Elm street, Rockland.
city down to
ing and evening.
Miss Margaret Ruggles of Thomaston is the
ago by Loring, Short & Harmon of
;
The regular services will be resumed at the
and following . fire in their
guest of Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley.
| Unitarian church next Sunday morning at 10.45
Miss May Wentworth of Pittsfield is the
C0Pies
wora were rescued with
covers and
o’clock; Sunday school at 12.
these were rebound in damaged
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Crosby.
half leather
are
now, or were a year or two
The Free Baptist quarterly meeting will be
ago, available at a
Harvey Doe of Palermo is a guest in Fair0f the ■»»»
charged held with the Halldale church, beginning field of his grandmother, Mrs. Anna
for the cloth covers when first
Harvey.
issued.
and continuing
19th,
|
Thursday,
September
Volume II. of the
Mrs. B. P. Judd of Bar Harbor
History of Belfast has over the ensuing Sunday.
arrived last
not been published
yet, although the
Thursday to visit Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Phelan.
script, which completed the
The Christian Scientists hold services in
the incorporation of the
Miss Flora Dyer of Burnham has
town, was prepared ; their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday
been a
morning
Wllliamson
guest of her sister, Mrs. Frank Ward, in Fairfore his death, and is now in
at
and
11
o’clock
Wednesday
at
7.30
evening
the custody of
field.
his son, Joseph Williamson,
o’clock, to which all are welcome.
Esq., of
8
county attorney of Kennebec
Dr. James Donald
Clement is among those
Several efforts have been made
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
during the
j recently registered at the Pine Grove House,
past few years to arouse interest
in will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
enough
the work to warrant the
bringing out of this Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed Raymond.
ls89, leaving one son (two other children died second volume, but apparently
a
sufficient
Miss Alice I. Whitten
in infancy), now Dr. Jerry Sweetser Ferguson number of subscriptions was not obtained to church at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday
spent the past week
the cost of publishing
with relatives and friends
pay
of New York. Several years later he married
even.—Bangor Com- ; school.
in Union. Thomasmercial.
ton and Rockland.
Lydia Mayhew of Lynn, Mass., who died in the
After October 1st, the hours of the services
As recently announced in The
Journal the
fall of 1900. Of recent years he had spent
at the Methodist church will be changed. The
Mayo Bickmore of Troy attended the 40th
manuscript of the second volume has been
the winters with his son in New York and the
reunion of the 19th Maine
Regimental associa
placed in the hands of Mr. Alfred Johnson, morning service will begin at 10.30 a. m.; Epsummers in Searsport. He was an honest
worth League at 6 p. m., and the evening ser- tion in Bath last week.
man, who will edit it and see
the work through the
beloved by all who knew him, and was always
vice at 7 p. m,
press, and there is reason to
Miss Grace R. Gilkey of Dark
that it j
Harbor attendhappy when doing for others. One brother, will be published at no distant Relieve
Sunday morning. Sept. 1st, the Universalist ed the summer library school at the
;
While
the
day.
State
Capt. John W., and two sisters, Misses Jane
manuscript was supposed to be complete there church will be opened after six weeks’ vaca- House, Augusta, last week.
W. and Lydia S., survive him. The funeral are
some omissions to be
supplied, notably in tion. There will be the usual preaching ser^r" a:lL‘ Mrs. R. P. Chase
returned to the
the chapter devoted to college
graduates be- vice at 10.45 a. m. and Sunday school at noon. City Monday after a six
the summer home of his nephew, Prof. Fredweeks' sojourn at
tween the years of 1875-1900, for which in- It is hoped there nay be a large attendance at
Rocky Point, Pitcher’s Pond.
erick Sweetser of New’ London, Conn., Rev C.
formation is wanted by the publication com- this first service of the season.
S. L. Berry and son
H. McElhiney, pastor of the Searsport ConRalph of Waterville atmittee, who would greatly appreciate it if
Next Sunday .8 Labor Sunday, and will be
any
tended the Belfast fair last week in
gregational Church, officiating. Interment was graduates or their
the interfriends or relatives would observed at the Methodist Episcopal church.
in the family lot in Elmwood
est of the Central Maine Fair.
cemetery.
send their names to the office of The
Republi- The labor organizations of the city have been
Mrs. Cynthia Littlefield of
Mrs. Maria Dorrance Peirce, widow of Hiram can Journal, giving their names in full, year invited to attend the morning service when an
Springvale, who
has been visiting her son, Edward F.
of their graduation, full name of the instituE. Peirce of this city, died Friday morning
be
sermon
will
delivered
LittleRev.
appropriate
by
field, left last Friday for home.
Aug. 23rd, in West Poland, where, with her tion and the nature of the degree received. D. P. Phelan, pastor.
Miss Bertha I. Bird of
sister, Miss Caroline M. Cutter, she had been As it will no doubt be some time before a third
The services for the week at the First
Auburn, Mass., left
spending some weeks. Mrs. Peirce had been volume will be called for,Mr. Johnson proposes Methodist church will be as follows: this, Friday for Rockland after a visit of several
to
insert
in an appendix some later local matin her usual health up to the
Sunday before
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting: Sun- days with Miss Grace E. Walton.
her death, and with her sister was to have re- ter than the dates covered bv the volume.
Rev. David L. Wilson and little son
day at 10.45 morning worship; Sunday school
Donald
turned to New Britain, Ct., Sept. 1st. She had
will arrive this morning from New
at 12 m.; Epworth League praye~ meeting
York, where
THE FAMOUS 19 TH MAINE
an ill turn Sunday, but was better
Monday.
they spent the month of August.
; Sunday evening at 6.30 p. m. Praise and
1 uesday a physician wras called, who relieved
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Peterson of
; Evangelistic service at 7.30 p. m. each Sunday
Held its 50th Reunion in Bath
Rcckland,
her somewhat and she was not regarded as se23d.
August
ore rn oenast tor
a two weeks’ vacaThe famous 19th Maine Regiment held its evening.
ill.
riously
Thursday night Miss Cutter notic- EOth reunion in
tion
and
are
The services at the North church will be restopping at The Colonial.
Bath, Aug. 23d, the comrades
ed that her sister's breathing was peculiar and their families
j
making up a party of over sumed next Sunday, and will be as follows:
Hart L. Woodcock, the well known
and going to her bedside found her uncon- 100 persons. A smoke talk was held in G. A.
artist,
h“
arrived in Baniror .for a visit after
Morning worship at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school i
a stay
scious. She did not regain consciousness and R. hall, followed by dinner served by Sedgwick
at Chase pond,
Bingham.—Bangor News.
Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R. It was voted to at 12 m.; prayer meeting Thursday evening at I
passed away early Friday morning. The de- meet next year at Waterville. J. D.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cross of
Emerson 7.30 p. m. A cordial invitation is extended to
Hartford.
ceased was the eldest daughter of the late of Skowhegan remarked that the 19th
Maine the public to attend these services, and
are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
pa- Conn.,
George Knight
Rev. Edwin F. Cutter and Mary E. (McLellan) would probably hold two reunions, next year,
in
Belmont
and
rents
Mr.
are
to
remind
their children
and Mrs. N. R. Cross in
one at the monument of the 19th Maine
requested
at
Cutter, and was born in Warren, Me., nearly “the
Morrill.
bloody angle," Gettysburg, and one in of the resumption of the Sunday school.
78 years ago. She married Hiram E. Peirce of Maine.
Leroy Staples of East Belfast attended the
The services at the Baptist church will be as
Officers for the ensuing year were elected as
Belfast and had lived almost her whole life in
carnival in Rockland last week and was the
this city. A woman of broad sympathies and follows: President, J. L. Merrick, Waterville; follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even- j
first vice-president. Col. J. W.
Spaulding, Bos- ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; guest while there of his brother, Roscoe
friendly spirit, she was deeply interested in ton; second vice-president, Nathan
D. Libby,
all good works and was an active and loyal Unity; secretary and treasurer, Silas Adams, Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not i Staples.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
member of the Congregational church. She Waterville; executive committee, O. F. Mayo* attend Sunday school at any other church are
Crosby returned
B. F. Charles, Rome, and Melville cordially invited. Evening service at 7.30
last Monday from Camden, where
p. m.
had two sons, one of whom died in infancy. Waterville,
|
they were
Smith, Augusta.
In
with
connection
this
school
there
of
is
guests
Mr.
Sunday
The other, Percival C., died nearly fifteen
Crosby’s sister, Mrs. Nellie
Among those present were:
a
Woman’s
International
Bible
Class
and
Knowlton.
Field and Staff. Gen. Selden Connor, Aua
years ago, leaving a widow and a daughter.
Col. J. W. Spaulding, Boston; Asst. Sur- hearty invitation is extended to ail ladies to
Other near relatives are a sister, Caroline M. gusta;
E. E. Wyman of Millinocket, real estate
geon Benj. F. Sturges. Auburn.
with
us
for
unite
the study of the Bible. The
Cutter, now living in New Britain, Ct, and a
Co. A. E. H. Smith, Richmond; T. J. Gaudiscussions are informal and very helpful. We dealer, .builder and contractor, arrived last
P.
S.
bert,
William
M.
Richmond;
Cutter
of
San
Heald,
B.
Francisco.
F.
brother,
Waterville;
Monday and has taken office room in the Coloassure you a hearty welcome.
The funeral services were held at the home of Chase, Oakland; Samuel L. Leavitt.
nial building.
Co. B. A. E Nickerson, J. Bachelder, BelThe
corner-stone
of
the
new
All
Souls’ ConMrs. Charles M. Craig on Sunday at 4 p. m., fast; Erastus T. Wilson, Camden; Morrison
Rev. Vinal E. Hills, pastor of the Methodist
the Rev. W illiam Vaughan officiating, and the
gregational church of Bangor was laid, TuesHeal, Camden; Morris Larrabee, Monroe.
church at Selbyville, Delaware, has
Co.
C.
J. L. Merrick, Waterville; E. W. Gar- day af ernoon, Aueust 20th, on the site of
interment was in the family lot in Grove
the Episcopal
returned home from a visit with relatives in
celon, West Troy; Mayo Bickford, North Troy; First Parish church on
Broadway,
Bangor,
cemetery.
Janies E. Emerson. Skowhegan; Nathan P.
East Northport.
The
Libby, Unity; O. F. Mayo, Waterville; E. destroyed by the fire of April 30. 1911.
Ephraim W. Howe died Aug. 20th in Calais, Mclntire, Fairfield.
Mrs. E. A. Perry left last Thursday for her
society was formed by the union of Central
aged 90 years and 4 months, death resulting j Co. D. Jacob N. Cunningham, Waldo; Levi and First Parish Societies, the church of the home in Fargo, North Dakotah. She will visit
M.
J.
W.
Poor,
Augusta;
Wilbur, Lisbon Falls.
from pneumonia after a brief illness. He ;
Co. E. James A. Colson, Searsport; A H. former also having been destroyed. The ser- her daughter, Mrs. Albert Ames, in Duluth,
was born in Northport, Me., and was taken to
Nickerson, East Corinth; I. L. Spaulding, vice was by Rev. Charles A. Moore, pastor of Minn., en route.
Calais by his parents when a young child. ! Richmond; H. T. Scribner, Searsport.
the church, with an address by Prof. Eugene
Mrs. Ada Larrabee Wildes of Somerville,
Co. F. Silas Adams, Waterville; Horace L.
W'hen he was four years old the family moved
of the Bangor Theological SemiMass., arrived last Friday to visit Mrs. Dwight
James H. Baming, Litch- W. Lyman
Smith,
Monmouth;
and
when
he
returned
to
elsewhere,
Calais he field; R. S.
P. Palmer. She visited friends in Rockland
Maxwell, Litchfield; Amos Turner, nary.
had reached man’s estate.
At the outbreak of Soldiers' Home, Togus; Calvin Keene, Turner;
Sunday, September 8th, after three months and Thomaston en route.
the civil war he enlisted in the 22nd Maine Thomas Rose, Greene; Alvin Spear, West Garspent in the work of reconstruction. Center
Prof, and Mrs. Charles E. Paul left last Friregiment and s .w active service for about a diner.
Lincolnville Methodist Episcopal church will
Co. G. E. H. Jackson, H. D. Haskell, South
be re-dedicated. About $500 has been spent day for Chicago, after spending several weeks
year, after which he returned to the border
O.
P.
China;
Smart, Augusta; B. Hanson, East
In 1865 he enlisted in the 9th Maine regiment, Vassalboro; W. Harlow, Augusta; J. F. Cowan, in thoroughly remodeling the auditorium and with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Paul.
it in every way modern and attractive.
will visit Montreal en route.
Roxbury; Edward Lee, Malden; O. J. Dean, making
in which his son, Samuel Howe, served, but
The pews have been made over, the wing pews They
Livermore Falls.
did not reach the front at this time, as the
and the balcony taken out, the walls and ceilCapt. William Grindle, who is in Bucksport
Co. H. F. P. Furber, Clinton; J. O. Sevey,
and painted a delicate green and from
war soon after was brought to a close.
the Sailor’s Snug Harbor, visiting his
Mr. East Boothbay; William Leonard, Albion; R. ing repaired
means of a stencil in harmonious
decorated
Howe was a stevedore by occupation, but had Webber, Clinton; Charies Steward, Gardiner; coiors andbyall woodwork
and pews painted daughter, Mrs. Rilla Buck, spent a few days
James Phillips, North Vassalboro; B. F. Fairbeen on the retired list for the past 35 years.
white. Ten memorial windows were put in, the
recently with relatives in Penobscot.
banks, Belgrade.
roof shingled and the foundation repaired.
In the community where his long life was
Co. I. E. A. Anderson and John Ralph,
Mrs. W. B. Neal and her sister, Mrs. McLean,
Great credit is due the pastor, Rev. H. P. Tayspent he was deservedly held in high esteem. Camden; W. S. Vinal, Vinalhaven.
who has been at Belfast, scopped here Tueswho did all this wrork aione except the laCo. K. Stephen P. Traton, Everett, Mass.; lor,
His family consists of his sons, Samuel of
day with Mrs. F. T. Bradstreet, and proceeded
bor of a painter, 14 days, to do the decorating.
M. Graves, East Boston; William F.
to Boston Friday.—Gardiner
The church has only seven members, so withCalais and William of Duluth, Wis., and of Alpheus
Reporter-Journal.
Willis, Winnegance; Isaac Webber, Portland; out the
pastor being a stror.g executive, with
three daughters, Mrs. Emma Drake of Duluth. uames R. Wallace, West Bath;
Henry H. Elli- a genius for hard work and fired with enthu- ! Mrs. Walter B. Kelley, son William S. and
Mrs. Maria Purington of Minneapolis and Mrs. ott, Bath; Joseph W. Winter. West Bath; Al- siasm, the transformation of the interior
left last Thursday for
of daughter Katherine,
their home in Minneapolis, Minn., after
the church could not have been.
Mr. Taylor
spendSmith. Augusta; Edward B. Curtis, Winne- has
been ably assisted by his wife, who has
est and youngest of his children were with
ing the summer with her father, Hon. William
gance.
had charge of raising the finances, and ali bills B.
Swan.
The historic old campground was visited,
him at the hour of his death. Mrs. Howe died
are paid to date.
The service of re-dedication
but the dress parade was omitted owing to
some fourteen years ago. Funeral services were
will be conducted by the district superintendMrs. John A. Nash and daughter Marion and
the storm.
nui.fc.miiu.
held on Thursday afternoon, and were conopet- ; son Raymond, who have been the
Gen. Conner gave a brief but interesting
guests of
ial music will be rendered by a professional
ducted by the Grand Army Post, of which he history of the regiment.
choir and soloist. The service will begin at 2 km. <auu hub. liitfu. inomas in .vjorrin ior sevThe reunion closed with a public campfire in
was a valued member, and by Rev. J. Cromp. m. and the public is cordially invited to at- eral weeks, have returned to their home in
the evening at Armory hall.
well Hughes of the Second Baptist church.
; tend.
Lawrence, Ma^s.

from

|

WILLIAMSON’S HISTORY OF BELFAST

Albert B. Ferguson of Searsport died Aug
25th at the home of his sisters on Durham
street, where he had been since June. He had
been in failing health for some time, but only
in the last six weeks was his illness considered
critical. He was born in Belfast, Sept. 2, 1829,
the eldest child of the late Moses W. and
Lydia B. Ferguson. His childhood was spent
in Belfast. About 1860 he went to the Pacific
coast, where he remained for several years,
later going to Alden, Iowa, where he kept a
general store and postoffice. When living in
Alden he came East to marry Miss Amanda
Sweetser of Searsport, and they resided in
Alden for a number of years, until the health
of a member of the family demanded a
change
and they came to Searsport, where the remainder of his active life was spent.
He was
employed in the sash and blind factory and as
a ship carpenter.
His wife died in September,

personal.

MAINE. THURSDAY, AUGUST 29, 1912.

Miss Carrie M. Cutter, who came to Belfast
with the remains of her sister, Mrs. Maria D.
Pierce, returned to West Poland Monday.

The Belfast friends of Rev. and Mrs. Adolph
Rossbach will be sorry to learn that they have
changed their plans and will go directly from
Toronto to their home in East Boston, cancelling their Belfast visit.

miss tana Conner, who
spent the summer
with Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Conner at Bayside,
will leave today for her home in Milwaukee,
Wis.

Mr. ana
Mrs. m. u. rrentiss and
daughter,
Miss Mildred L. Prentiss of Brewer were the
guests last week of Mr. Harry M. Prentiss.
Mr. Prentiss returned Monday and Mrs. and
Miss Prentiss Tuesday.

Mrs. Ann Gowen of Thorndike Station, who
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred W.
Brown, will leave for her home tomorrow, Fri-

has

The engagement of Miss Myrtle Blackwood
of Westbrook, a Bates graduate who was recently elected preceptress of Maine Wesleyan
Seminary, Kents Hill, to H. Philip Boody of
the Seminary fac ulty, has beer announced.

day.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Frisbee of Taunton,
Mass., returned home Wednesday from a
month's visit with relatives in Belfast and vi-

cinity.
1

Mrs. Charles Millhouse'and two daughters,
spent the summer in Belfast, left last
Tuesday for their thome in South Bend, Ind.
Her mother, Mrs. Alice I. Thombs. accompanied them and will spend the winter in South
Bend.

Miss Flora B. Blake and Dr. E. J. Beaulieu
Whitman, Mass., autoed to Belfast last
Thursday and were guests of Miss Blake's

who

of

mother.

Howard Campbell of Brunswick was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hopkins last
week, while on his way home from a visit in
Rockland.

Hannah P. Adams and Miss Avis M.
will leave today for Minneapolis,
where they will spend several weeks before
going to Calfornia for the winter. They will
go via the Grand Canyon, and will probably
Mrs.

Morison

Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Blackwell and daughter
Helene of Brunswick autoed to Belfast recently and were guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. C.

Miss Kate

Lewis

correspondent
has been spending

staff

Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Munger, with their son,
Roy Munger, wife and little son, passed
through Belfast recently on a tour of. Maine,
in their Cadillac car. The party came from
Dallas, Texas, touring to Maine from Detroit,
Mich. While in Belfast they were guests of
R. A. Peavey of Dallas at his summer t. me,
Bay View Farm, East Belfast. The Texans
were loud in their praise of Maine scenery, especially that of Penobscot bay and surround

of West Medford, now a
the Boston Herald, who
some time at the Bird’s

of

Brown,for several weeks, left yestertheir home in Philadelphia, Pa.
Mrs. A. C. Hartley and daughter Vera of
Woodstock, N. B., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter J. Clifford.
The family and guests
autoed to Guilford, a distance of SO miles,

erick W.
for

ing country.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert

C. Wilson, teacher in the Gardi-

High school,

will arrive tomorrow, Friday,
Eliot, where she has been for two months,
to spend the remainder of the vacation in Belfast and Searsmont.
from

Eula Allen,
daughter Alma, and
Kenneth and Clyde Arnold of Broad
Brook, Conn., who have been occupying
Golden Rod Cottage on the Allyn shore, left

University.

Mrs.

Messrs.

nome

Kent Steward of Ur

bana, 111., who have spent the season at the
South Shore, Bayside, and have been fri.iuent
visitors to Belfast in their touring car. have
returned to Mrs. Steward’s former home in
Old Town, accompanied by Mrs. Steward’s
mother, Mrs. Flora J. Carleton, who has been
their guest. They will make a brief visit in
Old Town before returning to Urbana, where
Mr. Steward, U. of M., 'OS, is instructor in the

Sunday.

Miss Edith

ior

Pasadena.

Bangor.

home in

Nest, Little River, will return Saturday.
Mrs. Willis Arnold and son Robert, who have
been guests of her parents, Mr and Mrs. Fred-

ner

in

Hospital for several months, completes her
duties there this week, and will return to her

J. Durham of Boston arrived
last Tuesday from Winterport, where
they
have been visiting relatives, and are guests of
Mr. Thomas W. Pitcher.
Mr. and Mrs. J.

last

season

Ethel L. Burr of Bangor, was the guest
of the Misses Steward at the Hurd Farm,
Northp^rt, last week. Miss Burr, who has been
assistant superintendent at the Waldo County
Miss

Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Hoffman of Chicago are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe at Bohemia
Bayside. Mrs. Hoffman was formerly Miss
Ruth Cobe.

day

most of the

spend

Hopkins.

Prof. Charles E. Paul of the Armour Institute, Chicago, is associate editor of the Cement
World and connected, with the American Car-

yesieruay.

and Builder and

nanter

Mrs. Manson Lowe and four children of Dorchester, Mass., are guests of MrsL.’s father, James H. Cunningham. They are
spending the week at the Shute cottage, East
Belfast, and have Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Lowe
of Dorchester, Mass., and other relatives as
Mr. and

the

Dealers’ R< cord.

standard trade publications that have
large circulations. The great and growing interest in cement construction, a subject on

three

Prof.

which

Paul

has written

exhaustively,

Cement Word a specially valuable
publication, and the Carpenter and Builder is
rightly called “The world’s greatest building
makes the

guests.

Miss Louise H. Ferguson will leave this, paper.”
Thursday afternoon to attend the millinery
Edward Johnson and Edward S. Lobb, memopenings in Boston and New- York, and will also
bers of a commission created by a Socialist inMr. and Mrs. William N. Todd of Portland
make a short visit with relatives in Woods
itiative ordinance to investigate the building
and Miss Bertha I. Bird of Auburn, Mass.,
Hole, Mass. She was accom panied by little
of the acqueduct at Los Angeles, Calif., have
were recent guests of Mrs. Thomas Hudson at
Katherine Brown, who will visit her grandsubmitted a final report of their work to the
her summer home at Saturday Cove. Mr. and
mother, Mrs. Katherine Hills, in Boston.
city council and tendered their resignations,
Mrs. Todd have returned to Portland after a
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Tobey of Boston stating that a continuance of the work is unshort visit in Rockland.
1
spent Sunday in Belfast, guests of Mr. and necessary. They believe that the construcMiss Grace H. Hall, assistant librarian of the Mrs. Ralph H. Howes.
Mr. Tobey is manager tion was carried out in an honest and efficient
Belfast Free library, has returned from attend- of the Wasson Co., grocers, with whom Howes
manner, but criticise the contract system of
ing the Harvard summer school, where she & Co., have done business for over 60 years. mess and method of building
siphons. Mr.
took an eight weeks’ course in literature and Mr. and Mrs. Tobey were so well pleased with
Johnson, a son of the late Edward Johnson of
art. During her absence Miss Edna Crawford,
Belfast that they plan to spend a vacation here this
city, and a civil engineer, has been apB. H. S. '12, substituted.
in October.
pointed president of the Harbor Commission
J. Pierpont Morgan arrived at Dark Harbor by the mayor of Los Angeles.
Captain and Mrs. W. M. White left Monday
last Sunday from Bar Harbor in his steam
on their return to Miami, Florida, after a visit
Close attention to business as the head of
with Capt. White's mother, Mrs. Margarets. yacht Corsair.
Among his callers during the the Condon Merchantile Co. of
Greeley, Colowas
Primrose
Nicholas
Hill. Their daughter, Miss day
Representative
White,
Longworth rado, impelled Mr. A. T. Condon to take a two
will
remain
of
Ohio. The political situation is said to have
until the wedding of her
Margaret,
months’ vacation, and he naturally turned to
cousin, Miss Frances Howes, in October, when been, discussed during the hour he was closet- Maine as the
j
place to recuperate. Before comed with the
be one of the
1

she will

bridesmaids.

Mrs. Llewellyn Woods and daughters. Misses
Ethel and Eva, who have been guests of relatives and friends in Belfast and Brooks, returned last week to their home in Valhalla, N.
Y., where Miss Ethel is principal of a large
school, having six teachers under her supervision, and Miss Eva a kindergarten teacher.
Their brothers, Alphonso and Llewellyn, are

employed on the big wa'ter works the State is
The former is a
constructing at Valhalla.
civil engineer, a graduate of the University of
Maine.

financier in the cabin. The Corsair sailed early Monday morning for Newport.

j

ing to his old home in Belfast he spent a month
the island of Matinicus, where he met some
old friends of his father and others he had
known in his boyhood days, and enjoyed many

on

Miss Margaret
Williams has closed her
dress-making rooms in the Hiltor house on fishing trips, in which he caughi cod, haddock,
Church street,and accompanied by her mother, hake and halibut. As a result of his out-door
Mrs. Orinda Willums, will visit her sister, life in the bracing sea air he gained 12 pounds

Wm. Rossiter of Lincolnville. Miss Williams will return later to ship her household
goods to Camden, where she will open dressmaking rooms. Miss Williams has been in
Belfast for eight years, first in the dry goods
store of James H. Howes, and later for herself, and her many customers regret her removal.
Mrs.

Mr. W. C. Thompson of Hotel Walcott, who
had not visited his native place for several
years, has returned to New York city after
Mrs. Lucy Keene and daughter Helen, who
spending some time at his cottage at Kelley’s ; have been visiting relatives in Belfast, have
Cove, Northport. It is 31 years since Mr. started for their home in Santa Paulo, Calif.,
Thompson left Belfast to engage in business and will visit in Boston and Washington. D. C.,
in New York city, and although during that en route. While in Belfast Miss Keene
attime he has visited 44 States he has seen no tended the moving pictures and one of
the
which
with
Belfast
or
reels
places
Northshowed Santa Paulo and surrounding
compare
port in attractiveness and has lost none of his mountains, with views of the city buildings
interest in the people he had known in boy- and well known streets,
including her home.
hood and later. He claims the privilege, how- Miss keene also recognized the
actors, one
ever, of growling on just one thing, and that is of whom had roomed at her home. It was a
the poor roads in this vicinity.
pleasant surprise.

in

weight, and has

as

souvenirs of his visit

an

interesting

collection of snap shots showing
surf scenes, the various features of the fishing
industry at Matinicus, the one-time home of

his father, Capt. John Condon, and

flight,

in

harbor.
man

was

the water and

Even

more

on

sea

gulls

in

the shore of the

interesting

to

The Journal

his collection of views of

with its

Greeley*

handsome school and city buildings,
library, etc., and exterior and interior views of
Mr. Condon’s big department store. One view
of the front of Mr. Condon’s residence included Mr. Jesse Wilson and family of Fort Collins,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Condon at the time.
Greeley has only about 8,000 inhabitants, but
in its buildings and equipment it is equal to
cities many times as large. By a clause in the
deed of the original colony no liquor can be
sold in the place and violation of this rule involves forfeiture of the property on which the
•ale is made.
>
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The Democrats Did it Two Years

FOR PRESIDENT,

WILLIAM H. TAFT.
OHIO.

OF

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

SHERMAN,

JAMES S.
OF NEW

YORK.

FOR U. S. SENATOR,

BURLEIGH,

EDWIN C.

AUGUSTA.

OF

FOR GOVERNOR,

1

WILLIAM T. HAINES
FOR REIEESENTAT1VE TO CONGRESS.

FORREST GOODWIN
SKOWHEGAN.

For Senator,
of

Winterport.

For Sheriff,
of
Cushman,
For County Attorney,

Frank A.

Montville.

of Belfast.
Carleton Doak,
For Judge of Probate,
of Belfast.
George E. Johnson,
For Register of Probate,
of Belfast.
Charles P. Hazeltine,
For County Commissioner,
of Waldo.
Edward Evans,

County Treasurer,

For

of Belfast

Clifford J. Patiee

Legislative Nominations,
of Belfast.
Frank R. Keene,
of Unity.
Searsport.

Reynolds,

Edwin T.

ol

Frank I. Pendleton,
Charles M. Howes,

Washington

of Liberty.
of

D. Harriman,

Prospect.

A Voice from Blanket Lane.

imi caftv

The Journal:
The Democratic voters on R. F. D. 3,
To

Editor

the

of

Stockton Springs, from Mt. Heagan to
Sandypoint, all wear a sour face because
of the way they have been treated by
Congressman Samuel W. Gould. Blanket
Lane is 2 1-2 miles from Sandypoint,
where the people get six mails a day,
while we at Blanket Lane get only one
mail a day and that only by an effort.
Our mail from October up to July does

Springs

that it remains in the latter

so

When

office 17 hours.

we

mail a letter

it remains in the post office at
Stockton 43 hours, when it should be on
the road. We have asked, prayed and

Saturday

mail from

must

a

route; that it must be kept at Stockton,
it would be a great damage to the

person on the route who signer:
the remonstrance and have failed to dc
so.
Capt. A. A. Ginn wrote the Hon.

asking

Gould

him if he

would

copy of the remondid not receive a satisfachim

strance, but

a

tory reply. One of Blanket Lane’s old
standard Democrats also wrote Mr.
Gould and his letter was ignored. Sam
Gould cannot get that man’s vote at any
price, and a lot more will go with him.
We are sure that the Stockton parties
misrepresented the case to Gould, but
that is no excuse for his not answering
our

will say in conclusion that if
three weak-backed Democrats
could make the Hon. Sam W. Gould turn
down 184 good citizens, it shows that
we

in

cat

the meal.

could send

Twenty

letter to Bel-

years ago

we

fast, mail

it at 10 a. m. and at 3 p. m,
Now when the
an answer.

we

a

could get

Route 3 write to Belfast it
to get an answer.
L. C. Cummings.
Blanket Lane, No. 2.

people

on

takes four

days

The annual convention of the Maint
Retail Jewelers Association will be helc
in Portland Sept. 4th and 5th. Samue

city

is

a

member.

-——for-—{

Spring-Snmmer Wear!
J

|
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W
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YEAR’S SUBSCRiPTiON^
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{
I

New York Tribune Farmer

1

^The

AND YOUR FAVORITE HOME PAPER

•

Republican Journal^

FOR ONLY $2.25.

The Tribune Farmer

9

East Belfast, who has ever maintainec
active interest in this convention, wil
attend.
an

FLYING

Uk

..

The State convention of the Deaf Mutes
of Maine will be held in Lewiston August
31st to Sept. 2nd. Francis M. Staples ol

The biennial convention of the Mains
Christian Endeavor Union will be held it
the First Baptist Church, Houlton, Sept
3rd, 4th and 5th. The Houlton peopls
gave the State Union a most cordial in
vitation to hold its meetings with them
and are now enthusiastically preparinf
to receive all who may choose to come
Special rates can be secured on the rail
roads, which are in most cases about one
third the regular fare. Aroostook wil
be at its best in the early days of Sep
tember. It will be an excellent time t<
visit the Garden of Maine. Ample op
portunity will be given for sight-seeinj
in and around Houlton.

....

I

COMING EVENTS.

Adams of this

anu

2

jl/cuiuvi

two or

there is a

in

...

letters.

Now

uvuv

fUk

one

send

nci

|J*
«£

change was made by taking s
The
out of the village.
amount
large
people of Blanket Lane have tried tc

W.

in

■

town if the

S.

£

^

remonstrance, telling him he
stop the change of the R. F. D.

kindly

CURE,

...

^
|R

as

ft nd

THE WATER

^k

claim to be Democrats sent Sam

Gould

Honore^^

Mrs. Wallace R. Tarbox <jpri
president of Maine Ladies’ pPart»H*
who resides in Fryeburg,
hag? t
lected by the national
presirten* 6lli
organization to write a poem ,
)r
memorial service that forms
%
nortant feature in the
program ?1*
National Encampment, which
vene in Los Angeles, next
„\
better person could not have !
1
Maine.
The
annual
reunion ed, as Mrs. Tarbox is a
Twenty-First
v<n
of the 21st Maine Regimental Association will woman
It is deeply to be
be held at Camp Keyes, Augusta, September
that she does not feel
that
10-11. Transportation lines offer reduced rates.
attend the convention in (
The reunion* dinner will be supplied at the
she
would
so
ably repress t 7 *
“Mess Hall” by Seth Willi&ms Relief Corps at
50 cents per plate. Special music will be sup- Tree State and would be an h
Historic
Record
of
the
The
of
which she ;
Regiment
organization
plied.
will be on sale- at the headquarters. Head- Portland Express.
at
will
be
from
8
a.
m.
Camp Keyes
quarter°
September 10th to 12 m. September 11th. The
secretary will be at the Augusta House from 2
to 10 p. m. September 9th, to meet such comrades as may arrive on that day. Six com-

I

Bucksport
af ter the first of May. Everybody on
the route was satisfied and was waiting
for our mail to come from the Bucksport
post office. But while we were waiting
a
few residents of Stockton Springs
who

Maine Again

The ninth Maine Veteran
Ninth Maine.
association will hold its next annual reunion a)
Camp Benson, Newport, September 12, 1912.
Low rates have been secured on all railroads in
the State. AH comrades of the Ninth Maine
Regiment with their families are desired to be
present. Those who cannot attend are requested to write a letter to the secretary, Volney A. Gray, Dover, Me., to be read, at the reunion. Arrangements have been made for a
free dinner to all comrades of the Ninth Maine.

*

anel that the rural carrier had been notito take his

..

up

REGIMENTAL REUNIONS.

■

petitioned to have our mail regulated.
One of Prospect’s leading Democrats
sent a petition to Representative Samuel
W. Gould in Congress, with 184 names,
asking to'have our mail route changed
back to Bucksport. Early last spring
A. F. Quirnby drove over the route and
notified the people that our mail route
bad been changed back to Bucksport
fied

...

York arrived at F. A. Luce'a Monday... .John
Turner pf Cooper’s Corner visited at Stillman
Turner’s last week....Mrs. Nora Banton is at
Charles Clark's in
Albion....Miss Helen
“aker visited in Belfast Monday_Dr. J. B.
Darling of Belfast was called to J. V. Jackson’s
Wednesday. Harold Boynton returned
Thursday from a short visit at his uncle’s in
Somerville ...W. B. Jaquith is visiting his
sister, Mrs.J.E.Wade, in Augusta ...Miss Etta
Thompson, with her niece and nephew, Ethel
and Clarence Thompson, returned
Wednesday
from a two weeks’ visit in Waterville_Mr
J. O. Bartlett is quite ill with heart disease
and Dr. A. Miilett of Belfast was called this
week for consultation ...Daniel Mcfarland
and wife spent last week in
Freedom, while he
disposed of his farm there_Chester Cushman and family returned home last
Wednesday from a visit with friends in Bethel
J.
W. Wentworth has his new barn frame
and

>

connect with the train at Stockton

not

neaa.

j

WALDO COUNTY NOMINATIONS.

Charles M. Conant,

Ago, but
the People are Wise this Year.
To the Editor of The Journal. The
Democrats have been very diligent in
ringing the charges about the terrible
condition of the State treasury when
they took charge of affairs, an4 "point
with pride” to their remarkable success
in paying so much of the "enormous deficit” left by Governor Fernald. Suppose one of our prosperous farmers had
died in June, 1910, and it was found,
much to the surprise of the “wiseacres”
and the ignorant, that he was in debt
55,000 for fertilizer, farming tools and a
new barn which he had bought and built
the spring before, what a cry would go
up from the knowing ones of “1 told you
so!” But when at the end of the year
his family had paid off the entire debt
and had a good surplus left from the
sale of the crops and other income of
the farm which the farmer had provided
for before his death, what a different !
report it would put on the whole situa- j

course

hour, when all departed for their homes de- visit with relatives and friends... .Mr. and partly boarded... .W. P. Jones bought a cow
rades have died since the last reunion. A. N.
Mrs. George Bowden were in Winterport Fri- last week of
his brother Perley....Rev. Perclaring it a very enjoyable time, and wishing
Linscott of Thomaston is president of the asso- FEW PEOPLE DRINK ENOUGH \V<,
Mr. Pearl Lawrence |
day on a shopping trip
Miller of Riverside attended the
him many happy returns.
ley
**
ciation.
meeting
to Biaintain the proper amouut
has several teams hauling his lumber from ! at
;
the Grange hall last Sunday afternoon.
Thirteenth Maine. The 43d reunion of system, to eliminate through the
the meadow, where he had it sawed this \
WEST WINTERPORT.
comrades of the 13fh Maine regiment was
kidneys the waste products of
held in G. A. R. hull, Augusta, Aug. 20th.
Mr. Eugene N. Dana, son of Mr. and Mrs. spring, to the station, where he has several
W. C. T. U. NOTES.
Dinner was served by Seth Williams Inde- drinking a glass upon rising a.
Delphinus Dana of Frankfort, and Miss Lelia, cars waiting to be loaded....Eugene Young
Relief Corps. Mrs. Lizzie Gilbert meals does not keep your Low....
J. Murray Carroll, Bates, ’09, and Clarence pendent
only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Marden, and a crew orf men are at work cutting the
was chairman of the committee, assisted by
digestion good, remember the
on the Hopkins meadow.
P.
grass
a
are
the
of
Quimby,
Bates,
TO,
Hattie
accompanied by party
Lippin ott, Mrs. Laura Nelson, F.” Atwood’s Medicine
friends, motored to
only two stu- Mrs.
has Lee:
dents who received scholarships for first
Mrs. Mattie Davis, Mrs. Sarah Moore, Mrs.
the residence of Rev. T. P. Humphrey in
year
Florence Littlefield, Mrs. Nellie Small, Mrs. used for sixty years. Read thit
tion. And this is just what happened Hampden Thursday evening, Aug. 15th, where MORRILL
work
in
graduate
economics, awarded by the Sarah Stetson, Mrs. James
“I used to be subject to se|
Stone, Mrs. Nellie
Mr. Ralph Hayward and bride will go to Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences of Har- Tibbetts and Mrs. Harriet Getchell. W. R
during the Fernald administration. He they were united in marriage. The bride wore
Bilious and Sick Headaches, L.
/
this week, where he is vard
Conn.,
Waterbury,
College. Mr. Quimby is the son of the Gribben of Portland resigned as secretary of coming on, I take the “L. F A:
built and repaired public buildings and | a beautiful creation of white silk chiffon over Professor of
and History....
Mathematics
after
a service of 35 years,
the
association
cine. It helps me every time. I
white silk and was attended by her cousin,
vice-president at large of the State W. C T.
bought land absolutely needed for them
*
to failing health, much to the regret of b» without water in the house a.«
Mr. Charles Laselle and lady friend, Miss
Mrs. Althea G. Quimby. who served several owing
Miss Harriet Patte: son, who was
the members, who referred at some length to 1 wood’s Medicine.”
handsomely Bassford, from Burnham, and Mrs. W. F. U.,
of over a million dollars in value, and he i
j years as assistant recording secretary and iB the excellence of his records. Judge Enoch
gowned in lavender messaline. On returning
Mrs. E. a n Av.
j
left money enough to pay for them, and to !
Wentworth and two children from Stockton, now
to the home of the bride the
No. Whit*’:;
president of the Androscoggin County W Foster of Portland wired a message of good
happy young were
will and the retiring president, G. G. Wrogg of ;
of their sister, Mrs. C. T. U.
meet every other demand of his adminis- j
guests
recently
free
for
the
found
a party of friends and relatives
Sample
asking
couple
l_.ewi8J.on was given it curumi iareweil.
n. o
tration, to be collected during the year waiting to extend congratulations. Mr. and
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Port
Thrasher was elected president, Horace B. i
v
from Howard, R I., arrived last week to help j
1911 under existing law. In other words, Mrs. Dana are both
and Charles B. Thurston vice presiAt the W. C. T. U. Institute, held
Greely
popular young people and care for her
recently dents and Dr. Seth C. Gordon,
Mrs. R. B. Smith, who is
and
mother,
secretary
in Newport, Mrs Georgia Tyler Woods of
[ not one dollar of the expense of Fer- their numerous friends unite in wishing them
treasurer, all from Portland. A rally commitsick.Mrs. Henry Kelsey and son
Troy read a paper on Scientific Temperance tee was elected consisting of W. H. McCann of
nald’s administration has been paid by a prosperous and happy married life_Mr. very
Leslie from Auburn visited friends and relaInstruction.
There
and
were
Lewiston, Horace Greely, John F. Lamb of
Mrs.
other
Chester
Barrows
and
law
Miss
Jessie
papers and admoney raised by any
passed by the |
tives in town the past week-Mr. and Mrs. dresses, a
Livermore Falls, H. D. Jewell of Farmington,
parliamentary drill, a song service Simon
Democratic legislature, but every dollar Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cunningham and
S. Andrews of Biddeford, C. A. Wood
James Harding spent the past week at Temple from the
son Horace of Monroe were
Campaign Songster, and the enroll- of Roxbury, Mass., David Carr of Oldtown
guests of Mr. and
of it was raised by laws passed before
Ida Cross from Jonesport is
Heights_Mrs.
ment
of
six
little children as White Ribbon re- and Charles A. Anderson of Westbrook, and
Mrs. Daniel Dyer Sunday... A private dancthey ever came into power, and I will
visiting relatives here... Miss Blanche Clem- cruits.
an executive committee, composed of W. R.
ing party was given in O. Gardner hall Friday
take the Democratic State Treasurer’s
Gribben, Eben S. Burns of Portland, J. S la
ents from North Belfast is visiting her aunt,
evening.... Mrs. Albert Campbell spent Sunmont of South Portland and Everett Stuart of
Mrs. Fred Morgan... Mr. Freeland WentThe Bethel W. C. T. U. (Oxford
report of 1911 to prove it.
ob- East Hiram and H.S. Thrasher and M. MortenCo.)
day at Temple Heights... .The moving picture worth of
has been
pending a few served Flower Mission Day by a
Searsport
On the very last page of the treas- show
son of Portland.
Those who died during the
to
in
the
O.
reception
Gardner Hall on Tuesday
given
urer’s report for 1911, on which is page evenings of each week are receiving a liberal days with his sister, Mrs. Sophia Hartshorn.... the children on the lawn of the local presi- year were George Ricker of Clinton, Aretas
Eames
and
Warren
Tuttle of Fairfield, John
had
a
the Baptist church
dent's home. Stories games and
10 of the State Auditor’s report, in the patronage, which the productions fully merit. Sunday, Aug. 18th,
recitations Farnham of Skowhegan, C. M. Horr and C. W.
Rev. P. E. Miller, a State were followed by refreshments. The
service,
baptismal
of
Herrick
Portland, Jonas G. Adams of East Parisian Sage has had an u
bouquets
last line at the bottom of the page, I The dance after the show’ is largely"attended.
Seven members were of flowers were carried by the
children to the Dixfield, T. F. Jackson of Monson, B. F. and here are the reasons
Miss Lottie Marden, who has been employ- missionary, officiating.
icon.
x
ii/w
Spaulding of Guilford and A. C. Myrick of
added to the church, three by baptism and the sick and shut-in.
It is safe and harmless.
ed in Boston for several years, is at home on a
Troy. J. II. Gray of Malden, Mass., was secre1910, $1,524,664.58.” Now they claim
It cures dandruff in tv. -.
remaining four by letter or experience. The
tary pro tem and enthusiastic speeches were
1
Fernald left this great debt and no money vacation.
well
atwere
services
was
ideal
the
and
Aroostook County always holds its annual made by John F. Lamb, Mr. Gray, Frank A. ing the dandruff germ.
day
It stops falling hair.
Jordan and Dr. Gordon, who recently reached
to pay it with; but every man who BURNHAM.
tended by the townspeople. Dr. Pearson is j convention two days. This
year the meet- his 82d
It promptly stops itchii
Following th banquet the
knows anything at all, knows that the
Waldo Lodge, No. 82, K. of P., installed its doing good work here with the Sunday school ing was with the Mars Hill and Blaine membersbirthday.
made an excursion to the Soldiers’
It makes the hair sofi
State taxes assessed in 1910 do not come officers at the meeting, Friday evening, and which is one of the best for its size in the Unions. The day meetings were in the Home at Togus where they were shown many luxuriant.
State.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Brown, Mr. M.
attentions.
It
E.
was voted to hold the reunion
church
and
there
was
a
the
large attendance. The work of
It gives life and beauty t
i into the State treasury until 1911. So
evening meetings next
year near Portland.
and Mrs. Charles Sanborn and Mrs. J. O. in the Opera House, and both
It is not sticky or greas;.
were decowe will just look on page 28 of the same installation was done by District Deputy J. W.
the
Achorn
were
and
right
rated.
A
given
feature
daughter
of the occasion was the
It is guaranteed to be as
Deane of Freedom, assisted by]F. A. McAllister
The Primary Printing Graft.
Democratic treasury report and see
and
taken
into
the
hand
of
Baptist
fellowship
as grand master at arm3 and Oscar
presentation by the county president, Mrs.
money back.
Farrington
“Table number 1,
what we can see.
a strong
It is the daintiest perfu'
It matters little who got the eight to nine
Jennie E. Seamans, of a
as grand prelate.
The following officers were church. Mr. Clarence Fogg gave
drinking fountain to thousand
dollars for the primary printing, or made.
Monthly Receipts in 1911,” reads:
installed: C. C., Wilton Hunt; V. C., William sermon on Christian character.... Rev. D. B. the town from the local Union. Mr. Howard
that fifty per cent, of it was illegally bestowed
It is the best, the mos:
January, 1911.$1,589,956 07
here next Sunday Salford. President of the
i Receipts
"
Boaru of Trade, ac- —it is “graft,” “graft” pure and simple, and
McAllister; r., Leroy Call; M. of W Charles Phelan of Belfast preaches
445,519 40
February,
invigorating hair dressing
over
that
at
3
shower
m_The
the
passed
the
p.
cepted
to
raise
a
“howl”
The
that
M. at A., Wesley Hunt. The members
gift.
Houlton Union’has
tax-payers ought
Fight shy of the drugg
Making $2,035,475.47 paid into the Dyer;
will compel the next legislature to sit up and
of the Pythian Sisters and invited friends here last Wednesday evening was the severest planned a boys temperance contest in
you a substitute, he is unv,
charge take notice.—Bridgton News.
State treasury in the first two months
were
lines
of
and
of
the
season.
Mrs.
Telephones
were present.
confidence.
Easton, wife of the Methodist pastor.
After the work of installation
of 1911, or enough to pay the whole of a fine
Made only in America b\
baked bean supper was served and a damaged, the lightning striking in many
Harsh physics react, weaken the bowels,
the pretended Fernald debt and leave social hour was
At the Franklin
Doan’s Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Tb'
passed ...Mr. and Mrs. B. F. places. It destroyed a big pine tree back of
county convention, held in will lead to chronic constipation.
Auburn
hair is on every (
25c.
a
box
at
all
Wilton, Rev. R. H. Clapp of Farmington gave Regulets operate easily.
$510,810.89 to spare. Now the total cash Harding of Billerica, Mass who have been the residence of D. O. Bowen.
stores.
only 50 cents.
an address on “The
the
into
the
State
paid
treasury during
passing several weeks with their daughter,
Initiative, Referendum,
and Recall," and during the
: year 1911,together with the $135,722 left
Mrs. George E. Bryant, and visiting friends in LIBERTY.
day the Wilton
had
a
two
weekswho
Cornet
Hurd,
spent
Raymond
Bind
of
1 in the
seventeen pieces furnished
treasury by Fernald, according to this vicinity, returned home Friday... .Misses vacation in
F.^ F.^ wvm F.^ F«^ F.^ r.^ M M M F.^ r.^
F.« « « V
in
Pitts
to
his
home
music.
town,returned
Mrs. Deborah K. Livingston was the
table No. 1, above referred to, was Ruth and Marion Morse of Palmyra were rel
field last week_Mrs. Harriet Prescott of evening speaker. She has
A
cent guests of their aunt, Miss Nellie Morse.
at
spoken
neaily
$5,020,676.83. Where did this money
....Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McAllister returned Newport is visiting Mrs. William Lowell.... all the county conventions this year.
come from? Was it raised by the DemoHon. and Mrs. L. C. Morse went to Waldoboro
Saturday to Gardner, Mass., after passing
cratic legislature of 1911? Not by any
The Bridgton (Cumberland
their summer vacation with his mother, Mrs. and Rockland last Thursday, making the trip
Co.) W. C. T. U.
All the money paid in in 1911
met July 2nd with its
means.
president in her camp at
Charles Foster.... Work has been begun on with their son Ralph in his touring car....
in
accordance
with
laws
arrived
last
Mrs.
Chase
of
Lakeside,
was paid
Sebago. After a picnic dinner the
Cambridge, Mass.,
passed the piece of State road which is being built on
i
by the legislature years ago, excepting the main road in the village_Merle McAllis- week to visit her daughter, Mrs. Harry Grant, regular meeting was held, the pastors of local
about $72,000 railroad tax and $159,944.66 ter, who is spending his summer vacation in at their summer home on Panola Point-Dr. churches gave short addresses, and the W. C.
! H
Its not too bad, and not too good,
T. U. president spoke of local
j
work, and the
State taxes of 1911, making $221,955 Livermore Falls, where he is engaged in and Mrs. F. C. Gay and sons Brier and Rflalcolm
•
need of active L. T. L. work.
But I do like to see men dress as they shoe !
were
of
New
of
Mr.
York,
guests
Brooklyn,
Three
new
paid in which was raised by the Demo- preaching, visited several days recently with
i
and Mrs. C. M. Hurd Wednesday and Thursday members were gained. July 3d the Cumbercratic legislature.
But none of this was his mother, Mrs. Charles Foster.Arnold
Thev can do it if they buy their Furnishi
Hunt has charge of the creamery receiving of last week. Dr. Gay was a Belfast boy and land Mills L. T. L. held a picnic, and July 5th
used to pay the pretended Fernald debt,
with his family is passing the month of Au- the Westbrook L. T. L. celebrated Miss Anna
station in place of Georgie Sullivan.
Goods, Hats, Caps, Neckwear, Hosiery Ii
for the State Treasurer says he had:
Gordon’s birthday by a
gust there-An auto party from Lewiston
picnic, with singing,
the
Jan.
or
FREEDOM.
in
woven or Everwe; r), Lamson & Hubbard I
treasury
1, 1912,
$502,632
that arrived in town Saturday evening included rally cries, cheers and games.
Mrs. Effie Townsend from Augusta visited
more than twice as much as was paid in
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell, Mr. and Mrs. Young,'Miss
and Caps, Hathaway, Earl & Wilson Shirts
A healthy man is a
Mrs. Inez Bellows recently-Rev. Wesley
king in his own right; an
I under Democratic laws passed in 1911.
Young and Miss Gurney. While here they
and Mrs. Wiggin and son Storer from !
man an
Wiggin
unhealthy
slave.
Yale Union Suits—I am agent for t!
For
£
unhappy
Collars,
all
the
were guests of Mrs. Lowell's brother, A. C.
So any one can plainly see that
impure
blood and sluggish liver, use Burdock
Wollaston,Mass., were the guests of his brothBlood
Crockett... .Jjhn Brookman, who has been
talk two years ago about the great de:
and
goods
they are not to be found elsewhet
er, J. B. Wiggin, the past week_The Sunday j
Bitters. On the market 35 years. $1.00 a
hotvisiting at J. J. Walker’s for a few1 days, re- tie.
school rally will be held at the church Sunday ;
j ficit was made for campaign purposes.
the
line of Hats and Caps F0^
turned
to
Ash
Point
last
city—Nice
week,
accompanied
It will be remembered that the Demo- morning, August 25th. Mr. Atchison will de- !
Miss Katherine Walker.... Mrs. Mary Owen
cratic legislature passed a resolve to pay liver a short address and the remaining part of by
DWIGHT P.
asonic >
and daughter Phyllis, who have been passing
certain alleged deficiencies, and among the morning service will be taken up with |
several weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Marlthem was a bill for free High schools for sacred songs by Mr. and Mrs. Puerat, the |
WW
Me W Wi
ton Knowlton, returned to Camden last week.
$80,000. There wai due the towns July
-Mrs. Ruth Knowlton spent a few days in
scholars of the Sunday school all are cordially i
1, 1911, over $81,000 for free High
Waterville last week_Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
invited to attend... Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nichols |
Hoit and two daughters of Hampden are visitschools, but only $1,765, of this had been
are passing several days in their cottage at
j ing his brother, Dr. C. B. Hoit... .Orvell Orpaid to them up to January 1, 1912, and Windermere Park-Mr. Phill Williams
i
spent
dey, Jr., of Brooklyn, N. Y., is passing a fewT
you cannot tell by the treasurer's report last week with his
parents at Lake George in I
weeks in town and is staying at George Cram's.
how much these schools cost or how
Liberty.Mrs. Ella Sprowl is visiting her
Mrs. C. B. Hoit and Miss Wilder spent Frimuch the State owes for them.
Why aunt, Dollie Bryant-Mrs. Francis Hustus,
day in Belfast and Northport_Mr. and Mrs.
was not this $80,000 reported as a dewho has been very sick, is recuperating....
Frank R. Woodcock, who have been at Youficiency, as it was in 1911. There will Miss Vivian Small and her brother Florine are j Need-a-Rest cottage on Green Island for ten
1
=
surely be a deficiency in the free High visiting their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed- days, returned to Belfast last Thursday=TO THE—-school bill the first of next January, for ward Small and Mr. and Mrs. Amos Small, at i Miss Alice
Lowell, who has been spending a
Deer Isle, Maine_M. M. Small, M. D., is |
uiu
aui.
uui
uiaivc
icgioiaiuiv
vacation of two weeks at her home in Montj
j
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
any appropriation for free High schools
ville, left last week for Providence, R. I.,
and other relatives,in Deer Isle_Miss
Small,
for the year 1912, and they told me at
where she is studying for a trained nurse. She
Phebe Cross from Morrill is visiting Miss
will soon go to the Fordham Hospital in New
the State House last week, that the bill
Bertha Bryant_Hon. S. W. Gould, of SkowYork City,where she will spend some time....
will be about $115,000, and that the
hegan spoke in the grange hall Thursday Mrs. L. P.
Berry of Providence arrived last
towns will have to wait until the next
evening, August 15th, to a very small audience week to visit her
brother, George Lowell, in
| legislature makes an appropriation for on account of the. heavy rain storm... .Miss
Montville....Mrs. Marlton Knowlton was a
that purpose. But they did not forget Winifred Dodge and her friends, Mr. and Mrs.
business caller in Belfast last week....L. C.
the rum bill. That was of more interest O. J. Farwell and Arthur Sampson,took an auto
Morse bought a fine horse of parties in Knox
ride
18th.
August
to them than the schools.
last week.
The same resolve provides for the pay- troy.
ment of $66,000 pretended deficiency in
Mrs. Vesta Holmes Chase of Pittsfield is vis- CENTER MONTVILLE
Mrs. John Tibbetts gave a party to her Sun] State-pensions. By the last treasurer s iting relatives and calling on old neighbors
and friends in town-Neal Whitney of Win- day school class August 13th in honor of Miss
how
one
cannot
tell
much
the
report
Esther Tibbetts’ thirteenth birthday.... Mr.
State pensions were the past year; but throp is spending the week with his uncle, and Mrs. Oramendal Morse
are receiving conClarence Whitney,and calling on old friends at
I they were some $90,000; and as there
the Center-Albert L. Merrill, who has been gratulations on the birth, August 16th, of a
on
them
to
Clifton.... Mr. Frank Currier and
up
| were only $16,000 paid
living in the west for some 13 years, is the son, Virgil
January 1, 1912, there must have been a guest of Mrs. Abbie Berry and visiting the Mr. Penson Clement made a trip to Bangor
deficiency of some $75,000. I wonder scenes ot his boyhood, where a cordial wel- Sunday in Mr. Currier’s new auto.. The
why they did not report that? These come awaits him from old friends and neigh- church services were well attended last SunField Day has become a
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Stevens of Belfast day afternoon....
are some of the ways by which they bors..
j fooled so
habit with our townspeople, and, in fact, much
made
a
hurried
visit
at
his
old
home
in
two
Troy
years
many of the people
J
Is a thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national
of our county. It is like a great family relast Tuesday. "It was a professional and pleasago. But their hypocrisy is now so eviunion, and anyone who stays away seems lackure trip combined-Mr. and
Mrs. E. E.
weekly. Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most
9
j dent, and their pledges are so glaring,
McCauslin came by auto from Massachusetts ing in loyalty. This year the weather was
reliable market reports.
9
these
and
that
same voters,
many of
last week to visit old neighbors and friends in especially favorable and field day has left us
their regular followers, are eager to hurl
of
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known [veterinary surgeon in
with
memories
renewed
9
pleasant
acquaintTro^ and Unity-Mr. George Garcelon of
them from power and the trust they Burnham and Miss Helen
America, writes regularly for The Tribune [Farmer,
9
Weymouth of Troy ances. The music, speaking and ball games
thoroughly
have so basely betrayed. C. E. Smith.
provided entertainment for everyone. We
were married at the parsonage in Unity, Aug.
9
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
The Republican Journal
11th, by Rev. James Ainslie. Mr. Eben Small were glad to see that
sent a representative-Mr. C. W. Talbot
and his articles meet the needs of every practical
BOX PACKING DEMONSTRATIONS. of Thorndike and Miss Estelle
9
Harding of Troy
working farmwho is quite ill, remains about the same....
were married at the same place August 14th,
cr and interests every man or woman in
or
town
who owns a
of
at
city
The Department
Agriculture
Rev. J. Ainslie officiating. Miss Harding and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Burkill of Hudson, Mass.,
9
horse or cow.
Augusta is planning to give a limited Miss
arrived
to
visit
and
Mrs.
James
Mr.|
Monday
Weymouth are among Troy’s most esdemonstrations
number of box

OF WATERVILLE.

OF

of tides has stopped ell salt hay busi"
Fred Heley had 90 bunches swept off by
the high tide. He lost about four tons....
(Deferred.)
Mrs. Abbie E. Dillen and ber granddaughter
BRANCH MILLS (Palermo.)
A surprise party was given Harvey Doe, Verna have returned to their home at Mars
Friday evening, August 9th, the occasion be- | Hill after a three weeks* visit with relatives
ing the celebration of his 16th birthday. and friends in Blanket Lane... .Parker Watts
Twenty-six of his young friends were present of Sandypoint was in the Lane last Friday,
and several out of town guests, among whom taking views of the Lane. Mr. Watts is doing
some of the best work done in Maine.
were Miss Alice Mosher of Weeks’ Mills, the
Misses Edith and Ethel Marden of Fairfield, Miss Louise Cunningham of Swanville and
Carl Jones of Waterville, Eastman and Maurice Mrs. Flora Dolin of Brookline, Mass., were
Webber of Waterville, Ileen Brophy of Fair- in the Lane over Sunday visiting relatives
field and Miss Dorothy Hammond of Portland. Thomas Gallop’s family took the train last
The rooms were prettily decorated with wild Saturday morning for their home in Mar’s
flowers and ferns. He was the recipient of a Hill.Edwin Smith Grpnt, who is living at
beautiful gold watch and chain from his A. K. Gray’s, walked to Bangor recently to
visit friends. He called on Virgil G. Eaton at
father, F. A. Doe, and a gum of money from
the guests. Punch, ice cream, cake and crack- his Brewer home and was cordially received
by Mr. and Mrs. Eaton....Mr. and Mrs. D. H.
ers were served, and the evening was interhave gone to Bucksport for a week’s
Gray
with
and
until
a
music
late
spersed
games

County Correspondence.

Fooling the People.

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS

AVAM

j

j

^2

packing

■

MEN FALL

victims to stomach, liver and kidney trouble >
just like other people, with like results in los s
of appetite, backache, nervousness, headache
Bu t
and tired, listless, run-down feeling.
there’s no need to feel like that as T. E
Peebles, Henry, Tenn., proved. "Six bottle !
of Electric Bitters’’ he writes, "did more t
give me new strength and good appetite tha >
So tne
all other stomach remedies I used.”
Its folly to suffer when thi
help everybody.
great remedy will help you from the first doei
Try it. Only GO cents at all druggists.

this Fall and will be pleased to hear
from growers who desire such a meeting
The Department will
in their orchard.
furnish press, packing table, boxes and
paper, so that no expense will be incurred by the grower other than transportation from the nearest railroad
station. The increased number of orchardists who are spraying and giving
good care to their trees must necessarily
increase the amount of fruit fit for box
pack and it seems important at this time
to demonstrate the different packs and
manner of packing so that better work
along this line may be accomplished.
Individuals or Granges that are interested will receive prompt attention by
writing the Department at the earliest
opportunity.—A. K. Gardner, State
Horticulturist.

teemed young ladies and are very popular
school teachers. The best wishes are extended to them from a host of friends in Troy.
Your correspondent does not know the happy
bridegrooms personally, but they are to be
congratulated, and if we had the pleasure of
their acquaintance we could doubtless congratulate the brides.

BLANKET LANE SECOND.
Miss Kate M. Carter of Bangor called on Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Cummings at Hillside farm last
Sunday....A. S. Heal of Belfast was in town
recently in the interest of monumental work
he has been doing for parties here....Arlie
Palmer's Picture Co. has closed a week’s show
at K. of P. hall Prospect They had five nights
of full houses....Charles A. Bowdoin of Mt.
Heagan was in the Lane last Thursday on his
Accidents will happen, but the best regulat- way to the station after a load of goods for
ed families keep Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil for
his store at Mt. Heagan. He iB doing a thrivTwo sites 25 and 60c. at
such emergencies.
all stores.
ing grocery business in town....The high

/

Burkill at

f4Hill

View

Farm.”_Charles

Hutchings and daughter Alta of South Freedom spent Sunday at W. B. Jaquith’s.... Mrs.
Nettie Mason of Boston, who Has been visiting at P. C. Allen’s, returned home Wednesday. .Mrs. Mayhew of Searsmont spent Sunday with her daughter, Mrs. A. D. Baker....
Mr. and Mrs. William Terry and two children
have returned to their home in Haverhill,
Mass., after an extended visit at E. E. Dyer’s.
....Mr. and Mrs. James Burkill of Hill View
farm gave a picnic August 18th in honor of
their guests, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pike and
Misses Mary Power and Henrietta Burkill. A
hayrack ride and picnic dinner on Mt. Hogback was enjoyed by a party of 14 neighbors
and friends and a jolly time is reported....
Mrs. A. D. Baker spent the week-end at he*
home in Montville...Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Pike from Auburn and the Misses Burkill and
Power of Hudson, Mass., returned to their
homes Monday....Benjamin Luce of New
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and phosphate in the vicinity, look antiNassau to New York in quated and cumbersome. On my way
Fr# 3 Cat-Boat.
up the river a man in reply to a question
pointed out one place as belonging to the
Coe-Mortimers, but I don’t know how
JOHNSON.
well informed he was, and I did not get a
v ALFRED
chance to find out for myself.
FLORIDA.
v lsONVILLE,
In glancing over a history of the town
ville 1 passed a very pleas- I found at the Custom House I was
with
Senator
struck by the fact that the population
day
At■’‘^interesting
the various members of just before the war in 1860 was 40,522,
gilt 8>vl
welcomed
me
whom
and in 1910 had increased to 58,833 only,
Taliaf'r' a|i of
bit if s‘;;l (abiv to their homes and show- an unusually poor showing, I should say,
worth seeing.
for an American city in the last half
ffjs!1
,| nos in town
lutifully situated on the century of unprecedented progress, even
r, miles from Mayjiort,
in the South. In commenting on it to one
j|
1
Si.
';‘g ,nto the Atlantic over St. of th6 officials, I got this reply: “Yes
Sir! You are correct, Sir! This city was
*“er'
jchrthe BOth latitude the tem- founded 240 years ago, just, and it is
40
below
Bi;
tails
;
deg. F., just 240 years behind the times now,
,r

1

the winter months is
cinity of 60 deg. F. The
there was sunny and

Sir!”
I noticed many Hebrew names over
the shop doors, and the Jews may be able
spent
and crisp as one of our to inject the necessary virus to offset
une, and a light overcoat the indigenous Southern lethargy and
the automobile as the save the commerce of the place, if not
fr
ffflt'’ ,nWr1i
its ancient importance as a social rural
„'j., not only the principal center. Still, it is a delightful place to
one
in
but
many ways
|
visit, for all its being something of a
cX
ous and progressive in
picturesque ruin, and I left it loaded
with
its
-.ied
me,
many
with
invitations to return in the fa'l, and
j
1
es under process of con“to hunt duck, run deer with dogs and
-v. well cleaned streets
l
shoot them with buckshot, Sir! and if
julated traffic, and its you miss one, Sir, you get a horse whip-..fa growing western ping before the campfire at night, and 1
than doubled its popu- am the man that does the flogging, by
,ast ten years.
Among appointment,” was shouted after me by
uildings, which are a well-known shipbuilder and steamboat
t.v appearance of a cos- owner as 1 finally tumbled aboaid the
f(

r

that of Mr. Lane’s

1,

National, which

Myrtle.

The former bark rigged steam yacht
American of 851 tons register—now the
flag ship of the Haytian Navy and covered with a murky coat of battleship grey
paint—was anchored in the harbor as we
sailed out, being held by a United States
Marshal until her grocer’s bill should be
paid. The remnant of her crew was
much interested in us and lowered her
gaudy flag of strange device as I photograpned tnem and her, and we passed
under her stern out between the splendid
stoned
jetties which hold Charleston’s channel open and make her harbor
now one of the most accessible and the
safest to enter between Norfolk and
Key West. A sailing vessel, however,
must have a fair wind, or a tug, to pass
through the narrow walled lane made by
the long jetties that lead out towards
the lightship, and through which St.
Philip’s church steeple light acts as a
range, by both day and night. It is a
curious fact that this steeple should have
been so placed by accident. It is the
only church I have seen in traversing
every inch of our Atlantic coast that
has a government lighthouse in it.

owns

the entire ground
icoupies with its own
noth in its appearance
t ments, so far as 1 am
is much up to date as
New York.
.ator.s in front of Mr.
bis private office was
the results when he

per.

eminently satisfac-

re

Muld finish writing out
messenger
appeared
.1.
-j:
it_

i
at

ading

to rooms

and al-

busy clerks, with just
of cash and in precisely
s i desired.
and
in party at Mr.
hey took us all out in
i, procession of them,

race, and then into
.ok over a fine old estate
ignificent shade trees,
etc., and possessing
running down to the
.John’s River, which at
rs as wide as any of the
.fast. A private wharf
rage, with a fine chance
the value of the place
.at

i
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already has a
standing in its own

use,
i.ter

of the residential
■,,'Onville, he was thinking
-re of putting up three

large common
untry place, in order
Taliaferro might con.eir children and grand-
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a

them.
ad just bought a new
i.
ile, and Mr. Hubbard
Mrs. Hubbard has her
DoubtLimousine.
:, at 'least, will be seen
Belfast this summer.
took me to the offices of
; er & Naval Stores Comith, and I learned a lot
nt about the resources

diii.ii

veloped waterways of
wiltt him huge private
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the entire walls of
the most remarkable
rida are its navigable
,akes, and its wonderful
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their varying and
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places are thickly
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m
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connected,

now

or

are

with each other by
plh of from 4 to 6
form a part of “the
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m.fortable and

I hem .: power house*
to the banks in some
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mey, or roving
game or change

millionaires in float*
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either,
...eat “Everglade”
’s, with a suite and
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which
with the
mpson; for I met

b guest

and

on

gbtfui day
II
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-111

were

earning

nt from piace to
or with their fant-tof Italian singeis

tivuiar attracted me,
traue, a tine fellow
who had apparently
uberculosis by this
ad at the same time
y making yacht and
Icing repair work spent some of the most agreeable even'd the past two winings of my life, in animated conversation
sc.f, wife and two on boats and
|
boating, ships and shipping,
latter to the public
j and their place in art. While he was
s where he tied
up. looking
up the data for his Mural Decoaid to me, “we are out
rations in the Baltimore, Md., Custom
time and we live 365
\ House, depicting so vividly the history
if. while at home
we
; of navigation, from the earliest times to
ars for six
months, and 1 the latest battleships of the
epoch, (four
He is now on his I
I spent several morning’s
years ago)
■utilth, Minnesota, via the in
the New York Yacht Club’s Library
Canal and the Great
looking up yachting pictures and data
i'oat; having come down | for him to use in these
decorations.
the fail and round
The news of the disaster had such an
He urged me to come
effect that we remained in port two days
"'g my passage, but I j
for.more details, and all the
its to sail.
while the fact that that great full-manSOUTH CAROLINA.
ned, and full-powered steamship had
I
while I had come hundreds of
beautifully situated foundered,
'he Cooper and Ashley miles at sea, practically alone, in this
urrounded by its own rotten cockle-shell of a cat-boat without
a serious accident of
any kind, seemed
straight and regular to
me imexplieable and incomprehensiI and amply shaded,
ble.
its southern
<

■
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[waiting

battery,
GETTING AGROUND.
hospitality, its beautii Azalia
These inside passages by canal, river,
gardens 18
hley River, its unique sound, bay and lagoon, etc., though very
tower of St. Philip’s interesting from a scenic as well as
many
high and visible 18 other points of view, are not a joy to
its historic church the
navigator used to blue waters, esper
forts, Moultrie and cially in a boat with a comparatively
ups the most delightful small auxiliary engine and
drawing from
1

upon our entire Atlanrate I wag loath to
generous Yacht Club,
voiced, respectful, wellbond ever at one’s elbow
Up again sir?” aa the mint.
di

lay,

just whi h method would suit
the particular case beat.
In some instances the
engine' rev rsed
would gradually work her
off itself, fnd
we could sit down

3 1-2 to 4 feet of water.
For a full powered, shoal draft launch, drawing from
2 1-2 to 3 feet, they would doubtless be a
delight, if a man could traverse them

leisurely.
I began by keeping

of the
times we stuck in the mud or on sand
bars, but after the first day gave it up,
for we would, in some shallow stretches,
account

several times in an hour, and not
on other occasions it would
take us from one to three hours to get
run

on

infrequently

off again.
In some places there simply was not
water enough to float us from one lagoon

to another; and we literally had to haul
the boat over, inch by inch, with a kedge
anchor out ahead, or lines with tackles
run to the trees on the bank.
We became expert at getting her off

From Maine
Notes of

and look on at Sir ease
while the rush of water from
the propeller scoured the sand from under her
In others it would force
her
ahead over a lump; again we
could
by getting up the sail and listing help
her
over; in fact, we often found in various
tight places on the trip that a combina-

an? Power was

“the eyes of her,” and while one of
crawled in on top of it and
got forward against the mast, and the other
stood watch on deck, waiting for the full
range of the flood tide, which here consisted of but a few inches, to lift her out
of the sand bar, on which she had
gone
hard and fast under full sail and
power.
At the entrance to the Indian
as at several other places, we were able
to use the results of our experiences to
help others. We came across a party
of Italian singers and dancers here, hard
and fast upon a mussel bed, with a line
a.L_
I_.1
in
us

river]
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Trip

to

California.

Across the Continent.

To the Editor of The Journal. We
left Winterport, Maine, for Boston on
the steamer Belfast at 3 p.m., July 29th,
and had a beautiful sail down the river
and bay, leaving Rockland about 8 p. m.
We had a very pleasant night on the
water. About 3 a. m. the steamer stopped and we heard hurried footsteps along
the walk outside of our stateroom and a
voice said: “Run slow.” I got up and
went out on deck to see what was going
on and was told that there had been a
collision between the City of Rockland
and a collier and that with great difficulty
the passengers had been transferred from
the then thought to be sinking steamer
to the c llier. When we got to the collier the passengers were all on board;
Then
some in steamer blankets only.
they were transferred to the Belfast and
carried to Boston, where we arrived safely about 8.30 a. m.
We then prepared for our trip to California, taking a few days in Boston for
that purpose. We left Boston at 8 a.
m., Aug. 5th, by the N. Y., N. H. & H.
R. R., and passed through the State of
Connecticut, which is a fine farming
State and has many fields of tobacco
along the Connecticut river. We changed

handy,
often falling back on themighty
one when we
couldn t use the other.
Pushing with
long poles was helpful at times, too, but
most often the “old reliable” and
only
sure method was to run the
cable
backed by the big anchor, or made out,
fast
to a tree trunk, and then to
tug and haul
by mam strength with a tackle. The
Myrtle, being so small, and a cat-boat,
with no room to work forward of the
mast, had no winch or windlass, so our
arms and backs had to take its
place. If
the stern were caught we could
help her
to lift it by getting the tender on the
bow and filling it with
and
once
water,
we had to pile the pig-head ballast all
up

Waterbury and soon passed into
York,and changed cars
again at Poughkeepsie and crossed the
Hudson river on a very high bridge nearly one mile long. Then we passed
through fine part of the State and soon
reached
Go3hen, N. Y., where we
changed cars again and took the through
train from New York city to Chicago.
We left Goshen 20 minutes late, it being
nearly 5p. m., and arrived atBinghampton, N. Y., about 9.30 p. m. Here we
at

cars

aaitHIl

the State of New

hopelessly twisted and fouled in their
propeller shaft, which they had inadvertently started while the line was
hanging slack under the stern.
Their captain, and leader, who was apparently also the bass singer and dancer
of the troupe, was completely exhausted
and chilled through from futile attempts
to clear the propeller.
It seems they had lowered him over
the side in his bathing suit and he had
tried to cut the line with a knife, which
necessitated of course holding his head a

foot or two under water as he worked.
As we hove in sight they had him
stretched out in the cabin, and the en-

intn thu alppnpr nml difl

wonf

rmt

spp

(ho

country through which

we passed. Durthe night we passed through New
York State and across the corner of
Pennsylvania and arrived at Youngstown, Ohio, at about daylight,and a little
later arrived at Marion, Ohio.
After
leaving New York, where it is hilly the
same as New England, the
country as
we go west becomes more level and is
wooded
in
vyell
many places.

ing

tire party, including two good-looking,
capable American women, with southern
accents, were working over him anxiously. When they heard the noise of our
engine they came oil deck to hail us for
assistance. We lost no time, bringing
our gear, tackles and light anchors right
aboard of them.
Then, after running

lines from both mastheads to anchors
BEAUFORT.
dropped off their beam, and carried out
Beaufort, now connected with the out- on our backs as we waded breast-deep,
side world by railroad (i. e. for about 5 by using the fore anJ main throat halyears) and a great shipping place for yards, we hove her down fiat; then with
oysters, fish and clams, is a charming lit- the line from the big anchor astern to
tle village on a land-locked harbor, with their windlass, and all hands pulling and
white wooden houses with balconies and heaving, with the women to take in
piazzas nestled among green trees along slack, we worked her off, slick as a
the water front. Among its chief at- whistle, into deep water, the women
tractions are a delightful climate, a quoting Longfellow and cheering as she
cheerful little hotel open all the year started.
Then we went overboard
round, for summer and winter visitors, again and down under the boat, each
good shooting in the neighborhood, big with a long sailor’s knife in hand, and
and small game, and no end of deep sea cut away the line from the propeller and
cleared it.
fishing.
Here, on an island of its own, is situated
Incidentally, I was interested in notthe U. S. Marine Biological Station, with ing that a Swede, or even an American,
tanks and running water for the study could stand hard work under chilly water
and propagation of all kinds of aquatic better than a native of sunny Italy,
life, and a museum in which are preserv- though this particular Italian was a fine
ed in alcohol specimens of the fish caught specimen of a man, with unusual muscuin the waters of the adjacent rivers, lar development and a professional athsounds and ocean.
lete. He was a versatile chap, too, havHither come scientists from every- ing designed, built, rigged and painted
where to study, under the direction of a the boat himself.
She was a pretty,
superintendent from Washington, the schooner-rigged craft on the old Burgess
feet
our
Atlantic
about
45
marine life of
coast. Among
model,
long, and with a
many interesting specimens I noticed first-class 40 horse power engine in her.
particularly one of a cuttle or devil-fish, He was now on his way from Palm Beach
with long tentacles, such as we used to to Charleston, S. C., in her by the inread about in the days of our boyhood. side route, and they were paying their
Incidentally the big yellow structure expenses—as I understood they had
of the station building on its bare island built the boat—from money earned in givin the harbor is more conspicuous from ing entertainments at the hotels and
3eaward than the whole town of Beau- winter resorts. Aboard were pictures
fort, nestled among its green trees, and painted by the leader, and the women
it may be used as an artificial land mark assured me that the only thing they had
by the mariner, enabling him to know ever seen him unable to turn his hand to
when to turn in to cross the bar, which successfully was working under water.
he might easily pass by on this low sandy I should like to see more of him. He was
all right on the water himself, but his
coast.
crew were probably better singers than
THE LOSS OF THE TITANIC.
sailors, and doubtless their well-meaning
The first news of the loss of the Ti- but misdirected efforts had gotten him
tanic came to us four days late as we into the scrape, and going into the cold
tied up at the Standard Oil dock at Beau- water, overheated from his Herculean
fort to fill our gasolene tanks. A Ger- hut practically single-handed efforts to
man restaurant keeper, doubtless lookget out of it, had well-nigh finished him
ing for business, came running down the when we came along. He revived rapiddock to tell me that “the biggest ship ly, however, under the influence of some
atloat has gone down with nearly all on coffee quickly made by one of the women,
board.” Th. t was about the extent of and as I left him standing poised on the
his knowledge, but from Captain Lewis, bows, in his blue bathing trunks, the
the local marine reporter of the New muscles of his legs, arms and chest
York Herald, I got a two days’ old copy standing out like cords of steel, his black,
of that paper, the only one in town, and waving hair blowing aDout his swarthy
learned the bare facts, as they were temples, I was impressed with his whole
known up to Tuesday, of the terrible personality, —his activity of body and
catastrophe. Curiously enough 1 had mind, his versatility, and his bright,
been reading that very morning about alert eye, his sweet smile and soft Italian
her construction, looking over her plans voice.
Instinctively I hac a feeling that
at home; or
he must be “somebody’
was about to make, in a Sunday Herald even, perhaps, was an artist or musician
of a week or two before, bought in of some note whom I had failed to recogCharleston.
nize, and was in Florida for the winter
WhoSeveral of the people on board were simply on a vacation, or a lark.
known to me by sight, or personally. ever he is, I wish him luck. He certainto
Nature
life
as
Both Col. and Mrs. Astor 1 saw daily last ly is equipped by
enjoy
he goes through it, and is fulfilling his
summer at the Casino at Newport, R. I.
Major Butts, I’d met upon several occa- destiny.
[To be continued.]
sions, and with Mr. Frank Millet I had

Senator

and

3
water

On leaving Marion

we

passed through

fields of corn and grain, the
harvested and stacked in
the fields.
We saw no barns that were
large enough to hold but a small portion
of the grain.
Leaving Ohio city we
go into Indiana, which is about the same
as Ohio, with increased acreage of corn
and grain. In Western Indiana we saw
them baling hay and threshing grain in
the fields. Arriving at Chicago at 5 p. m.
we were transferred to the Union Station by the Parmalee Buss Co. After
refreshments and visiting the barber we
took the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
train for Omaha at 8.30 p. m. and rode
through Illinois and part of Iowa and
Ciossed the Mississppi river in the night
at Savanna.
About daylight we arrived
a£ Cambridge, Iowa, but it was so foggy
we could see only a short distance from
the car.
The fog soon lifted and we
could see the corn fields, which looked
excellent.
The grain was cut and in
small bunches in the fields. The land
here we judge is very fertile as the soil
is a very dark rich loam.
We arrived at
Perry, Iowa, at 7.15 a. m. It is a nice
town of 6,000 inhabitants. On leaving

im

ense

grain mostly

[
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Perry

we

saw

vast

fields of

corn

—

were

Neb.,

passing through Grand Island,

and along here began to see fields
of alfalfa, some being cut for the 2nd or
3rd time this season.
We next come to
North Platte, Neb., and our time table
tells us that, we arrived at 7.30 p. m. and
leave at 6.35. The reason for this is
that at this place the time changes one
hour, from central to mountainjtime, and
we stop five minutes, so our watch
had to be set back one hour. Darkness
auuii

cuvereu me imiu

aim we

reurea mr

the night ami did not see the country
from North Platte to Laramie,"Wyoming, where we arrived at 3.50 a. in.
Thursday, 30 minutes late. Here we

stopped

one

took the cars on the
INDIAN
Laramie, hahn’s Peak & Pacific Ry. to
over
of
the
road, in which we
part
Near Rochelle, 111., an Indian went to sleep go
are interested.
Along this line are vast
on a railroad track and was killed by the fast
plains where cattle and horses are grazexpress. He paid for his carelessness with
ing. The white-faced steers are such as
his life. Often its that way when people we
have seen in the stock yards neat
neglect coughs and colds. Don’t risk your Boston, Mass., to be shipped to Europe,
of
Dr.
use
New
DisKing's
life when prompt
This
: and are of the very best stock.
covery will cure them and so prevent a dan- road is built across the Rocky Mountains
and
as
far
as
‘‘It completely
goes
Coalmount, Col.,
gerous throat or lung trouble.
cured me, in a short time, of a terrible cough where are located vast coal mines, estimated
to
contain
tons. The
400,000,000
that followed a severe attack of Grip,” writes
coal is used for all steam heating purJ. R. Watts, Floydada, Tex., "and 1 regained
Fox Park, Col., is 9,060 feet eleposes.
15;pounds in weight that I had lost.” Quick vation above the sea. The highest elesafe, reliable and guaranteed. 50c. and $1.00 vation on the line is at Bear
Gulch, 9,103
Trial bottle free at all druggists.
feet. To get up to this summit, which
is
about 2,000 feet above Laramie, where
Funeral of Herbert M. Heath.
the road starts from, it winds around on
an
up grade of 2 per cent on 4he sides of
The funeral of the late Hon. Herbert
M. Heath was held at the family resi- the mountains. We saw in the distance
dence on State street, Augusta, Wednes- several mountains that were nearly covered with snow on the 8th of August.
day afternoon, Aug. 21st. The services,
which were impressively simple, were They were the Snowy range in the great
attended by the members of the Kenne- Continental divide, a wonderful sight.
We returned to Laramie at 4.30 p. m.
bec bar association in a body, representa nice, clean, quiet room tc
atives, of the many business interests and engaged
a good sleep until 2.30 a. m., when we
have
with which Mr. Heath was affiliated and
got up and prepared to take the through
by many neighbors and friends. Kev. Los
Angeles limited train for Los AnClayton D. Boothby read the service and
Tennyson’s “Crossing the Bar,” and geles Friday, which was 45 minutes late.
There was no music. From Laramie we passed over the Laraoffered prayer.
The bearers were Chief Justice William mie plains for 300 miles and then went
Penn Whitehouse, Thomas Leigh, Fred- over the lowest point of the Rocky
erick S. Lyman and W. G. Boothby of Mountains. We saw mountains in the
side. At
Augusta; Associate Justice Albert M. distance for many miles on each
Rawlins,
Spear, George W. Hese ton and Weston 7.30 a. ,m., we arrived at
Lewis of Gardiner and Judge W. H. Wyoming, 55 minutes late, as we had a
Newell of Lewiston. The interment was heavy grade to climb. Along here we
in the family lot at Forest Grove ceme- go, through land on both sides on which
only sage brush will grow and very little
tery.
of that. The land looks very barren.
Rockport Women Fight Fire.
At 8.15 a. m. we passed the summit of
the Continental divide and then are on
Camden, Me., Aug. 21.
While a ma- the down grade on the west side of the
jority of the firemen were in Rockland Rockiep, and soon the hills disappear for
today attending muster a fire destroyed a while and we go along through a level
the large stable of the Camden Lumber country for a while. Then we go for
Company. It was filled with horses, all many miles through the country where
of which were saved but one..
there are(quite high banks on each side
In Rockport about the same time fire of the railroad that look like clay rock,
destroyed the stable of John Emele near where nothing can grow. Then they are
the Baptist Church.
All of the firemen further from the railroad at times. At
were absent and the women of the com- 10.18 a. m. we-arrived at Rock
a

m.

we

KILLED ON TRACK.

Springs,

coal mining town, where large coal interests are. At 10.40 a. m. we arrived
a

woman

who kings in

should have either

a

religion

voice.

church choir
or a good

The married man’s idea of equity is to
blame his mistakes on his wife and his
/
meanness on human nature.
After a woman gets a man under her
thumb she is never satisfied until she
gets her heel on him.
Even the most optimistic observer must
admit that church attendance isn’t what
it used to be, when sleeping in the pews
wasn’t considered bad form.
It is probable that out of all the hundreds he was married to, Solomon
preferred the wife who called him “Solly”
and sneaked his crowns to do her hair
np
on.—St. Paul Pioneer Press.
Portland’s City Hail Dedicated.
Portland’s new million dollar city -hall,
replacing the one destroyed by fire four

to the

a

out the sand and dust. These mountains
are entirely barren, and also the desert
land through which we
passed, and we
rode nearly all day through such scenes
until we came near to San Bernardino,
Cal., when the scene changed to fertile
lands with large orange groves, and these
scenes continued until we arrived at 5.40
p. m., Saturday August 10th, at our destination, Pasadena, Cal. As we stepped
off the train we heard our name called
out and turned around to greet a friend
who had unexpectedly met us at the
station and who took us to his beautiful
home in the finest city in our country.

l Old
♦

|

The Coal strike is settled and the
have been fixed as follows:

^

Stove’! and Egg,
Chestnut Coal,
Peal Coal,

♦

—

X

%

♦

♦
X

X

J
^

^

think

it strange that I am
not broken down
with hard work and
the care of my fam-

♦
X

your order for

for Coal have

8.00
6.50
7.25

♦
+

f

X,

^

$7.75 per ton

+

“

♦

“

J

“

♦

coal this year. All ord< rs
prompt and careful attention in preparathis

splendid

shall have our
tion and delivery.

ever

Good wood of all kinds sold at reasonable

£

O

44 44 A'-.

4.

ham’s Vegetable Compound. I tell every
I meet that I owe my health and
happiness to your wonderful medicine.”
—Mrs. J. G. Johnson, Scottville, Mich.,
R.F.D. 3.

prices

You will see that we are still selling the genuine Old
Company’s Lehigh Coal exclusively that gave such ccmplete satisfaction the past year, and we hope to receive

^
+
♦
X

without it in the house.
“I will say also that I think there is
no better medicine to be found for young
My eldest daughter has taken
girls.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for painful periods and irregularity, and it has helped her.
“I am always ready and willing to
speak a good word for Lydia E. Pink-

your Coal

X
^
+
♦
♦
T

^

^

prices.

^

ily, but I tell them of my good friend,
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and that there will be no backache and bearing down pains for them if
they will take it as I have. I am scarcely

buy

♦

These prices are subject to 25 cents discount per
ton on all bills paid within 30 days from date of delivery.
Discount not allowed on anything less than ton lots. The
above prices are for coal put in cel'ars or cn street level
within city limits. Coal taken at plant EOc. per ton less
than above prices. Upstairs 50c. more than above pi ices.
Two flights 75c. per ton additiona'.
Special attention
coal
to
outside
limits
at satisfactory
delivering
city
given

+

Sanative Wash have
done me. I live on a
farm andhave worked
I am
very hard.
forty-five years old,
and am the mother
of thirteen children.

\

Coke,

^

Scottville, Mich. —“I want to tell you
how much good Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegetableCompound and

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared

COMERS’FUEL COM.

X

Tells How She Keeps Her
Health
Happiness For
^hose Who Take
Her Advice.

AT YOU.i 3RCCEP.S.

We shall appreciate it very much if you
of the

♦

MOTHER OF
LARGE FAMILY

Many people

First

♦

FR SALE

Company’s Lehigh i
COAL!
1

I

Horace Jones.

Pasadena, Calif., August 21, 1912.
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"
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prices.
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Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Corn
pound, made from native roots and herbs
contains no narcotics or harmful drugs
and today holds the record of being the
most successful remedy for woman’s ills
known.

For Sale
One

of

dences in
12

the finest

Belfast—containing

rooms

and

a

bath.

and cold water in six
rooms.

resiHot

sleeping

Excellent closet and

storage accommodations. Fine
stable connected.

particulars apply

Chas. F.

For other

to

Thompson.

Belfast. April 15, 1912.— 16tf
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PRESTON’S

R

L» Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
•

Announces that he has limited his practice
to diseases of the

R

|

street just on ^ ain street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age is solicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Is situated

m

on

W

ashir.gtcn

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 8^
Office hours—10 a. m. to 12 ,m,, 1 to 3 p.
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment.

t,

^
m

VV. G. PRESTOS, Proprietor.

m

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
Tele]:ken connection.

23tf

William Lincoln West
E

lW*

lSllSa<£ai&aa&ai&ll£,l£ll£68SiSia&lVl,ttli£aaS&ll%a ®S^

AND KL1RACTI0N.

x-Veterinary Inspector Bureau of Animal

_

after a week’s practice and could tell by
looking the situation over, and after
sounding around her with a ten-foot pole, munity helped keep the flames from
to determine in which direction the deep spreading.

POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
The

years ago, and auditorium, were officially
large amount of travel and turned over to the city by the
city hall
many changes to be made.
We saw the
Mormon church at a little distance from commission and the architects Aug. 22nd,
and were dedicated to the
the station. From Salt Lake
city’s use. A
City we
passed through country wirh hills on ; pipe organ, the fourth largest in the
each side that are rather barren looking,
and on the land on either side there world, costing $60,000 and installed in
seems to be a lot of alkali.
We are in the auditorium as a gift from Cyrus H.
sight of the lake for many miles. We K. Curtis of Philadelphia, in memory of
now retire for the
night, which is very the late Herman Kotzschmar, famous as
warm.
In the morning we were passing a teacher and composer, for whom he
through the same barren country. At was named, was played to the public for
10.30 a. m. Saturday we were going the first time. Mr. Curtis is'a native of
through the famous sand desert with the Portland. The audtiorium, located in the
Sierra Nevada mountains on either side. rear of city hall, has a seating capacity
The weather was very warm and the of 3,300. The municipal building was
windows of the cars were closed to keep constructed of granite with marble interior.

owing

day.

Laramie is a place of 10,000 inhabitants, and is 7,145 feet above the sea.

At 7.30

River, another coal mining town
among the barren bill* of clay. This
town is named after the river here—the
Green RiVfer—the head waters of the
Colorado river. A little farther along
we saw more snow-capped mountains in
the distance (Aug. 9). At 11.30 A. m.
we arrived at Granger, 23 minutes late.
At 1.4'j p. m. we came in sight of more
snow-capped mountains and more vegetation in the lower lands. At 1.47 p. m.
we
arrived at Evanston, Wyo., 42
minutes late.
This is a small, fertile
valley among the barren hills. At 3 p.
m. we passed a small station named
Devil’s Slide,and on one4ide there seemed to be a ridge of rocks or ledge running
down the mountain side to the
valley.
We are now nearing Ogden, Utah, and
the weather is becoming warmer. We
arrived at Ogden at 3.40 p. m., nearly on
time. Leaving Ogden for Salt Lake City
we again
passed through fields of alfalfa,
wheat and corn, but not such large fields
as in Iowa and Nebraska.
We were now
riding in sight of the great Salt Lake
and arrived at Salt Lake City at 4.50
p.
m., nearly on time.
We left Salt Lake City 15 minutes late

that

looked very stout.
This truly was a
wonderful sight. We could not see the
end of some of the cornfields from the
cars as we passed along.
We also saw
droves of hogs and lots of cattle grazing.
The crops are abundant and the land
very rich, with not a rock to be seen.
We arrived at Omaha, Neb., at 10.25
a. m., 20 minutes late, went up into the
city and got lunch and left at 12.45 p. m.
on the Union Pacific R
R.
We were
now a little over two days from Boston.
We now begin our trip across the State
of Nebraska, the eastern part of which
is somewhat like Iowa, but as we go
farther west the land is more like sandy
loam and the crops are not as good as in
Iowa. Along here many houses are in a
small grove of trees which seem as
though they had been set out to protect
tne buildings.
We arrived at Columbus, Neb., at 2.35
p. m. a nice thriving town—and at 4 p.
m.

*t Green

Industry U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

H
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E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
They will tell you to
in the Best Equipped Faitory in the Country at Belfast, Maine
use
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JACKSON & HALL,

THE

Belfast
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Agents.

COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,

NEW
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YORK.
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§

VETERINARIAN
TREATS

ALL

DISEASES OF

ANIBIA1S

Hospital, Pharmacy and Office,*
SPRING

STREET,

BELFAST MAINE

Hospital Bt*er Closed.

Phones—Hospital 59-18.

Residence 69-11

H. C. Hoffses
CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER’

WEAR fill

*■>(

H RUBBERS
wm This Winter

At 52 High Street.
16tf

Tel. 216-18

TRUCKING.
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Crou
streets, and they will receive prompt attention. Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,
14tf
|126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast,

went on a secret mission and

The Republican Journal

in attendance
ence.”
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Two years ago the Democrats of
Somerset, county nominated John A.
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co Mooers of Skowhegan for sheriff, and he
! was elected. He lived up to his oath oi
CHARLES A. PILSBURY.
|
Manage: j office and made. Somerset county dry.
1 When the time came around for nomiADVERTISING Terms. For one square, oni
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one weel nating again Sheriff Mooers was notified
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
by his party leaders that he could not be
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 ;
re-nominated, or elected, if he did not let
year; $1.00 for six months: 50 cents for threi
up on the rumsellers, the men who were
months.
violating the laws he had sworn to enRepublican success in Penobscot coun- force. Mr. Mooers was then, and is toty is regarded as assured. Oliver L. day, a Democrat of the staunchest kind;
Hall, city editor of the Bangor Commer- ! b t not one of the kind that would con
cial, says: “I look for a Republican land- sent to wear the collar of the liquor
slide.”
dealers and brewers by order of the
PUBLISHED EVERY

Nor would any one except a professional humorist name a bull dog Claude.
Philip Hall in the Boston Herald.
—

No. it is

a

more

appropriate

name

foi

cat.

a

Hubbard

THURSDAY BY

;

...

...

Pattangall-Plaisted administration. So
the Democrats put up another candidate,
who defeated Sheriff Mooers in the primaries; but he was the choice of the Republican primary and his name is on the
Republican ballot, and the voters of both
parties who recognize his honesty and
are opposed to nullification will elect
him. Meanwhile the Pattangall-Plaisted
ring is sending speakers into Somerset

!

i
The Independent Reporter invited Gov.
Plaisted to answer some very pertinent
;
questions on his recent visit to Skowhe- i
gan, but got no response. This is not
surprising, as he could not have answered county to endeavor to defeat a man of
them truthfully without reflecting upon
their own party who has dared to antaghimself.
onize the liquor interests.

FOR SALE BY

C. P.

PALMER,

BELFAST

“Are you aware,” asks the Lewiston
During the Yes and No campaign the
Journal, “that the Plaisted administra- orators and organs of the rum party
tion took from the pockets of the people complained that the friends of law and
County Correspondence.
in State tax in the single year of 1912, order were bringing speakers from out
more cash than Gov. Fernald’s adminis- of the State to influence the people on a
WALDO STATION.
Mrs. J. Barrie left for her home in Lawtration took from their pockets in 1909 purely local issue.
That same issue conand 1910, put together?”
fronts us in the present campaign; and it rence, Mass., on last Thursday afternoon’s
boat-Everard
is, whether Maine shall be turned over ties of station Bryant is performing the duAdvices from Piscataquis county are
agent. He is substituting for
to the liquor dealers and brewers, to rob
Mr. Littlefield, who is slowly recovering from
to the effect that many Republicans who
our people of their substance, to corrupt
his recent illness... .Mr.
Wesley Peavey lost
voted for Plaisted, two years ago are
youth and destroy manhood, or whether quite a valuable team horse Aug. 21st. Dr. J.
best
for
and
their
it
are
now
3orry
doing
a
remain
it shall
peaceful, prosperous Darling pronounced the death due to indigesto defeat him. and that seems to be the
law-abiding State, controlled by its own tion.... The electric storm on the evening of
Maine
condition all over the State.
people and not by agents of the liquor Aug. 14th was especially destructive in this
people have no use for a man who vio- trust. There are other local issues pend- vicinity. A large bolt entered the barn of
lates the solemn pledges made before
David Smith on Durham Hill and seemed to
ing. The Pattangall-Plaisted adminis- set
the whole interior on fire very quickly.
election.
of
tration has been found

|

guilty violating Mr. Smith
saved all of his stock except thirty
pledges made before hens....
Sidney Johnson recently bought a
election, of falsely declaring the State pair of choice registered Holstein heifers.
He
the most solemn

The whole story of the State printing
graft has not been told. In addition to

charges it appears insolvent, to the detriment of its reputa- took first and second premiums with them at
advancing money tion and credit, and the printing graft the Belfast fair.
To meet
to pay for the stock used by the Water- has been brought home to it.
SWANVILLE CENTER.
while these charges practically all the State
viile Sentinel Publishing Co
Mrs. Madge W alker of Monroe is
helping
other printers for the State are required officials at Augusta from the Governor Mrs. L. H. Littlefield for
several week... .Mrs.
are
duties
they
to buy their own stock and complete down, neglecting the
Rowe of Belfast is the guest of her
nephew,
their work before payment.
paid to perform, have taken the stump; Mr. Hermon Bachelder.Mr... Maxim has
are
returned
with
from
not
content
that,
they
and,
Foxcroft, where she visited her
Piut for the safe and sane Republican
moving heaven and earth to get speakers daughter.. .Mr. Horace Murphy had a silo
administration of Gov. Burleigh in 1889,
come
last Saturday by train and will soon ;
from abroad to come to their aid, even
erect .t in his barn,... Mr. and Mrs.
when the great debt of the State was
George
importuning Gov. Woodrow Wilson, Curtis and
renewed at thx-ee per cent.; of Gov. Hill
daughter, who have been hoarding
Champ Clark and Bryan to come and at Mr. Oscar
in 1904, when $510,000 of the loan w’as
Dow’s, returned to Massachusetts
help them hold the fort against the God- last
Saturday-The farmers are having bad
redeemed; of Gov. Cobb in 1906-1907, fearing, law-abiding men, and women,
weather for harvesting grain.... Comet Grange
when $667,000 was paid, the Democratic who would free the State from rum rule.
is not holding
meetings at present on account
administration of today would have had If Wilson, Clark, Bryan and others of the
small pox in Brooks_Perley McKeen
on the debit side of its ledger on Jan. 1 knew the cause
they are expected to has joined his family here for a two weeks’
1911, an item of bonded indebtedness to espouse we doubt if they would consent vacation-There was a slight frost last week,
the amount of $1,154,000, instead of the to come to Maine on so
unworthy an and also Sunday night... .Charlie Clements of
$429,000 that appeared.
errand. There are no national issues in- Searsport is visiting Ralph Robertson for
several days ...Eli Knowlton is
improving
volved in the September election. The
Charles M. Conant of Winterport, the
the looks of his barn... .Charles Hustus is
issues are purely local; but the Demofrom
for
Senator
candidate
making soms improvements to his house.
Republican
cratic organs and orators are not saying
Waldo county, is a successful business
now
about
importing PROSPECT.
just
mar. who has attained success by honest anything
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Skay of Belfast were
to advise our people as to how
speakers
he
With every new customer
method?.
guests of their son, H. R. Skay, and wife, last
should vote.
they
makes a friend, and his popularitv was
week.Mr. find
illegality

its

and

over

■

that the State has been

shown by the large vote he received in

primary. Those who wish to see
Waldo county worthily represented in
the Maine Senate will vote for Mr. Conant.
The reputation and the interests

the

of the county will be safe in his hands.

light on the cherry rum
pharmacist friend, who had
compound in times past-

We have new

question.
prepared

A

Mrs. D. L. Hause visited
nephew, Frank Young, at his home in
Milford recently-Miss Marie Page and
cousin, Ralph Skay, spent the past week in
Belfast... Mr. and Mrs. Murch Clark and son
Thomas were guests of relatives in Belfast
last week and attended the fair_Miss Kate
Carter of Bangor w'as a visitor at Abner
Gray’s
last week....Mrs. Nellie Hanson of Winterport was the guest of friends in town recently.
-Mrs. Emma Bachelder was a visitor in
Bangor Friday.... Miss Gertrude Marks was
the guest of her uncle, Abner Gray, and wife,
last week....Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence of Augusta, who have been stopping at Walter
Brown’s the past weeks, have returned home.
.Mr. and Mrs. Warren Benson, Mr. and Mrs.
their

John Clair Minot of the editorial staff
of the Youth’s
the Kennebec

Companion, formerly of
Journal, has just passed

two weeks in Maine and contributed to
the Boston Herald of last

Saturday some
interesting observations on the political
campaign in this State. He quotes from
the leaders on both sides, and gives

sketches of the candidates. Of Obadiah
Gardner he says:
He has a very hard job on his hands to predry as a covered bridge” —has looked vent the experienced
and popular veteran, excherthat
black
and
finds
formula
the
Gov. Burleigh, from winning his seat. For all
up
Maine
of whatever faction
the
Republicans,
ries were used, but they were black
and whether in the grange or not, and many
chokecherries; so that Prof. Eaton of good Democrats, feel that Burleigh will be a
the Bangor News and Dr. Wormwood of far more useful and creditable representative George Dockham, Mr. and Mrs. Burton Bachof Maine in the Senate than Gardner is or
elder, Mr. and Mrs. George Haleyand Mr. and
the Biddeford Journal are both right ever can be.
Mrs. George Overlock went to Squaw Point
This is as it should be, as we have—and
And of Hon. William T. Haines, the Re18th fora clam bake....Mr. and Mrs.
August
confidence
in
utmost
v-ish to retain—the
publican candidate for governor: He Wendel Marden and daughter Ruth of Boston
the statements of our eminent and esti- is *‘a self-made man who had
good ma- are guests of his mother and sister at present.
terial to work with and wrho has done a HALLDALE.

before

the

Gov.

Plaisted

made Maine

as

of.

He made his money
believing in Maine and

Clarence Fogg, who has been preaching
proud
published job
here this summer preached his last sermon
honestly and by
25th....The many friends of Oliver
Eliot, late president of Harvard, in keeping his efforts and capital at home Aug.
Whitten, better known as “Uncle Oliver,”
which he discussed the political events when too many of his contemporaries
were saddened on learning of his
death, which
and issues of the day. In conclusion he have done otherwise with both.” And
occurred at his home in Unity village, Aug.
as to the liquor issue:
Said:
2l8t-Mr. and Mrs. Wright from Enid, Okla.,
He has taken an unequivocal stand for proThere is too much demigodism abroad.
not only for the enforcement of the called on J. E. Hall and Mrs. M. W. White
Few people realize how many things we hibition,
law, but also for the principle of prohibition Aug. 18th....Over 60 of the
school
The New York World has

an

to be

interview with Dr. Charles William

OAK HILL, (Swan villa )
Mr. Hollis Seekins,-.-who met with a painful \
accident / ug. 19th by havipg his foot crushed
while at work for the Belfast Water Co., was
able to leave the city hospital Monday,but will
not be able to
get around on his foot for some
time— Mr. F. 0. Holmes recently sold a nice
pair of oxen to Mr.Horace Chenery of Belfast,
and a pair to Mr. Arthur Knight of Monroe....
Mrs. Ann Webb was the guest of her niece,
Miss Lida Nickerson, Saturday
Mr. L. 0.
Hanley sold a horse to Mr. Pearl Gordon Aug.
24th-Mr. and Mrs. Yeaton and son from
Conway, N. H., are guests of his sister, Mrs.
E. C. Peavey_Misses Cora and Ada Harvey
returned to Belfast Monday after a week’s vacation.
Miss Helen Knowlton, who has been |
visiting her sisters, Mrs. James Webster and |
Mrs. L. D. Holmes, the past week has returned to Belfast, where she has employment....

appeared

the Brewers’ Confer-

Sunday

have to be thankful for. Too many of
them are running madly after new ideas
The preswhich need time to perfect.
ent political situation is a reflection of
the spirit of discontent which is abroad.
Most of that discontent is entirely unjustified. Unjustified except among the
very poor and among the vicious. I believe in universal peace among the nations, and I am grieved to find so much
conflict at home.

Miss Laura Holmes is in Waldo teaching....
The schools in town began Monday morning.
Mr. Z. D. Hartshorn teaches in district No. 8.
Mr. James Webster is transporting the pupils
from district No. 9 to No. 8.
MONROE.
Mrs. Bertha Nealley and daughter Maude
spent last week in Northport, the guests of C.
A. McKenney_Mr. and Mrs. Frank Henderson and daughter of Haverhill, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Lufkin.... Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Y.
Pierce and daughter Marjorie are visiting her
father, John Strattard-Miss Gertrude Webber of Boston is the guest of her mother, Mrs.
Freeman Ricker.. .Clarence Dickey has accepted a position as principal of a grammar school in
Pownal, Vt-Mrs. Flora Bryant and daughter
Alice of Somerville, Mass have been calling
on friends and relatives in town....Mr. and
Mrs. George Grotton (Beatrice Billings) were

~

Want

I

Long Hair?

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

It’s the car you see the most—and hear the
least.
The Ford is as silent as human
ingenuity and Vanadium steel can make it.
And that means that it’s the quietest car on
the highway—and the most economical
both in first and after costs.

And you would like long
hair? Rich, heavy hair?
Beautiful, luxuriant hair?
That is perfectly natural, and
we are here to help you.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor is a great
aid to nature in producing
just the kind of hair you desire. Do not be afraid to
use it. No danger of its coloring your hair. The ingredients are all given on each
label, thus enabling your
doctor to wisely advise you
concerning its use. Consult
him freely. He knows.
M»J» bj th« J. O. AYEB

passenger roadster

$620—torpedo

N. Snow of Lewiston is visiting at W.
Snow’s.

Open Saturday, August 24.
!

entirely sold out.
OLD stockstock
has everything

recently visiting her parencs_Mr.
William Bowman went to Bangor yesterday !
and Mrs. Irving Bailey of Waldoboro are visitto spend the week-end with his father.
Master Freddie
ing relatives in the village
Maine Hills of Boston is spending a two I
Palmer has been spending a week in Northport
with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. weeks’ vacation with relatives in Belfast
Palmer....A very heavy storm was experiMr. and Mrs. Charles A. Townsend returned I
enced in this vicinity early last Friday morn- last
Monday from a ten-days’ visit in Bar Haring, but no damage was done here.
bor.
Wm. B. Hunt of Bridgewater, Mass., arrived last Sunday and is a guest at the Hay- i
ford farm.

Miss Mertie Hemenway of New York and
Mrs. Oliver Hills of Rockland were guests the
Miss Belle Thurston of Union returned home
past wTeek,of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Pease-Miss
Ethel Garside of Augusta and Mrs. Croceleus last Monday from a visit with Miss Alice I.
of Marshalltown. Iowa, were guests last week Whitten.
of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Morang... .Mrs. Fred
Rev. and Mrs. A. A. Blair returned on TuesMesser left Friday for Somerville, Mass., after
day morning’s boat from a vacation spent in
a visit of three weeks at Frank Berry's... A
New Hampshire.
large number of the members of Appleton
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh D. McLellan of CamI. O. O. F. lodge and Golden Rod Rebekah
returned home last Tuesday
lodge attended the Knox county Field Day of bridge, Mass.,
from a short visit in Belfast.
the order at Oakland Park, August 17th-Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crocker and daughand Mrs. Fred Grant, who have been in Union,
N. H., two years, are at home, and will spend ters, Addie and Elizabeth, of Winterport,visitthe summer on their farm.... Miss Lulie Ames, ed at W. H. Snow’s last week.
*
who has been in Harry Pease’s store as clerk, !
Miss E. Louise Heal is expected Sunday
will teach the primary school in Searsmont. morning for a three weeks’ visit with her parMaynard Brown has taken Miss Ames’ place in \ ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Heal.
the store, beginning August 19th.... Mrs. Bert
Dr. M. M. Small is spending a few days with
j
Preble, Mrs. Young, Mrs. Georgia Ripley and his people at Sunset before
going to New
I
Mrs. Elwell Pinkham of Bath arrived Monday York to take a
post graduate course.
and will be guests of G. H. Page-Mr. J. J. j
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Simpson, daughter Jose1
Spinney of Bath, State Highway inspector of phine and son Regnald, of Somerville. Mass.,
roads and bridges for Knox county, has been are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Ritchie.
in this place a few days on business-Mr.
The entertainers at luncheon at Bar Harbor
and Mrs. Walter Gushee, daughter Miss Nora
last Saturday included Mrs. Ralph M. Johnson
and son Roger, who have been guests for three
of New York, who had a party of fourteen.
weeks of Mrs. Frances Gushee and daughters,
Dr. Jere S. Ferguson of New York was in
left Monday for Ludlow, Mass.
Belfast the first of the week, called here by
the death of his father, Mr. A. B. Ferguson.
WHITE’S CORNER

I

FRED TIMM,

1

to-date, including Rubber Goods.

Dr.

Small Mackerel
and Lobstev

|

j

THE CITY FISH MARK

!

Tel. 214

E. F. BRAMHALL & CO

Grass

i

Seed

(Winterport.)

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morton of Dorchester,
Mrs. Caroline Johnson Williams and daugh- !
Mass., accompanied by a party of friends ter Lillian arrived from Boston on Tuesday
from Rockland, were recent callers at G. H. morning's boat to visit her sisters and brothYork’s while on their way from Northport to ers.
Bangor in their touring car. Mr. Morton is a
Miss Annie Dot: of China, who has been the
former Maine man and a cousin of Mr. York. guest of Mrs. Earl Foster in Augusta, returned home Monday. Mrs. Foster went to WatThe Misses Josephine Mack and Arietta
erville and will later go to China for a visit.—
Smith of Boston are guests of Mrs. C B. Jew- Kennebec Journal.
ett for a few weeks_Oscar Weston of Los
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Clark, son Donald,
Angeles, Calif., spent last week at the homes and their
guest, Miss Pendleton of Camden,
of Marcus Littlefield and C. M. Conant_Dr.
j are spending the week on an auto trip, with
and Mrs. Clement Hallowell and daughter
Bar Harbor as the objective point.
Emily of Norwood, Mass., who were in town
Mrs. Arline 3. Coop r of Newport was the
for the Clements reunion, were entertained at
Mrs.
the home of E. C. Clements. Dr. Hallowell guest Tuesday of Miss Grace A. Lord.
returned to Norwood Saturday, but Mrs. Hall- Cooper accompanied by Miss Lord went to
owell and daughter remained for a short visit. Bangor Wednesday on the return home.
Mr. and Mrs
Asa H. West of Boston spent
-Mrs. Flora Bryant and daughter Alice of
Cambridge, Mass., were guests of Mrs. C. M. a few days in Belfast last week and attended
Conant and daughters last week-Mr. and the fair. They will leave for home today.
Mrs. W. 0. Clements and son Everett of Milo Mr. West is the son of Mrs. Emma West of
motored to Winterport Thursday tc attend the this city.
Clements reunion. They returned to Milo
Rev. and Mrs. M. S. Hill, members of the
Friday afternoon after spending the preceding house-party at the Tileston Wadlin farm in
night and morning with Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Northport, were called to Hampden last week
Clements-Mr. and Mrs. Albert Conant of to attend the funeral of Mr. Hill’s mother,
Ellingwood’s Corner were called to Old Town Mrs. J. F. Hill. They returned to Northport
to attend the funeral services of Mr. Conant’s
Saturday.
1
brother, Edward W. Conant, who died August
Mr. E. B. Worthen of Lexington, Mass
22nd-Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Nealey and Mr.
arrived Sunday morning, joining his wife at
and Mrs. W. J. Bartlett took an outing last
the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
Saturday afternoon and evening by going to I Heal, where she has
spent a month. They
Riverside-Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Conant were :
left Wednesday for a short visit with friends
in Old Town last Sunday to attend the funeral :
who are summering in Camden, en route to
services of Edward W. Conant.
their home.
...

Timothy
99

%

PURE

$4.50
GROCERIES,

Hoods

Sarsaparilla
humors,

effects,

abundant, strengthens

....

Chas.R. Coombs
UNDERTAKER,

EVERYTHING MODERN IN

Suits.
1

Home Telephone 48-3
Office
48-4
72 MAIN
•..

BELFAST

■

For Sale
Frank Blodgett house on Cedar street;
9 rooms and attic; stable and two hen houses;
lot about 5-16 acre. Enquire of
JOHN R. DUNTON or
34tf
RALPH I. MORSE.

and Mrs. George A. Leavitt and Mr. and
Fred N. Savery went to Bangor by auto
Wednesday to attend the fair.
Mr.

Wanted

Mr. John E. Bowker of Lancaster, N. H.,and
Miss Ina Bowker of Concord, N. H., are guests
of the former’s brother, Mr. E. S. Bowker.
Mrs. Charles H. Penney and daughter Josie
of Winthrop returned to their home Saturday
after spending a week with their cousin, Mrs.
E. S. Bowker.

YOU TO

HAVE

YOUR PICTURE TAKEN

Studio, 24 for 25 cents.
Over Mudgett’s Store, Main Street,
Belfast, Maine.
Iw85p

at the new

j

For Sale
Straight O. I.

C.

Boar, 15

months old.
E. S. SHUMAN,
No. 112 Waldo Avenue.

24 Photos for 25c.
A photographer from New York has
opened a studio over Mudgett’s store,
Main street, Belfast, Me. At present
he gives 24 little photographs for 25
Look smiling!
Iw35p

cents.

SILOTOR SALE
35tf

STREET,

The

Mrs.

H. C. BUZZELL

acceptance

tion py the compam
N. F. HOI
Treas. for Real
Belfast, August 12,

HU2

Real

E~

If your are
rent or hire
sree

looking

for

or

citj

farm

or

;e|

v

who at present has
farm and city property.

A

Life and Accident
Every
and

wise person

talk it

over.

carries

Always gin

City Building, Belfast,

Me

Cottage “lali
iThe undersigned offers f

Caskets and Burial

achusetts.

moved

to

:

LICENSED EMBALMER.

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY

George Innes and son Robert left last
Saturday for visits in Howard, R. I., and Mass-

be

proposal-

letter box. n
street. Coliseum Build
4 o’clock p. m„ Satur
31st inst. The sain,

M. R. KNOW

Mrs.

Can
Very cheap.
easily. Inquire of

uo

at

same

BARG \\

MEDICINES.

..

Mrs. Sidney P. Young and little sons, Thomas
and Sidney, accompanied by Misses Nellie,
Mildred and Madeline Brett, Gretchen Hamilton and Edith Johnston of Greenville, are
camping out on the E. O. Pendleton shore. Mr.
Young will join them Saturday and the party
will return home Monday.

ceive sealed

DRUGS and

>

The people of Mason’s Mills held a social at
the church Monday evening in 'honor of Mr.
William Brower and Rev. John Stein of New
York. The church was decorated with golden
glow and sweet peas. Ice cream and cake were
served.

Will sell their buikii: „•
land on Spring, Pleas;.;
ket and Common street
to suit purchasers, and

subject

A.A.Howes&Co.,

LIBERTY

Mrs. John W. Carter, Miss Florence Carter
and Miss Eunice Light, all of Malden, Mass.,
who are guests of Mrs. E. S. Bowker, are
spending the week in Bangor.

M\
up.

new

...

|

$620—delivery

NEW STORE!
NEW GOODS!

Frank Thorn of Lynn. Mass., arrived lasl
Tuesday to visit Belfast friends.

itself. And it is plain to the casual observer went to Windermere Park
for a picnic Aug.
that one of the weak spots in the Plaisted
21st....Miss Elsie M. Ring from Worcester,
armor is the failure to keep the earlier pledges
to enforce the law against selling liquor. There Mass., w'as the guest ot Mrs. J. E. Hall last
is no doubt that most of the Maine cities are week-It is
expected Rev. D. Brackett of
as wide open as they can well be, and all the
Belfast will preach here next Sunday. The
liquor interests, in Maine and outside, are tied
up with Democratic success. One of the church has secured his services for one year.
Democratic embarrassments is a speech which He will move into a part of Chester Hall’s
Secretary of State Davis delivered before a house....W. A. Manson and Miss Helen M.
convention of brewers in a western city. It
gaive away the secret of the big campaign Ring from Hudson, Mass., are stopping at J.
funds and the Democratic obligations to the E. Hall’s.... Mrs. Robert Ells has gone to
One of the encouraging signs of the donors. The Grange, of which the Democrats East Knox to work for F. H. Curtis_Mr.
expect gratitude for the appointment of Gardcampaign is that while the Republican ner to the Senate, is absolutely committed to and Mrs. C. H. Vose left this week for Verthe
of prohibition and bitterly re- mont, where they have
i
employment... .James
meetings are largely attended, and en sentsprinciple
its betrayal byl Gardner, whose views Manson from
Hudson, Mass., is boarding at A.
thusiastic, the reverse is generally true have changed much since he was at its head.
E. Hall’s.Mr. and Mrs. Ira L. Hall from
of the Democratic meetings. In North
.Miss Madge Gay and i
a very enjoyable day
Somerville, Mass., visited their relatives here
Anson recently Senator Gardner and S. UNCOLNVILLE.
Miss Marie Gay of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Mrs.
last
week.
made
the
in
their
autoThey
trip
The schools in town will begin Tuesday
W. Gould were scheduled to speak, and
R. S. Brier spefit several days in town last
3rd_Burton Grey, mate on yacht ! mobile... .The school here began last Monday
week,
guests at C. M. Hurd’s-Ralph I.
arriving on the hour they waited for an September
Miss
Nellie
with
M.
teacher.
Clement,
and chief engineer W. H. Simms of
Morse spent the week-end with his parents, ]
audience. After bedtime had arrived *‘Hobo,”
New York, were recent guests of Mrs. Effie I TROY.
Hon. and Mrs. L C. Morse.... Mrs. W. L Carfor most of the people in that town, and
Grey_Mr. and Mrs. Percy Drake of ManColonel Mark Leslie Hersey of the United gill left last week for a visit with her parents, |
no one appearing to listen to the orators,
are
N.
relatives
in
the
vilchester,
H.,
visiting
States Army, Assistant Director of the Philip- Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Merrow, in Bangor... .Althey were obliged to go. The next night lage.... Mr. and Mrs. Amos Mahoney of Bos- pine Constabulary, while visiting his old home len Knowlton of Belfast spent
Sunday in town
for
and
there ton are guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Mahon- in East
Solon,
they were assigned
Corinth, and with Mrs. Hersey making with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Knowlwere six people and a dog present.
We ey_Mr. Arno Knights, Jr., has bought a fine an auto trip through Maine, very pleasantly ton_Miss Ada Bowler, who
spent last win- j
hear of one Democratic speaker who new five-passenger Ford touring car of Carle surprised Miss Millie Stevens, a classmate at ter in Florida, called on friends in town
&
Belfast_Mrs.
Dora
and
Jones,
Moody
M. C. L, by calling on her last week. At the Wednesday. Miss Bowler will go to Alpena,
was called off from speaking in his own
Mrs. Abbie True are visiting friends in Guil- time of graduating in 1880 the class started a
Michigan, in a few weeks, where she will pass
county, where it was felt that his mere
ford, iyfe....Miss Adrienna Pendleton return- Class letter, which, during all that time, has the coming winter with her sisters, Mrs. Chas.
presence would be prejudicial, and he ed
Friday from a visit in Belfast... .Mr. and never failed to make its yearly round, taking Greeley and Mrs. C. H. Clough.... Mr. and
was sent to places where he was less
Mrs. A. S. Heal of Belfast were recent guests in its course the
Philippines, California, the Mrs. B. B. Wentworth moved from Augusta
well known.
of her father, Mr. Emery Parker....A jolly west and many States, thus
cementing the into their home here last week... .Mrs. Susan
from “Hall’s cottage” and Miller’s Cor- old-time
friendships that years cannot lessen. Thayer of Belfast is the guest of Mrs. Ada
At a Republican rally in Freeport last party
ner enjoyed a rack ride to the Beach last Sat....Mrs. May Dyer Sawyer of Skowhegan Batchelor for a few days....A. C. Crockett
Friday evening Melville W. Trefethen, urday evening and took in the dance.
visited at her uncle's, Augustus Stevens, one was a business visitor in Belfast one day last
Republican candidate for sheriff of Cumday last week.Mrs.’ Walter Taylor and week.... Mr. and Mrs. John Chadwick and Mr.
berland county, announced that if electdaughter of Pittsfield are spending the week and Mrs. S. G. Norton of Belfast were in town
at her old home at the Center.... Mrs. Lizzie
ed sheriff he should appoint at once as
Smith, who for a long time has been too ill to Saturday to attend the Norton reunion....Mrs
chief of his liquor deputies. King F.
go so far from home, spent two days in Pitts-t Lillian Edmunds, who has been spending a
field last week....Captain Frederick Barker month in town, returned to Melrose
Graham of Westbrook, Prohibition nomiHighlands
»of Elmira, New York, who is spending a few
nee for sheriff. Another bomb shell was
weeks in Belfast, made a trip to Troy last last week... Rev. Mr. Snow and family, who
hurled into the Democratic camp at this
week, to call on his cousins, Mrs. S. J. Stevens have been staying at the White cottage on
and Miss Eliza Dyer, who is very ill.... Mrs. Millstone island for a month, left last week
meeting by Frederick W. Hinckley, canO. H. Hathaway and two children are passing for
their home in Connecticut-T. P. MaEradicates scrofula and all two weeks with friends in Providence, R. I....
didate for Representative to the LegislaA little son was born Aug. 23d to Mr. and Mrs thews spent a few days in Belfast last week.
ture from South Portland, who chargee
other
cures all their
Sanford Fos er.... Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Hawes
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Hurd went to Washthat Governor Plaisted and Secretary oi
makes the blood rich and Mr. and Mrs. John Smith are enjoying a ington Thursday....Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Page
visit from their uncle, John Wellington of
State Davis are in league with and domiand
all Yaasalboro...
.Seven Star Grange of Troy held and Miss Kittie Clough of Arlington, Mass.,
nated by the brewers of the country,
its regular meeting last Saturday evening. spent a few days in town last week....An
the vital organs. Take it.
The first and second degrees were conferred auto
“Before the vote was announced upoi
Get it today in usual liquid form or
party from Belfast composed of Miss
upon one candidate, and there were two ap- Jessie
chocolated tablets called SirttUbt.
the prohibitory amendment,” rfaid Mr
Hart, George Hart and Miss Marie Gay,
plications for membership. The Harvest Feast
were callers at C. M. Hurd's last week.
will occur in four weeks.
Hinckley, “Secretary of State Davii i

runabout

$730—town car $930—delivered in Belfast complete with
all equipment. Get catalogue from Carle & Jones, Belfast, Me

CO., Law«ll. »ui

Robert Gay of Tewksbury, Mass., was the
for a short
Mr. and Mrs. JCharles White and daughter, 1 guest of his brother, Albert T. Gay,
on his
way to his old home in
Mrs. Hamblin of Augusta, were guests at E. time Sunday,
where he will spend two weeks with
G. Norton’s Aug. 18th-Mr. and Mrs. Ward | Morrill,
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Gay. Mr.
Benner and daughter, Geneva Belle of Brewer his parents,
Gay holds a responsible civil service position
are visiting Mr. Benner’s mother, Mrs. R. A.
connected with the Tewksbury almshouse.
Benner... .Mrs. Earl Maloney and infant I
Misses Helen Thompson of Halifax, Mass.,
daughter left last week to join her husband in
Westbrook, where Mr. Maloney has engaged and Marian B. Hunt of Bridgewater, Mass.,
for the year as principal of the High school returned home last Saturday from a visit with
and has bought a farm-Miss Gurney of Bos- Miss Harriet Hayford at the home of her
ton, who had passed a few days in town with 1 brother Ralph, The young ladies were classher aunt, Mrs. Ada Batchelor, returned to mates at the Bridgewater Normal school and
Boston Friday-The Norton reunion was Miss
Thompson is at present a teacher in the
held here at the home of E. G. Norton last j school.
Saturday. The gathering was smaller than in }
EAST BELFAST.
former years, but those who did attend spent

)

car

Levi M. Poor of Augusta was in Belfast last
week and attended the fair.

APPLETON.

|

—

PERSONAL.

in town

|

75,000 Ford cars already sold this season
one-third of
America’s product. Five passenger touring car $720-thret

Ella
H.

1

FORD

Found
4

A valuable pin, easily described by the ownwas found near the E. S. S. Co.'s wharf
several weeks ago and can be had at 15 Condon
itreet, by proving'property and paying charges.

er,

Iw35p

near

Temple Heights,

North'

the estate of Edward 0. Ti
tage is of the following
house 24 feet long, L3 feet
long, 16 feet wide. It has
on each floor.
It also has a {
and north side. Also a stal
feet wide. All the ouilding
pair. There is also a well of
premises which has never
This cottage is located ne;r
tages and is in a very des
summer and fall residence,
for all the year residence
wishing to examine the prop
calling on Captain Collins M*
Heights. For price and tet
call or write Edward Sibiev
CLARA T. SIT
Belfast, July 27, 1912.—31t:

20,000 R is
Wall Paper
For 1912 in Stock.
Owing

to the fact th

nearly double the

an

per that we

usually

cat-

priced the
are selling

papers very
many 12 1

papers

FOR 10c.
And of 5c. Patterns w
Other prices
We would be pleas, i
YOU the line.
Yours very truly.

or more.

CARLE k JONES
2 Slot Si, Belt ail, Mia‘
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stockings

Methodist church will

*>"

hold the first meeting
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Frothingham,
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afternoon,

tended
u

week.

next

to

and last week was a
j.y the Siarrett famih. o. Norton of Bel-
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r,

No,

3 pairs Men's “Sure Pure” Silk
Stockings, $2.00: 3 pairs of

r

Pay and

as

has been

Women’s, $3.00. Guaranteed
for Three Months without a hole.

generally

stores

the

your shopping and
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early issue
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an

summer

shut down this week
machinery, necessary
nts, which will include
and larger boiler to

power.

[
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build-

new

and the plumbsteam heating appararder and the handweek
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ved the cup
I’Vac:. August 4th.

won

vi
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<iand, and
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at

It is

& St.

Thomaston

Veterans’ Meeting. The Waldo County
Veteran association will hold its next meeting
at the K. of P hall, Ellingwood’s Corner,
Sept.
5, 1912. If stormy, the next fair day. The

moved his belongraiiway buildings, reBros
and no more
The
..or; the railway.

I

f
!

l
r

has been
Now vessels

one

nee.

Fred Timm’s

c

■

■

f

!
[

ct
-irt

\

Kendall

( curt.

like manner and the whole interior is
most’ attractive as well as convenient. The
stock is all new and Mr. Timm stands behind
the quality of his goods and his prices are alHe sells the Malden rubbers and
ways right.
other standard makes of footwear, and solicits
a share of the public patronage.

was

ended

condition that he

on

to return.

n
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way home from
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had been

em-
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.aces, signatures and
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committee

or

actual work
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come

very de-

i f .r sale in Belfast,
property, such as the
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on
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1
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adapted

for

a

authorized to hire H. M. Ben-

absent,

in

the whole square.
but the one-man city

The mayor

just tne same,
of his followers and

in

If there should

be

vaueu

government pre-

providing jods ior
turning down a city

one

official who could not be made to bow to his will.

small

ever

an

opportunity

to

as-

Frank P. Blodgett
certain the exact cost of the proposed sewer
the F. It. Conner house j
it is safe to predict that it will exceed that of
Waterman house on
the highest bid. As to macadamizing the
all of these properties,
square, that properly belongs to street comare advertised in The
missioner Burgess, a salaried official, and the
a! estate dealers, W. L.
amount to be paid another for doing the work
no doubt have other
will be so much taken unnecessarily from the
estate is said to be adthe

\
l

\

•-

|
i

\

■

f

1

to further
••’•nte

tax payers to pay

advance

SACHUSETTS HlLL
from Boston Mr. Alfred
nal note: “I’ve enjoyed

\

11

l

Hill

|

debt of the may-

of

shipping and transportation traffic beNew York and Boston. It ought to be
shoeing over those [ the means, says Mr. Austin, of cutting down
!•
The snow was so
i the steaming time of vessels between there
>•
it out in tiers, one
two » oints some three hours
The canal is
ther who stood on a
about two-thirds completed and is expected to
through the drifts. I be open to navigation early in 1914. The
inters

l

Country

Christmas vacation

t a

political

and gratify his personal spite.
Shipping Items.
Calvin Austin, president
and general manager of the Eastern Steamship
Corporation, recently inspected the Cape Cod
Canal and gave it as his opinion that when that
waterway was completed it would revolutionor’s

to t-uy.
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Any
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like

little

to

the John

to

return to

Hays
New*

fecords,

$1.00
*nd

builders

visit

largest side wheel steamer built since the
Great Eastern made her debut is the City of
the tennis tournaDetroit III of the Detroit and Cleveland Navi'•
and then spend ten
gation Company, now in commission on the
h will probably wind
Great Lakes. This vessel has a length of 500
season.
feet over aU and is 55 feet wide molded and
=
i 100 feet over the guards. Her molded depth
is 22 feet....The schooner Mary Langdon
built at Thomaston, Me., in 1845, was 44 days in
; making a recent voyage from Rockland to
Boston, a distance of 185 miles. Owing to heunseaworthy condition her captain sought
shelter at the slightest indication of bad
wreather_The new steamer being built at
Newport News for Crowell & Thurlow, to be
commanded by Capt. A. L. Kent of Brewer,
will be launched about Dec. 1st., and named
the C. H. Crowell. She will be a fine craft of
about 5000 tons cargo capacity and will cost
about $300,000.
Capt. Kent, who goes from
3'*e and with
sail to steam, will take a trip or two in a steamer of her class to familiarize himself with the
for
change. The new steamer will be followed by
seven others similar, built in anticipation of
the increase in business with the opening of
the Panama canal....The schooner Pendleton
Sisters discharged at Calais last week the largest cargo of coal ever landed there, 1627 tons.
Per week at
She could carry more, but owing to the condition of the river and the 20 feet of water she
draws, this cargo was the limit to ensure safe
passage up the St. Croix. The Pendleton Sisters sailed Friday for Delaware Breakwater
for orders. The bark Matanzas, which has also
discharged coal at Calais, has been towed to
St. John, N. B.„
•er!

Yn

by

I’d

are figuring on 500,000 passengers
passing through annually, besides the majority
Mr. Johnson j of the 25,000,000 tons of
freight which now
attend the Tipass outside of Cape Cod every year_The

me a

Down

50c-

& JONES’,

Be,fa3t.

Maine.

1

I

our

one

Satisfaction given

way.

Very truly

by

representing
sing operatic

songs, etc., introducing female,
The orchestral
male and double quartets.
music has been arranged by Mr. Lakie, director. There will also be piano duets, readings, violin solo, a Japanese character sketch
in costume, a German character monologue
and song, a coon rag-time singer, assisted by
the

genuine article

four years

old, also

a

|
LThe

Letters. Following is a list
remaining uncalled for in the Belpost office for the week ending August

27th. Ladies—Mrs. Anna Burgess, Alice Gates
M. Perry, Mrs. Lillian S. Russell,
Louise Schole. Gentlemen—H&rvey S. Edmunds, John Martin, (2 letters) Chas.
Morse, E. L. Pitcher.

Davis, Mrs.
Miss Mary

f

skele-

dance. Mrs. W. H. Goodell of Searsport,
whistling soloist will also entertain the audience.
There will also be a laughable farce EnThe
titled, “A Proposal Under Difficulties.
curtain will go up at 8 o'clock sharp, and there
will be no long waits between the acts. All
ton

a

1

==-=-=—

Bacon Fried, $1.00; stuffed, $1.50

(low grade)

75 cents

Hash (18 karat) $1.00
Roast

Beef Mexican Pouirre $1.50
Peef Plain $1.00
Beef Uplong $1.50
$1.50
Beef tarrie (from the States)
$1.25
size
fair
Beef with one potato,
Game

Codfish Balls, double size, 75c
Grizzly Fried 75c
Grizzly Roast $1.00
Jackass Rabbit, whole, $1.00

Vegetables

Baked Beans, plain, 75 cents
$1.00
Baked Beans, greased,
Two Potatoes, medium size, 50 cents.
75 cents
Two potatoes, peeled,
Pastry
Rice Pudding, plain, 75 cents
$2.00
Rice Pudding and Brandy Peaches,
Square Meal $3.00
Payable in Advance
Gold Scales at End of Bar
Recital.

m.
The fall term of school will
open Sept. 16th.
The dances at Temple Heights, which have
been very popular this summer, will be continued for some weeks yet and are being held
Saturday instead of Friday night, as heretofore. Good music is furnished.

at

price.”

Gun Club Shoot.
There was a shoot on
the grounds of the Belfast Gun Club last Friday afternoon in which members of the Old
Town and Brewer clubs participated by invitation,and had the weather been pleasant teams
from Bangor, Camden and Rockland would
have been present. The first event was a 50
bird match, in which the following scores
were

The lecture

8.30

The

a.

Hadley-Bagley cottage

at

Temple

sold to A. L. Palmer of FoxHeights
croft through the agency of Orrin J. Dickey
and will be refurnished and improved in many
ways. Foxcroft parties will occupy it later in
the season.
has been

made:

C. E. Keed, Belfast.
J. Hincks, Old Town.
Pat Pshorn, Boston.
A. W. Reed, Portland.
Morgan Schiller. Pittsburg.
Dr. H. E Knowlton, Belfast.
C. R. Coombs, Belfast.
W. Widdefield, Belfast.
R. Sherman, Belfast.
Mr. Barton, Brewer.
Mr. Hanson, Old Town.
Mr. Hamm, Old Town.
E. R. Estabrooks, Belfast.
A team match, 50 birds, Old Town vs.
fast, followed:
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Belfast, Maine.
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Division Commander Leach of Oakland will

future to insure public health and there must
be a demand from consumers and dealers to
farmers for the better grade of milk at an inin

■

Main Street Clothiers,

The

crease

■

HARRY W. CLARK &

widely-advertised three reel picture, visit Camp A. E. Clark, Sons of Veterans,
“The Coming of Columbus,” drew large audi- in Belfast late in September and degree work
ences to the Belfast Opera House last Friday
practice will soon be begun.
and Saturday. While few people are yet read>'
The Ladies’ Circle of the North Congregato accept Edison’s recent prophecy that all
tional church will meet Wednesday afternoon,
arithmetic will oe taught in
subjects
except
September 4th, with Miss Annie V. Field, Primseats are reserved at 50 and 35 cents and are
school through moving pictures, the educationrose Hill.
on sale at Pitcher’s Music Store and the City
al value of carefully prepared films is being in
Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens gave a lunch for
Drug Store. Everybody should attend this creasingly realized.
eight, Aug. 21st, followed by Lily auction |
show, as it is for a good cause and all will get
The Milk Situation.
A recent bulletin bridge. Mrs. Edward Wood Lane made the
value received for their money.
from the dairy division of the Maine Depart- highest score.
|
The High Cost of Living. In these days
ment of Agriculture on the investigation of
of general complaint of the high cost of living
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Preston of Lowell,
contains some suggestions on
Mass have bought the H. H. McDonald place
the following true copy of a menu from the dairy products
“The Improvement of Our Milk Situation,” in
on Northport avenue for a summer home and
El Dorado Hotel at Placerville, California, in
which it is said: “The improvement of our
will make extensive repairs and improvements, j
the days of ’49, may be of interest:
milk situation must begin on the farm with the
Soup
Examinations for grade deficiencies and for 1
of
education
our dairymen to sanitary milk
Ox Tail Tail (short) 50 cts
Bean $1.00.
entrance to the High school will be held at the
Entries
production. Milk must be sold according to a
Sauerkraut $1.00
bacterial standard in our cities in the near grammar school building Sept. 11th, beginning
Hash

With every Suit

With these remarkable inducements the 100 Suits and the 50 or more
Overcoats
will fade away like Hot Cakes, and our advice to you is to come early and
get the best
selection. Bring the cash, as no Suit or Overcoat will be sold in anv other wav
to
anybody for these NINE DAYS,

fjpj

Advertised

at

offered in this city to move the clothes quickly.
price of $15.00 or better, we are going to give

With every Man’s and Youths’ Suit or Overcoat p iced at $5.00 to $7.50, a brand
new
$1.00 BILL. Also the DOLLAR BILL With every Bov’s Knee Pants Suit
priced
from $3.00 to $6.50. This makes an unusual opportunity to fit up the
boys for school.

||
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of letters
fast

Overcoat

ever

our new

give you—the Men and Boys of Belfast and vicinity—the greatest

Two Dollar and

H

the band.

Tag Sale the past two weeks,
Boy’s Suits, in both summer and

give

g ||J
H

The concert given by the Belfast Band on
schoolhouse common, Wednesday evening,
August 21st, was generally pronounced the
best of the season. The vocal solos by Mr.
Charles Hammons are greatly appreciated, in
connection with the well rendered selections

Red

This includes all our high grade Kuppenheimer Suits, and we are also
going to include
every Winter Overcoat carried over from last winter, both in Men’s and Bov’s, also
Raincoats. With every Suit or Overcoat priced from $8.00 to $12.50, we will

|§

yours,

going to

~

|

g

our

“A FIVE DOLLAR GOLD PIECE.”

ss

i

big trade during

fall line coming
ending Saturday, Sept. 7th,
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CARLE & JONES, Belfast, Me.

Don’t forget the date of the local vaudeville show next Tuesday evening, September
3rd, at The Colonial Theater, to be given under
the auspices of the V\ Oman’s Hospital Aid,
The program will consist of a musical opening under the directorship of E. S. Pitcher,
a lawn fete, and a chorus will

1

or

d

or

a

have about One Hundred A\en s, Youths and
winter we'?hts, ,hat we wisl1 to close out to make room tor
in. So for the NINE DAYS, beginning August 29th, and

fwe
inducement

i

have had

we

are

g

we

47
45
44
43
43
41
40
40
40
30
34
31
24

Mrs. J. W. Jones of Belfast has sold her
black mare, Dorothy C., to Mrs. Rose A. Duhamel of Belfast. The mare stands 15-2 high
and weighs 1,100 pounds. She is absolutely
safe for a lady to drive and undoubtedly is as
well bred as any in the State of Maine.
The

Bangor

fair

opened Tuesday with

the

j usual attractions and promise of good races.
There are several entries from Pearl Brook
1
farm. There is no excursion boat from here,
Belbut many have gone up by the Boston boats
I and others in automobiles.

f~ CARL.TT& JONES’ |
i FALL ANNOUNCEMENT i
JUST RECEIVED, LARGE INVOICE OF

Coats, Suits

Girls’ Sailor Suits, ages 13, 15, 17
Norfolk
14, 16, 18

11

“

y

“

“

YOUR INSPFCTION SOLICITED.

VERY TRULY YOURS,

While the county commissioners were in sesWednesday attending to the repairs on the
Court House a special request was received
from a prominent and interested lady that the
This request
trimmings be painted white.
was earnestly seconded later in the day, but
the commissioners reserved their decision.

& JONbS. U

THORNDIKE.
The lawn party given by Mr. and
Mrs. Richard C. Higgins last

sion

most

enjoyable

Saturday evening

was a

Mr. Higgins had provided
seats upon the lawn, but the
moonlight and
glittering lights among the trees failed to
lessen the chill of the
evening air and the
guests, who numbered over 100, soor. turned it
into a house party as
they sought shelter inside, where there seemed room for
all, every
one being clever and
mindful of each others
comf rt. Richard and Lena
gave the Ladies’
Aid the privilege of
selling ice cream, ca he'
candy, aprons, etc., and they were
present in
goodly numbers.
Mrs. Higgins furnishe

Girl. Belfast theater-goers
Tuesday night when Miss Julie
Ring and company presented her latest musical comedy success, “The Yankee Girl,” at the
Colonial. That the performance was beyond
expectation was the general verdict. The
The Yankee
a

U
n

_CARLE

had

1

and Dresses

treat last

was laid in a southern island republic, gave opportunity fora variety of handsome costumes which added much to the stage

scene, which

one.

doughnuts and hot coffee

to ail who wished for
ar»d the proceeds of the evening were $12.Id.
A fter the
aprons, neckties and eatables were
stuclever, and
(
headed the list of excellent comedians. disposed of a fine program was given, as foldent,
oldtown.
Hnv—the time beintr SDent entirely on
1 lows:
Singing by the choir, two selections;
Ho k-‘pt the house in a roar while in command
Republican Meetings. Dr. G. L. Crockett
five finger exercises; when nine he was obliged
31
Hamm.
of the situation, and the fainting scene in the reading, “The Fatherland,” Mrs. Barstow of
to practice two hours a day, with the scale of !
Bangor, who responded to an encore; cornet
j will speak this, Thursday, evening in Frank- second act was
Barton. 36
thought to be one of the funniHanson. 43
C major added to the exercises; the next year
solo, with organ accompaniment, Mr. Fred
fort, and Friday evening in Troy. F. L. Dut- est
things ever staged here. The stage setOsborn.
44
the
and
hours,
following
three
in
he practiced
Unity Saturday, Aug. tings were attractive, and the costumes fresh, Lule and Mrs. Arthur Oliver; reading, “The
j ton, Esq., will speak
done in the
year four hours, most of it being
Total.190 ! 31st. Hon. William T. Haines and Hon. Forrest handsome and attractive. The musical num- Retort Discourteous,” Miss Ruth Small; singto
he
had
go by
Goodwin will speak in Belfast, Sept. 5th.
the choir; an illusion, with some local
early morning. To go skating,
BELFAST.
bers were taking, and the entire performance ing by
hits, Mr. E. L. Bartlett; music, cornet and ormoonlight, stealing away from home with his
Reed, C. E. 47
Poor's Mills. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bunker most satisfactory.
brother in dead of night. When a young man
Knowlton. 41
gan, Mrs. Oiiver and Mr. Cole, solo, “Sing Me
| of Providence, R. I., are visiting their daughCoombs.....4.
40
to Sleep,” Mrs. Barstow;
he went to Europe and studied two years in
solo, Silver Threads
Mrs. Richard Merriam; who also have for
A. W. 43
ter,
Reed,
Germany. He secured letters from his teachAmong the Cold,” Mr. Ralph Leavitt; teleand
Widdefield. 40
and
Mrs.
Charles
Bunker
Mr.
Mr.
guests
life
his
ambeen
had
as
it
to
long
ers
Liszt,
phone conversation, Mr. Bartlett; music by the
and Mrs. Carter_Mrs. Delia Hallowed of is
Liszt had a
apt to think that his interest lies with choir; solo, “Swanee Rivrr,” Mr.
Total.211
bition to study with the master
I
Leavitt; closBrockton, Mass., was a guest of Mrs. F. T. lead-and-oil
him
An
hour
of
who
paint.
paid
small group of pupils
nothing,
practice shooting followed. The Wentworth last week-Mrs. John Shea of
ing song, “Where is My Wandering Boy Tothan
it
better
that;
Old
a
his
Town
club
has
the
with
invitation. It
invited
Belfast club to
!
paint
No; it lies
but went to him only on
night?” Mrs. Barstow, all joining in the chorus,
Boston arrived Sunday by boat to visit her sisvisit that city on Labor Day.
lies with a paint that costs no more and out- Mrs- Arthur Oliver
was considered a great honor to be in this
presided at the organ durMrs. H. H. Wentworth_Mrs. O. A. Wade
ter,
lasts lead-and-oil two to one.
class. Mr. Orth played to him and was treated
ing the evening and the playing and singing
New Advertisements. Harry W. Clark & i spent the week-end with friends in Lincoln- I
“Lead-and-oil is good for 3 years" is a com- was a treat to all present. A
with great kindness and courtesy. The hoped
Co. had a big trade during their Red Tag Sale ville_Orrin L. Wentworth of Cape Rozier |
pleasing incident
mon sa>ing.
No, good lead-and-oil is good for j of the
for invitation was extended him, and for two
|
evening was when the oldest gentleman
the past two weeks, but to close out about 100
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Went- 3 years.
summers he enjoyed the friendship and tuteA good job of Devoe is as good for 6 years. ! present offered to buy aprons for the two largmen’s, youths’ and boys’ suits, in both summer worth, last week....Mrs. Nellie Morgan will
What! Does a painter’s interest lie with a est ladies present, providing there were
lage of the great teacher The pupils when and winter weights, to make room for their speak at the hall next Sunday at 2 o’clock....
any
that cuts his business to half?
on
their
music
the
paint
that would fit them.
The Ladies’ Aid were
entering the studio placed
new fall line, they are offering for the nine
Mills Benevolent Club will give an
for it doubles it too. If one painter’s
Yes;
; The Poor’s
the
compositions days beginning Aug. 29th and ending
table, and Liszt would select
Sept. 7th | entertainment and baked bean supper at their paint lasts twice as long as another’s, who gets j prepared for all emergencies, and the two
DEVOE
ladies were soon happy possessors of new
in that town?
he wished to hear. On one occasion he called to give a five dollar
gold piece with every suit j hall Tuesday evening Sept. 3d. All are cordial- the businessHall
sell it.
Mason &
beautiful young lady to play, or overcoat at a
on
a
me gentleman s
aprons, wnue me silver in
very
price of $15 or better and ly invited. Admission 10 cents. Supper 10
|
As soon as she began it was discovered with
I wallet did not jingle so merrily as when he
cents.
every suit or overcoat priced from $8 to
to the horror of the class that her musical talNORTH SEARSMONT.
j fust arrived. Another enj »yuienl of the even$12 a two dollar and a half gold piece. See
A few from this place attended the Waldr. ! ing wjis the presence of Mr. Arthur Gross of
The School Committee. The regular AuLiszt
|
ent was apparently entirely lacking.
also their offer of dollar bills. Of course this is
in Belfast and all report a fine Lowell, Mass., whose
boyhood days were passpaced up and down muttering “heilige Bjm a strictly cash sale-Holeproof stockings are gust session of the School Committee was County fair
here. His old friends and schoolmates were
Raymond Hills, who has been employ- |
Beum, heilige Bim Beum,” until, his patience always in season, always guaranteed to wear held at the superintendent’s office last Monday time
in
A. Simmons & Co., is
so glad to greet him
being entirely exhausted he stopped the poor six months without a hole, and are sold only ir I with seven members present. The committee ed in the store of V.
again. The old saying
girl and speaking to her sternly said, “young Belfast at The Dinsmore Store.Carle & I on repairs reported that needed repairs were Union on a vacation-Mr. Clyde Ward, who that “good boys make good men” was fully
Aftei
is working for Mr. A. K. Paul, is in Thorndike verified in his case. Although a wealthy and
on the Citypoint schoolhouse, inwoman, get married, get married!”
Jones announce that they have just received I being made
Mr. and Mrs W.S. Hunt were at successful business man his
cluding new sills and door. The compensation for a time
many such anecdotes, charmingly told, Mr, a large invoice of coats, suits and dresses, infidelity to his oldLincolnville Beach Aug. 24.h and 25th, guests time friends has not lessened. Mr. and Mrs.
of Mrs. Inez Phinney, teacher at the Board
Orth played a short program selected from the
sailor suits and Norfolk suits
girls
cluding
and of F. P. Staples on the Pitcher of their daughter, Mrs. W. A. Pitcher.,\liss Higgins are grateful to all who helped to make
romantic compositions of Liszt.These are not sc and invite
inspection. This firm—two stores— Landing,
road for transportation of pupils, was slightly Bertha Woodbury and Mr. F. H. Cooper w’ere their lawn (house) party so enjoyable.... Mr.
well known as his transcriptions, his orchestral is
to
its
attention
mai
growing
giving special
W. G.
increased.
Preston gave up the in Morrill Aug. 25th_Mr. and Miss Mary and Mrs. Ross C. Higgins have been visiting
works, or his more brilliant rhapsodies, but are order business. Samples sent on
request anc
of pupils in the Waldo avenue Watters, who have been stopping with Mrs. G. friends in Newburgh and
in many ways the most valuable and satisfying
transportation
Bangor.... Mrs.
suits, etc. sent out for inspection.
Express
district and J. F. Noyes wras given the con- N. Cooper, returned to their home in Massa- Sarah R. Lewis and Miss Nettie Richards of
of his works. The Ft.u Follett was the best
one way.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
paid
received of the composition played. Mr. Orth Read what B. O. Norton, agent, says of the tract. Miss Melvina V. Parker, assistant teach- chusetts Aug. 24th_Mr. Earl J. Pitcher of ! Belfast and Miss Susie Higgins of Springvale
er in the High school, notified the committee
Lincolnville has been with Mr. and Mrs. M. are guests of Miss Evelyn C. Higgins and Mrs.
said that after studying it for twenty-five Buick car for 1913. He has sold
nearly a scor<
weeks.... Miss Daisy F. L. Philbrick—Miss Ruth Small and
her
years he was just beginning to be able to play of Biiict cars this season and they have giv< that she accepted the partial increase in her F. Hunt for the past two
It is a work requiring a colossal tech- satisfaction in
salary granted by the committee in response Miller is in Belfast.M. F. Hunt left on friend, Mrs. Barstow of Bangor, are guests at
it.
every instance. Send for 191J
control
her
at
under
and
is
for
Boston.
to
the
June
one
that
needs
boat
Ruth’s old home, Mr. H. M. Small’s_Mr.
meeting. Monday’s
petition presented
nique well
advance booklet with cuts and detailed speci! Joseph Higgins and family, Mr. H. M. Small,
to be heard many times in order to fully ap- fications.
.Grass seed has been selling as highi
son, and daughter, Miss Martha and Mr. Frank
preciate its beauties. It has an atmosphere as $8 per bushel. A. A. Howes & Co. are nov
«L Higgins and Mrs. V. N. Higgins from East
recalling the Irish fairy tales of Leprecheuns
selling timothy, 99 per cent pure, for $4.50 pe:
Thorndike were among those who joined “The
and other illusive folks. The charm of its bushel.... See advt. of open-face gold watch
I Old Boys Chip Chop society” at the home of
themes and their marvelous development en- lost at
Bayside.... A new studio has been open
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Lander Aug. 21st.
chanted every one. After the last number had ed on Main street
The
by a photographer from Nev
been warmly applauded, Mr. Orth, 'at the represence of Mr. Asa Cole of Jersey City, Rev.
York, where you can h ave your picture taker
|
Prof.
of
of
Smith
D. Brackett, and many other old friends, made
Sleeper
College, play- ; for 25 cents. Twenty-four little photograph*
quest
the occasion a very happy one-Mrs. V. N.
ed two of his own compositions, “Nocturne for 25 cents.... H. C. Buzzell has a silo for sal*
|
One”
and
Number
“By the Brookaide.” Mr. cheap. It can be easily moved....Small mack
Higgins and Mr. F. J. Higgins passed Aug. 20th
with Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Higgins... .Mr. Albert
Orth said that he had never played to so de- j erel and lobsters at the
City Fish Market, E. F
j
lighted an audience, one that listened with Bramhall & Co....E. S. Shuman, 112 Waldc
Higgins is visiting his mother, Mrs. Annie
Higgins, in Lawrence, Mass.Mr. Fred
perfect sympathy and understanding, and he avenue, has a straight O. I. C. boar, 15 month!
the
Belfast
i complimented
Musical Society on
Brown of Brooks came to town recently in his
the results of its work. Following is the pro- old, for sale-See appointments of Dr, E. H
new auto and took our neighbors, Mr. J. G.
FOR
Boyington, eye specialist_Found, a valuable
pram:
Cilley and wife, away for a visit.... Mr. and
Liebestraum, in A flat.
Mrs. Leroy Fickett are entertaining Mr. and
pin. Owner can have same by calling at li
Polonaise, in C minor.
Mrs. Pope from Massachusetts.
j Condon street, proving property and payinj
Feu Follet (Will-o’-the-Wisp.)
Etude Trancendante. in B flat charges....See advt. of lapstrake boat fount
|
Consolation, in E.
by George E. Engstrom, Searsport....D. F
Polonaise Heroique, in E.
Masonic Temple, sells the Lamson &
The piano is kindly furnished by The M, Palmer,
Hubbard hats.
Steinert & Sons, Boston.

picture.

Ring was both charming
C. J. Winninger, as a German

Miss

and

• t,

!

1

u

was

XU

>nald house, front-

avenue; the Brooks

>n

Also send out

money refunded.

to

taking

High

upper

IIUUI^U..,

was

I

we

piece
for inspection

samples from

The Liszt Lecture
superintend the work. The subject of
in Memorial Hall last Friday
macadamizing Custom House square was recital given
Orth of Boston was unique
brought up, and the committee on highways evening by Mr. John
in that the performer and audience seemed to
was ordered to have this done, and to
employ
and informality of an evenH. M. Bennett to oversee its building. The enjoy the intimacy
We were told
a musician.
work will be begun as soon as possible, and ing in the home of
how
will extend around the whole front of the interesting stories of Mr. Orth’s boyhood,
of eight he began practising an
at
the
age
to
office
the
easterly side of Church street
post
nett

new

torn

were

A

municipal officers was
ing, Aug. 21st, for the

Augusta and gave a demmending at the summer
session at the State
e some general instructs should be repaired,

i

Matters.

special meeting of the
held Wednesday evenpurpose of opening bids
for the construction of a sewer on Bridge
street. In the absence of Mayor Hanson Alderman E. F. Littlefield presided. All bids
were rejected as being too high, and the
city
will construct the sewer by day work and the

M. Mor-

rary, Miss Avis

1

Expenses paid

ished in

was

this city last spring
found guilty, but

;:i

and

ier

Mr. Fred

Timm

last

...

[

f

New Shoe Store.

opened his new store in the Morison
Piuted States Marshal building on Main street last Saturday and was
with the patronage he received and
.nay morning, where he pleased
hire I’.S. Commissioner with the wishes expressed by many callers for
his success. The store, which was
tail ,g liquor without a
practically
destroyed by fire, has been entirely rebuilt,
a 1 n> t guilty, but probahas
a
fine
a
hardwood
display
floor and
window,
1 he was committed to
u
the walls and ceiling are sheathed in matched
g bonds in the sum of
iieard at the Septem- hard pine. The workroom and office are finarrested

was

l

Corner.

repairs.

f-.r

ll

people are making arrangements to give the
boys a royal welcome. Rally on Ellingwood’s

1849,

built here in

r.ership

•.

excursion

Work was begun iast Tuesday on the foundation for the new summer home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ira M. Cobe at Hillside, Northport, which
is much earlier than anticipated. The Cobes
will leave for Chicago Sept. 12th, spending a
few days in Boston en route.

an ac-

Present-

4, 1912.

more

Orrin J. Dickey has been engaged to act as
secretary at the annual fair of the Unity Park
Trotting Association Oct. 1st and 2nd, a position he has held for a number of years.

Howes, Belfast,

ii.
uil.

j

will be made to Togus
under the management of Orrin J
Dickey,
which will be the last trip to that popular
for
the
season.
point

Cup, Trap

••Prize

I

One

because of

year

\

placed

to make

painted.

reports that
.king well, owing to
-s are doing well,
as large as lhat of
made of the corn

n.ient

■....,

was

are

Dresses,
Skirts, Corsets, Etc.

I

on the Court House
repairs on the conductors
and outside finish and the woodwork will te

building.

,-u

i

staging
Tuesday

genetous lot of

Although
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1 Coats, Suits,

I

last

a

goods,trimmings,etc.
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Monday, September
It is hoped many
ds will be applied to

Carle & Jones

mail

|

No.
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Our Mail Order Business is growing- We
giving it special attention. On application

y

1, at the Head
-upper and entertain-

j
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HERE IS THE STORY:
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Stairs, Odd Fellows’ Block
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If you would enjoy all the
feeling and appearance that
only Silk Stockings can
give, with an absolute assurance of Service, insist
on the Original Holeproof.
One place in town to buy
them, and that is

Comptess de

11th at her

>t

k

expensive, for in-

not

well at-

u.

|

Up

are

I

I-OUR GOLD?-I

us and we will make an examination,
and if you need glasses will tell you so.

to

|

extended

dances

!

\
I

are now

?e

I

| Would You Like Some ofj

trouble with your eyes, you should not
delay in having them looked at. Come

stance :

-r

I

re-

to millions of men.

>

;

they

man

at Seaside Grange
e
evening with music by

o

once

to your eyes; don't treat them as if they
were slaves, for if you do some day
they will refuse to work, and you will
be at their mercy. If you have the least

ftoleproof

ub, family reunions
for this issue is

t

j

were

■

stricted to men of millions.
Thank to the ingenuity of
the

with Mrs.

afternoon

s

DO YOUR DUTY

SILK

ducks September 1st.

j

A Painter

j

..

..

J

..

j
j

i FOR SALE!
1

|

One second-hand five-pasH
sender car.

9

I

QUICK SALE

$1 95.22

CARLE & JONES.

|

5-year-olJs, V. L. Hall, Belfast, 1st;
matched, A. C. Thomas, Morrill, 2nd.
Matched pair steers, V. L. Hall, 1st;
Three Days of Good Weather, Good Races W. H. Littlefield, 2nd.
Best pair 2-year-olds, H. O, Nickerson,
and Many Attractions.
Belfast, 1st.
The fair of the Waldo County AgriBest pair 1-year-old, W. H. Littlefield,
cultural Society, held on their grounds 1st.
Best pair steer calves, W. H. Littlein this city, closed last Thursday after,
noon
after three days of favorable field, 1st and 2nd.
Best pair trained steers, Edwin Greeweather. Had the heavy rain of Thurs- ley, Bar
Harbor, 1st and 2nd.
Best town team, S. G. Norton, 1st;
day night come twenty-four hours earlier it would have put the track out of Clarence Nickerson, Swanville, 2nd

The Waldo

County Fair.

<

HORSES AND COLTS.
set-back genMark Wadlin, superintendent, W. H.
erally. As usual the largest attendance
G. R. Boulter, H. B. Toothaker,
was on the second day. The fine poultry Arnold,
judges.
exhibit was mentioned last wegk and
Best draft stallion to show stock, L. C.
other departments were given brief Wade, Lincolnville, 1st.
Best draft mare and colt, G. O. Holmes,
notice. The ladies’ department deserves
further mention. The exhibits included 1st; S. W. Johnson, 2nd; Harry B. Robbins, Northport, 3rd.
many pieces of hand and art embroidery
Best draft bred stallion 3-year-old, T.
in new stitches and some beautiful H. Decrow, Brooks, 1st.
Best young colt, 1-year-old, F. H.
pieces of Irish crochet and other handBrook
made laces. The baskets, rugs, ham- Quimby, 1st; 5 months old, Pearl
Farm, 1st.
mered copper and other handcraft work
DRIVING HORSES.
by the members of the Belfast Arts
John W. Jones, superintendent, F. H.
and Crafts society were a special attracWiggin, J W Hobbs, H. C. Buzzell,
tion.
Mrs. J. S. Harriman, Mrs. E. R. judges.
Best trotting bred brood mare, J. W.
Pierce and Mrs. L. C. Brown contributed
Wallace, Belfast, 1st..
to the rug display. A particularly atBest gent’s driving horse, R. S. Littletractive exhibit was an old sampler bear- field, Waldo, 1st; E. H. Littlefield, 2nd;
ing the inscription done in worsteds, Gay Holmes, 3rd.
Best ladies driving horse,
Mildred
“Wrought by Angelette O. Brown aged Smith, Waldo, 1st.
13 years, 1834.” The sampler contained j
SHEEP DEPARTMENT.

commission and caused

a

rence, 1st.
Fancy aprons, Mrs H R

Best
1st.

yoke

SPECIAL.
of steers, Edwin Greelev.
NEAT

STOCK.

Ralph Shute, superintendent, William
Vaughan, Jr., judge.
Best herd, Ayrshire, F. H. Quimby,
Brooks, 1st; Durham, Daniel Meservev.

1st.
Best cow, Ayrshire, F.
1st and 2nd; G. 0. Holmes,
Guernsey, F. W. Gibbs,

H. Quimby,

Belfast, 3rd;
Brooks, 1st;
Durham, Daniel Meservey, 1st; Hereford, H. W. Littlefield, Brooks, 1st.
Best 2-year-heifer, Ayrshire, F. H.
Quimby, 1st, G. O. Holmes, 2nd; Durham, Daniel Meservey, 1st; Hereford,
H. W. Littlefield, 1st.
One-year-heifer, F. H, Quimby, 1st;
R. Merriam, Belfast, 2nd; Guernsey. F.
W. Gibbs, 1st.
Heifer calf, Ayrshire, |F. H. Quimby,
1st; G. 0. Holmes, 2nd; Durham, Daniel
Meservey, 1st; Guernsey, S. W. Johnson,
Waldo, 1st and 2nd.
Thoroughbred bull, 1 year, Ayrshire,
F. H. Quimby, 1st; G. O. Holmes, 2nd;
R. Merriam, 3rd; Jersey, John Innes,
Belfast, 1st; Guernsey, F. W. Gibbs, 1st;
S. W. Johnson, Waldo, 1st; H. W.
Littlefield, 1st.
Purebred bull calf, Ayrshire, F. H.
Quimby, 1st; Guernsey, F. W. Gibbs, 1st;
Hereford, H. W. Littlefield, 1st and 2nd.
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—
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C-creeps.New York.
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THE BABY

SHOW.

The baby show, Thursday afternoon,
n which there were 14
entries, attracted
much attention.
Mrs. Leslie P. Miller
nad it in charge and was assisted by Mrs.
I. W. Burgess. The judges were Mrs.
Helen R. Cooper of Monroe, Mrs. Ralph
D. Shute and Mrs. William H. Wight of

this city.
The cup for the prettiest girl baby was
awarded to Henriella, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs George E Coombs of this city.
She is,one year old and weighs 26 pounds.
The cup for the prettiest boy baby was
given to Rodney S., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter J. Upham of this city. He is one
pear old and weighs 20 3-4 pounds.
Marguerite, daughter of Mr and Mrs
Elmer Fowles, aged 14 months, weight
29 pounds, was awarded a silver cup as
the heaviest baby and Maurice L, son of
Mr and Mrs Warren Reynolds, aged 3
weeks, weight 5 pounds, a cup as the

government rate regulation.
Fiction of vitality and human interest
is contributed by H. G. Wells, W. J.
Locke, Zona Gale, G. W. Ogden and !
In the “Interesting Peo- !
Maud Porter.
pie” Department are sketches and pic- \
tures of Joe F. Sullivan, a cripple, who is
the youngest mayor in any American city; !
George McAneny, president of the Borough of Manhattan in New York City;
the four O’Malley, brothers, each famous
in his line; Daniel Kiefer, one of tiie
through

THE

RACES.

torse race

turned out to be

something

of

a

Pace. Purse, $200.
Cammany Girl, g. m., W. E. Haskell,
Union.2 dr
ilerrymack, b. g„ A. B. Morton, Augusta.1 j i
Frank C., c. g., E. B. Lunt, Belfast.3 2 2
Fred S., b. g., Charter Oak Stables,Hart-

fort, Conn.
4 3
Time, 2.214, 2.22J, 2.22J.
2.13 Class, Trot or Pace.
Purse, $200,
SI Galo, bay g., Pine Tree Stables,

3

4

4

3

5

2

42

x

1

Lewiston..

Sabel, br. c., Pine Tree Stables, Lewiston..
coquette, b. m., Dick Lawrence, Boston,
Mass.2
northern Spy, g. g., A. D. Morton, Augusta..

Utimus, bay g.,William O’Neil, Lexington, Mass.
3 5
Time, 2.134, 2134, 2.14.
Green Race, One Half Mile. Purse, $100.
Iretchen Nelson, g. m., W. E.
Townsend, Hamilton, Mass.3 3 3 3
4. L. D., r. bay, W. A. Arnold,
Belfast.1 2 12

Paint Your

House

M F Nick-

K., b. m., F. E. Southard,
Pittsfield.4
J .ady Starbird, b. m.. Charter Oak
Stables, Augusta.2

3

4
2

iazel

1

2

1

a
Russian writer, Anton
As usual, there is an introthe editor.

Exile,” by

Chekhov.

1

duction by
The

September Woman’s

Home Companion is the fall fashion number. Under
the direction of Grace Margaret Gould,

who edits

the

Fashion

Department,
women are shown how they may dress
1.134, LUt. L114. 1.11, 1.134.
Higgins, Brooks, 1st.
and yet economically. There
Irish lace collar, Mrs D A Jones, 1st
Thursday’s races went in three straight, fashionably
is a great variety of fashion articles and
and 2nd.
ifter the races Dr. H. W. Watson of Haverall the latest news
Irish lace guimpe, Mrs V D Higgins, 1 lill. Mass., bought the chestnut gelding Cheer- illustrations, including
from Paris and New York, which, as
1st.
t ul Charlie of Richardson’s string. The sumare
the
center of dress
everybody knows,
Medallion Irish lace, Mrs Annie Davis,
ideas. Miss Gould’s great contention is
lary:
1st; Mrs D A Jones, 2nd.
is that women can keep in style and yet
2.17 Class, Trot and Pace. Purse, $200.
Crochet lace, Mrs D A Jones, 1st; Mrs
not spend extravagant sums of money.
1 .ouise Brushford, b. m., A. B. Morton,
Annie Davis, 2nd.
Augusta.4 4 4 She proves her point ably and presents
Embroidered Dutch collar, Miss Charit entertainingly. Special articles conJecelver, br. g., William O'Neil, Lexinglotte Carter, 1st; Miss Bertha Wiley,
ton, Mass.1 1 1 tributed to the September Companion
2nd.
Vinnie Wilkes, ch. m., Dr. H. W. Watare: “The Town That Had No Slums;”
son, Haverhill, Mass.3 3 3
Battenburg centerpiece, Charlotte
“Three American Duchesses,” being an
<
Iheerful
A.
1st.
Charlie,
Richardson, Jr.,
Carter,
Best grade herd bull and 4 cows, H.
intimate account of the Duchess of ManClinton...2
2
2
sideboard
Battenburg
scarf, Mrs M H
W. Littlefield, 1st.
chester, the Duchess of Roxburghe, and
Time, 2.174, 2.164, 2.19.
Best grade cow, H. W. Littlefield, 1st Keating, 1st.
the Duchess of Marlborough; “What
2.35 Class, Trot or Pace. Purse, $200.
Irish
crochet
Miss
Katherine
C
jabot.
and 2nd.
Men Have Meant In My Life,” being an
1 >on Q., Charter Oak Stables, Hartford,
Best grade |heifer 2-years, Ayrshire, Quimby, 1st; Mrs Russell Strout, 2nd.
extremely 'personal article by a great
Irish
Conn.
dis
lace
5
Mrs
S
G
bag,
Swift, 1st;
F. H. Quimby, 1st and 3rd; W. H. Littlewriter; “How I Sing ‘The
Mrs C F Shaw, 2nd.
’iny Pointer, W. G. Reynolds, Winslow.3 3 3
field, 2nd.
osary,”’ an article of advice to singHoniton lace handkerchief, Mrs H R 1 lias Va: sar, r. m.. Dr. H. W. Watson,
Best grade heifer, 1 year, F. W.
Haverhill, Mbbs.2 2 4 ers by Ernestine Schumann-Heink, a
1st.
’rankie Bogash, Jr., br. g., William
Gibbs, 1st; F. H. Quimby, 2nd; W. J. Cooper,
great operatic and concert star, and
Point lace handkerchief, Mrs A W
3rd.
O’Neil,
Lexington, Mass.4 4 2 “Playing Fair,” a practical talk to busiUpham,
Mrs
Geo I Keating, 2nd.
1 lagnetto, b. g., Pine Tree Stables,
Best grade calf, Franklin Waterman, Keating, 1st;
ness girls, full of stories of actual caseB
Embroidered pillow cases, Miss Bertha
Lewiston. .1 1 1 and other real material. Fiction is conBelfast, 1st; J. A. Sanker, Belfast, 1st.
A Wiley, 1st; Miss Isabel Ginn, 2nd.
1 .ink Braden, br. s., W. G. Preston, Beltributed by Mary Stewart Cutting, Juliet
OXEN AND STEERS.
fast.6 5 5
Lace collar, Mrs H A Cooper, 1st.
Wilbor Tompkins, Frederick M. Smith,
Time, 2.204. 2.204, 2.21.
S. G. Norton, superintendent, Wm.
Battenburg doily, Mrs J A Fogg, 1st.
Mary Hastings Bradley, Sophia Chandler
2.24 Class, Trot and Pace. Purse, $200.
Crocheted Bhawl, Mrs L F Simpson,
Vaughan, Jr., judge.
and Beulah Marie.'. Dix. There are num1 Ady Braden, br. m., Pearl Brook Farm,
Steers, Daniel Meservey, Morrill, 1st; 1st.
Belfast.2 4 2 erous illustrations in colors, and the reguW. H. Littlefield, Brooks, 2nd; V. L.
Raffia work, Mrs Caroline B Merriam,
lar
E.
A. Wentworth, Rockdepartments are full of good reading
Ady Emperor,
Hall, Belfast, 3rd.
1st; Miss Celia M Nickerson, 2nd.
port. ....4 8 4 and practical ideas.
4

4

4

3

Srofessional

We carry

Oils, Varnishes,
Stains, Brushes, Etc.

|

-°-

Mitchell&Trussell
Stovts, Ranges

\

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltise, Register.

-----

At a Probate Court hcia at iseliast, within and
for Hie County of Waldo, on Hie secoud Tuesday of August, A. D. 1912.

certain Instrument, purporting to be the last
will aud testament of Mary Birmingham,
late of Frankfort, iu said County of Waldo, deceased, having been piesented for probate.

A

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this order to lie
published, three weeks successively m The Republican Journal- published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and fi r said County,on the second
Tuesday of beptimber next, at tea of Hie clock
before noon, and show cause, If any they have,
why Hie same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P.

1

Hazkltine, Register.

and

Kitchen Furnishings.

TT7ALDO SS.—In Court ot n
Vf
fast, on the 13th day
Bertha L. Pease, administrat;
Luctetia E. Barlow late of \\
ty, deceased, having present- c
account of administration
f
lowance.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
August, A. D. 1912.
S. ELLIS, administrator on the estate
of Penina S. Ellis, late of Ntoekton Springs,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that tile actual market
value of the property of said deceased nowin
his hai ds subject to the payment of the collateral inheritance tax, the persons interested m the
succession thereto and tin* amount of t he tax
thereon, may be determined by the Judge of
Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at • elfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at nelfast, within and for said
County, on the 10th day of Septeml er.A.l). 1912,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
t has. P. Hazeltine, Register.

OSCAR

South Shore,
Bayside, Maine.
Quick lunches served at all times to
auto parties.
Shore Dinners

served

to order.

Little Neck Clams, Soft Shell Crabs,
Frogs’ Legs. Everything the SEA
affords sent direct by Shattuck &
Jones, FanucI Hall, Market, Boston

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
August, A. 1). 1912.
T.

a

CHICKEN

SERVfDJN

Order

Specialty.
ALL

by Phone.

that ail persons interest* !

with the
W

n,

bate Court, to be held at i>.
day of September next, am:
they have, why the s.i: I

in said

of

■

bite,

claim should not he allowed
GEO. E. J<
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. 11 azi:i

>

1

Location central but retired.

Personally

ITT A LDO SS. —In Court of

Vf fast, on the 13th ...-*
Lucy A. Jackson, adminon
of Alfred S. Jackson, iat
County, deceased, having pi
count of administration'ot
with her private eialm, for
Ordered, that notice tlu-iweeks successively, in T!i-* f
a newspaper published m r- :i

Waldo, deceasBelfast,
County
ed, having presented a petition praying that
James H. Howes may be appointed trustee under said will.
Oidered, That the said petitioner give notice to 117ALDO SS.—In Court ->t rr
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
fast, on the 13th day
order t<> be published three wet-ks successively ] VV
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pub- ! Frank 1‘. Brown, administ
Emily F. Brown, late ot I.
lished at Belfast, that llioy may appear at a Prodeceased, having present !
bate court, to be held at
elfast, within and for 1 account
ol administration
said County, on the ;0 li day of M-pieinuer, A D. ;
1912, at ten of the clock t ef- te noon, and show lowance.
Ordered. That notice :•
cause, if any they have, why tie* prayer of said
weeks successively, in I ;
petitioner should not be granted.
a newspaper published in
GKO. E. JOH N.sON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
tv. that all persons inter*
Probate Court, to be held at
Chas. 1*. Hazeltine, Register.
day of Septemht r next am:
have, why :lie said
they
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
allowed.
tor the County of Waldo, on 'lie 13th day of 1
GKOKGEF.
August, A. D. 1912.
A true copy. Attest;
Chas. P. Ii
4NN1K L. BLACK, guardian of Mildred E.
A
lllacK of Belfast, in said
ouaty of Waldo,
bavin*. presented a petition pi a;, mg lor a license \\r aI.do ss.—inc .-.n .-i r
to sell at public or private sal’* and convey cerVV fast, on the 13th
tain real estate of said ward, described in slid
Frank t* Brown, administi
petition.
( lurries Me> y Biown.
ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to County, decease'*. Davit g
and linal iiccount of .uuni
ouler to be published three weeks successively for allowance.
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubOrdered, That notice i!.lished ac Belfast, that they may appeal at a ITu
Weeks sueeessively. pi 1
bate t omt, to be laid at Belfast, within and tor- a newspaper published in p
said County, on the 10th day of .-September, A. L>. j that all pei s> ii> Mil- rest<
1912. at ten of the clock before m on, and show bate Court, to in- he'd at '■
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said of September m xt. and >h'0
petitioner shouaf not be granted.
have, why the s; id aceouie
G El IRG E E. J 011NSON, J udge.
GEO. V.
A true copy. Attest:
A true copy,
utest:
Chas. 1*. Hazeltine, Register.
L HAS. 1’. I ! \
late of

Lobsters

Ordered, That notice the;
weeks successively, m The !:•
a newspaper published in B
that all persons interested m
bate Court to be held at iday of September next, ami
they ‘have, why the said a<v
allowed.
GEO. E.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. ii azi

Belfast, within and
on the 13th day of

FIELD, administrator,
HERBERT
will annexed, of the estate of Fred O.

j

conducted by

8 44

10 50

P.M

32(
|3 25
(3 8;
3 4"
*3 5S
4 05
413
t4 20
4 SO
5 20
5 3C
6 06
5 35
8 16
11 26
A.M

10 00
P.M

1

20

4
1
4
4
4
t4
5
5

10
60

17

27
45
51
C4
12
t5 20
5 35
t5 46
t5 55
6 CO

Thorndike. 8 52
11 00
Knox. t9 00
ill 10
Brooks. 915
11 30
Waldo. t9 25
til 40
City Point. t9 35 til 60
Belfast, arrive. 9 40
11 55
I Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch
H; D. WALDRON, General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland, Maine.

EASTERN STEAMSHIP
CORPORATION.
BANGOR LINE.
Belfast and Boston, $3.25
One Way. $6.00 Round Trip.
TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAS1
AND CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m. for Boston daily.
For Bangor at 7.30 a. m. daily.
Leave Boston at 5.00 p. m. daily.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrival
of steamer from Boston) daily.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

•

>

copy.

A

Monarch Paint.

Reese; Unity.

by

“In the Kingdom of Not-in-theLeast-Bit-Like-it,” by Kate Masterson.
The “Short-Story Masterpiece” is “In

true

Waldo

INSIDE AND OUT, WITH

lhe September Lippmcott. s table ot
A.M.
P. M.
contents proves a strong plea for the
12 25
Belfast, depart. 6 55
diverting quality of American fiction. City Point. t7 00 tl2 30
The complete novel is “The Ranch of Waldo
tl2 40
*7 10
the Blue Sea,” by J. W, Muller. This Brooks.
7 22
12 52
*1 04
is the first long story by a writer whose Knox. 17 34
7 40
1 10
short-stories have brought him rapidly Thorndike.
7
48
1 18
Unity.....
to the front in the past few months.
Winnecook.
58
28
t7
fl
“The Ranch of the Blue Sea,” tells ti e [
arrive.
8
10
1 40
Burnham,
story of John Forsyth, a shrewd, un- Clinton. 8 28
scrupulous speculator, who has come a Benton.. 8 38
11 35
3 05
cropper financially and has been stripped Bangor
2 14
by his creditors, narrowly escaping a Waterville. 8 44
Portland. 11 50
4 50
prison sentence as well. It is a strong Boston.
315
7
55
pm
and stirring story, and augurs well for
TO
BELFAST
the author’s future as a writer. “BeauP.M.
A.M.
a short novelette by
tiful Sebastians,
Marie Van Vorst, is a story of love and Boston. 7 30
adventure during the great Sicilian earthPortland. 11(0
7 00
quake. “Wooing Dorothea,” by Jessie
a. m
A. McGriff, is an Atlantic City love story Waterville. 7 15
9 50
of an original type.
Other noteworthy Bangor. 6 45
short-stories are “The Movable Feast,” Benton. 7 20
9 56
10 04
by Hulbert Footner; “Sanctuary,” by Clinton. 7 28
10 25
John Fleming Wilson; "Seventy Times Burnham, leave. 8 25
t8 35
Winnecook.
35
tlO
Lizette Wentworth
Seven.”
and

A

j
|

FROM BELFAST.

icrap. The summary:
2.20 Class, Trot and

not he allowed.

4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last j
A will and testamem of Lewis K. Harding,
hue of Troy, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Oidered. That notice be given to ali persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Kepublican Journal, published at Belfast, that they |
rebate Court, to be held at
may appear at a
Bebast, within and for said County, on the sec- ! aweeks successively, in <1 The i;
publish* in I
ond Tuesday of September next, at t<-n of the
newspaper
that all persons intere.-e
ciock before noon, and show cause, if any they ty,
Probate Court, to be held at
have, why the same should not be proved, apday of September next, ai
proved and allowed.
they have, why the said
GEO- E. JOHNSON. Judge.
be allowed.
A true copy. Attest:
GEO. E. .Juii
Chas. P. Hazkltijse, Register.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Ha/m
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second TuesSS.—In Court of r
day of August, A. D. 1912.
fast, on the 13th day of \
L. Howard, administrator oi:
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
Howard, late cf Thorndike,
will and testament of Daniel S. Goodeii,
ceased, having presented h's
line ui seal spon,
in
saiu i-uuuiy ui
tvaiuu, uecount
of administration ui
ceased, having been presented for probate.
lowance.
Oidered.That notice be given to all persons
Ordered, That notice th*
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Re- weeks successively in The hpublican Journal, published at Belfast, that they a newspaper published in B< h
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at that all persons interested m
Belfast, within and for said County, on the hate Court, to be held at Be!;
second Tuesday of September next, at ten of the of September next, and show
have, why the said account
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
lowed.
have, why the same should not be proved, apGEO. E. I<
and
allowed.
proved
A true copy. Attest:
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Chas. P. IlAzr
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Roberts, aged 11 months, weight
pounds.
Mrs. L. C. ROSS.
Harriet McKinnon, aged 15 months,
weight 24 3-4 pounds.
Dwight Pal mer Gross, aged 17 months,
weight 26 pounds.
BELFAST
Norman E Wood, aged 8 months,
weight 21 1-4 pounds.
Raiph H Yates, aged 16 months,
BURNHAM
weight 21 pounds.
On and after June 1(5, 1912, trains connect
Maynard E Wescott, aged 4 months,
weight 21 pounds.
in the world; and ing at Burnham and Waterville with throi g)
Donald Anderson, aged 2 years, weight greatest letter-writers
Mary Garrett, who has done a great work trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Port
26 1-2 pounds.
land and Boston will run as follows:
for the deaf.
The Journal went to press Wednesday be:ore the races on that
day were finished. Tamnany Girl was drawn on account of an accilent in the second heat of the 2.20 class. The
iamous old campaigner Northern
Spy pulled
lown first money in the 2.13 class. The green

this County,
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and tor said County, on the secoud Tuesday of September next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should

j

similar institution in the United States.
Other features for the month include descriptions of a memory machine which
never fails to remind one of an engagement or duty; a current motor which has
proved practical in service; the great
Alaskan volcanic eruption; Chicago’s
proposed double-deck bascule bridge for

“L” traffic; railroad tobogganing on
Pike’s Peak; the creation of a capital
city for Australia; a method of ripening
dates in an incubator; a vari colored
searchlight display in Baltimore; hydroelectric power on a farm; a compact
luncheon set for motorists, etc.

H.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Couuty of V. aldo, on the second Tuesday of August, A. D, 1912.

ujc

The September American Magazine
contains a lively political article full of
interesting information and stories never
before published about the Chicago and
Baltimore national conventions. Another
interesting contribution is a vivid account of lion hunting by Stewart Edward
White, who has recently returned from
lightest baby.
In the same
a year’s hunting in Africa.
The other entries were: George Hernumber are articles by Ida M. Tarbell;
bert Rogers, aged 4 months, weight 17
the
theatrical
Prichard
Walter
Eaton,
pounds.
who wants all
Alton Durost, aged 7 months, weight expert; Sir Francis Vane,
the children in the world educated to dis18 pounds.
and John S. Pardee, who
Gertrude Reynolds, aged 16 months, believe in war,
shows how railroads have
prospered j
weight 22 pounds.
Iris
18 1-4

certain instrument, purporting to be a cony
of the last will aud testament of Everliua
Dowling, late of Brookline, In the »tate of
Massachusetts, aud a copy of the probate there
of, in said State of Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having been presented with a petition
praying that the copy of said will may lie allow
ed Bled and recorded iu the Probate Court of

A

A hue copy.

hundreds of miles of trackless
wilderness inhabited by fierce tribes of
savages. Numerous other articles dealing with adventures in every part of the
world appear in this number of a unique

R

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of August, A. D. 1912.

....

—

1

erson, 1st.

2nd.

Prlo.

roil

a

car over

E

magazine.
The September Popular Mechanics
Exhibit of cut flowers, Mrs C B Magazine contains in all 322 articles and
rhompson, 1st; Mrs A TToothaker, 2nd. 280 illustrations. Topics of vital interest, such as “The Control of Floods,”
Braided rug, Mrs Mary Jefferds, 1st.
"The Future of the Dirigible,” and
DAIRY PRODUCTS.
Curing Speed Mania” are discussed
The
G G Abbott, superintendent, F A Mar- editorially by H. H. Windsor.
“Around-the-World Wireless” plan, now
riner, Leslie D Elms, judges.
Fredis
described by
Best 5 pounds butter, Sidney Evans, being carried out,
chief
Waldo, 1st; Mrs John Innes, Searsport, erick Minturn Sammis, Marconi’s
A most interestin
America.
engineer
2nd; Mrs W J Upham, Belfast, 3rd.
Best honey, extracted and comb, Wal- ing article by Dr. A. F. Zahm treats of
“European Aeronautical Laboratories.”
ter Gerald, Unity, 1st in each.
An effort is being made to establish a

were

Embroidered dress, Mrs Vesta Davis

60

nn

Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.25
Worms. Worm Fever, or Worm Disease.. 25
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Iufanti.2ft
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.25
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.25
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.35
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
Salt Kheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.25
Fever and Ague, Malaria.25
Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal.25
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.35
Whooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough.25
Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing.25
35
Kidney Disease.
lYervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
Urinary Incontinence. Wetting Bed.35
31 Sore^hroat, Quinsy
25
7 7 Grip, Hay Fever and Summer Colds.25
S''id by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
ITEM PH HEY S’ EOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Corner

Exhibit of canned goods, Miss Mildred

Infant’s embroidered dress, Mrs C E

Wiley,

t

PROBATE NOTICES
1

Ito.
I
3
3
4
7
8
0
9
if!
£ i
i 5
10
17
19
29
21
27
28
SO

Daggett, 1st.

Mrs Arthur Ritchie, superintendent,
assisted by Mrs Elijah Ritchie, Mrs G B
Dyer and Mrs H P Farrow of Belmont.
Miss Louise H Ferguson and Miss Helen

French
embroidered
handkerchief,
Miss Mildred Arnold, 1st; Miss Bertha A

Mrs

1st.

LADIES’ DEPARTMENT.

Read, 1st.
Tatting handkerchief, Mrs

more

Medical Book soi.t free.

luu.

xv.

Pierce, 1st.
Baskets, Mrs E R Pierce, 1st.
Basket collection, Mrs J S Harriman,

Innes, 1st.
One dozen bro wn eggs, W M Hodsdon,
1st; Mrs E L Colcord, 2nd; George Innes,
3rd.
E L Colcord received the silver loving
cup, marked ‘‘Best display of poultry
for the Waldo County Fair, 1912.”

Mass,

for

satisfaction

The Wide World for September contains an interesting selection of storieg
gathered from all quarters of the globe.
Captain A. H. Trapmann relates his experiences while passing “Through the
Forbidden Country” —the hinterland of
Cyrenaica, in North Africa, the stronghold of the mysterious Senoussi sect, a
region which nob half-a-dozen white men

imu

Guineas, George Innis, 1st and
2nd; Harold Herrick, 3rd.
Pair White Wyandottes, J A Sanker,
Belfast, 1st.
One dozen American class eggs, George

Halifax,

iicunci

W E Marsh, 2nd.
Copper work collection,

Pair

of

News and Notes.

Half-Century.

Humphreys’ Specifics have
been used by the peopl.-s with
years.

The Strand Magazine for September
contains a recently discovered story by
“Ouida. entitled “The Marriage Plate.”
This story, we are informed, was written
many years ago but for some reason or
other was never published. The manuscript remained in the hands of a friend,'
who placed it at the disposal of the
Strand Magazine.' It is a most characteristic story, which exhibits all “Ouida’s”
well-known powers of description, and
also the passionate love of animals which
iB so often conspicuous in her writings.
The little story might be a companion to
“A Dog of Flanders.” Other fiction in
the September Strand includes stories by
E. Temple Thurston, Arthur Morrison,
Richard Marsh, Bart Kennedy and other
well-known writers. “How Busy Men
Work” is an article contributed by John
D. Rockefeller, Sir Thomas Lipton, John
D. Crimmins, Edward Box, Lord Strathcona and others. A well-illustrated article on the Metropolitan Museum of Art
will appeal to all lovers of pictures.

Cooper, 1st;

Over

1'
3

1

O-.J

Thompson
judges.

2

eyelet sideboard scarf,
Cuneo, 1st.
have traversed. Captain Trapmann went
Fancy centerpiece, Lillian Cuneo, 1st; with an Emir of the sect to whom he had
Mrs Gay Holmes, 2nd.
rendered certain services, otherwise his
Mexican lunch cloth, Katherine Mer- life would not have been worth an hour’s
iiaiui 101,
ruiamr,
purchase. “The War Dance of the SpoTowels—embroidered, Mrs Jessie S kanes” is ably described and illustrated
Pattee, 1st; Miss Evelyn P Morison, 2nd. by Clair Hunt of the U. S. Indian SerCross stitch, Miss Florence M Hill, 1st; vice.
Captain Foran, late District SuperMrs S G Swift, 2nd. Fancy drawn guest intendent of Police, British East Atrica,
towels, Miss Bertha A Wiley, 1st; Miss writes of ivory-smuggling and Clifford
Evelyn P Morison, 2nd. Embroidered Halle relates how Bede Bentley, an Engguest towels, Miss Louise Read, 1st; lishman, delivered an automobile to MenMiss Mildred Arnold, 2nd.
elik, King of Abyssinia. It is an exciting
Bead work, Mrs H P Farrow’, IstdMrs
narrative, ior oeuuey

1 w

Geo. Innes, 2nd.
Best tomatoes, G. E. Marsh, 1st.

Literary

Lillian

■

E. Marsh.
Best turnips, G. E. Marsh, 1st.
Best pumpkins, sugar,G.E. Marsh, 1st;
C. B. Thompson. 2nd.
Biggest pumpkin, G. E. Marsh, 1st;

1

Brookie Patehen, b. m., Jacob Worth,
Boaton,
.5 5 5
Time, 2 20$, 2.204, 2.20$.

2nd.
French and

an

e

Bingen,bay m., William O’Neil,
Lexington, Mean.I
Tornado, b. g, E. B. Ireland, Lewiaton.3

Large eyelet centerpiece, Miss Evelyn
Peavey, 1st.
Combination underwear, Miss Celia M
Nickerson, 1st.
Set of Mexican doilies, Mrs Geo R
Lewis, l3t; Mrs V D Higgins, 2nd;
Collection embroidered and tatting
doilies, Miss Celia M Nickerson, 1st.
Large white embroidered .centerpiece,
Miss Lou Thompson, 1st.
Mexican centerpiece, Mrs George R
Lewis, 1st; Mrs V D Higgins, 2nd.
Punch work centerpiece, Miss Isabel
Ginn, 1st; Miss Evelyn Peavey, 2nd.
Hardanger centerpiece, Mrs V D Higgins, 1st; Mrs Harriet Kimball Adams,

fancy stitches worked into many ! George B. Dyer, superintendent, Wm.
unique designs, including the alphabet Vaughan, Jr., judge.
in old English, script, capitals and small,
One-year-old, Oxford, S. G. Norton,
with trees, flowers and conventional de- Belfast, 1st; Southdown, Gay Holmes,
Belfast, 1st.
signs in the borders. The sampler was
Best flock Southdowns, Gay Holmes,
loaned by J. L. Sleeper. Mrs. Vesta 1st.
Best flock six sheep. S. G. Norton, 1st;
Davis Higgins of Brooks loaned several
1st.
valuable pieces of embroidery, including grade lambs, same,
Best fat sheep, pure bred, Gay
Inna
rlsnca
tttIi
Holmes, 1st; S G. Norton, 2nd.
much admired, and Mrs. Charles Bartlett a beautifully embroidered blue satin
George B. Dyer, superintendent, Wm.
Vaughan, Jr., judge.
.apron, 75 years old.
Purebred, Harold Herrick, Belfast,
In the lower hall the following local
Walter Harding, Bel0. I. C.
business concerns had exhibits: Spencer, 1st; 1st and boar,
2nd.
fast,
Eaton & Co., furniture and stoves; J. L.
O. I. C. sow and pigs, Walter Harding,
Sleeper & Co., Edison phonographs; 1st; E. H. Knowlton, Belfast, 2nd.
Four months old pig, Walter Harding,
Mudgett Variety Store, souvenirs and
1st; Berkshire, John Innes, Searsport.
jewelry; E. A. Banks, jewelry and card 1st.
writing; Swan-Whitten-Biekford Co.,
POULTRY DEPARTMENT.
flour. There were half a dozen booths
Dr 0 S Vickery, superintendent; Silas
for the sale of jewelry, and Louis Shiro Bartlett, expert judge.
had a stand for the sale of candy and ice
Breeding pen, Barred Plymouth Rock,
M Ferguson, 1st; Gay Holmes, 2nd.
creEftn. There was also an exhibit of A
White Wyandottes, E A Colcord, 1st, 2nd
fruit and vegetables on this floor.
and 3rd. R I single comb, John F WaterThe Belfast Band furnished excellent man, 1st; George Innis. 2nd; Plymouth
Buff Ormusic during the three days of the fair, Rock, John F Waterman, 1st.
Mabel Webber, Brooks, 1st.
and as was the case last year, the balloon pington,
Buff Plymouth Rock, Sylvia M Hamm,
ascensions and parachute drops by Prof.
Brooks, 1st. Chicks, Walter Gerald, 1st.
Best pen of chicks; White Wyandottes,
Gannon were of thrilling interest.
r, L
and
I
Wednesday’s exhibition was particularly- East Colcord 1st 2nd. 3rd; Mrs S Hills,
Northport,
The
of
exciting.
quartette
Japanese
Barred Plymouth Rock, A M Ferguson,
performed some remarkable stunts be- 2nd and 3rd. Barred Leghorn, single
tween the heats of the races and certain- comb, Clifton M Hamm, Brooks, 2nd.
Columbian Wyandottes, W C Vose, Belly pleased the crowd. The fancy shoot- fast, 1st. Barred
Plymouth Rocks, Syling, which was to have been a feature, via M Hamm, 1st; same on Barred Java.
did not materialize because of an auto- Barred Leghorn, W M Hodsdon, 1st.
Best cock, Barred Plymouth Rock,
mobile accident in which William S. Hill
Walter Gerald, 1st; A M Ferguson, 2nd.
of Portland, one of the best known trap
White Wyandottes, E L Colcord, 1st, 2nd
shooters in the country and who was to and 3rd.
Black Orpington and white Orhave appeared here, was severely in- pington, single comb, Mrs Mabel Webber, 1st.
jured.
Best hen, Barred Plymouth Rocks,
FRUIT, VEGETABLES, ETC.
Walter Gerald, 1st; George Innis, 2nd;
Fred Townsend, superintendent, Percy A M Ferguson, 3rd.
White Wyandottes,
S. Edgecomb and Charles 0. Dickey, E L Colcord, 1st, 2nd and 3rd. Single
R
I
Walter
judges.
Gc-rald, 1st, 2nd and
comb,
R,
Best exhibit of largest variety: 31, G. 3rd. Partridge Plymouth Rock, W M I
E. Marsh, Belfast, 1st; C. B. Thompson, Hodsdon, 1st.
Barred Leghorn, rose
Belfast, 49, 2nd.
comb, Clifton M Hamm, Brooks, 1st.
Best fruit of all kinds, H. W. Little- White Plymouth Rock, J F Waterman,
field, 1st; W. N. Robertson, Brooks, 2nd; 1st.
Black and white Orpington, Mrs
Mabel Webber, 1st on each. Black Java,
George Innes, 3rd.
Best plums, H. W. Littlefield, 1st; W. Sylvia M Hamm, 1st.
M. Hodgdon, Belfast, 2nd.
Best cockerel, Columbian Wyandottes,
Best peas, C. B. Thompson, 1st; W. Kenneth Colcord, 1st and 2nd. Partridge
M. Hodsdon, 2nd.
Plymouth Rock, W M Hodsdon, 1st and
Best beans, W. M. Hodsdon, 1st; G. 2nd.
White Wyandottes, E L Colcord,
E. Marsh, 2nd.
1st; Kenneth Colcord, 2nd; J W Wallace*, j
Best sheaf biue joint, Geo. Innes, 1st; 3rd.
R I R, single comb, Clifton M
G. E. Marsh, 2nd. Oats, C. B. Thomp- Hamm, 1st; J W Wallace, 2nd. White j
son, 1st; G. E. Marsh, 2nd.
Leghorns, E A Banks, 1st; same, 3rd on \
Herds grass, G. E. Marsh, 1st.
Best Barred Plymouth Rock; Barred Legred
and
al- horn, single comb, J F Waterman. 1st.
Hungarian grass, millet,
lop
sike clover, C. B. Thompson, 1st on all.
Black Java, Sylvia Hamm, 1st.
Best corn, G. E. Marsh, 1st; Sidney
Best pullet, Buff Plymouth Rock, Sylvia M Hamm, 1st.
Evans, 2nd.
Barred Plymouth
Best celery, C. B. Thompson, 1st.
Rock, Walter Gerald, 1st and 2nd. R I
Best cucumbers, G. E. Marsh, 1st.
R, single comb, John Innis, 1st. R I R,
Rocf
W'.irev- \\7 F
rose comb, J W Wallace, 3rd.
and 2nd.
Best pair of geese, Harold Herrick,
0„,1
Best naif bushel apples for market, H.
W. Littlefield, 1st; W. M. Hodsdon, 2nd.
Cuban
game cock and hen, H W New- i
j
Wolf River, H. W. Littlefield, 1st and comb, 1st and 2nd; same, 1st and 3rd on
.2nd.
2 hens.
Cock and pullet, C K Hagerty,
Best potatoes, Quick Lunch, W. M. Altoona, Pa, 1st on cock and
pullet; sam ?
Hodsdon, Jst; C. C. Ham, 2nd. Early- 2nd on cockerel.
Pair of ducks, Improved Pekin, Sylvia
rose, C. B. Thompson, 1st; G. E. Marsh,
2nd. ,\1. Beauty, G. E. Marsh, 1st. Nine M Hamm, 1st; same, 2nd on
Aylesbury.
varieties, C. B. Thompson, 1st on all. White Pekin, Walter Harding, Belfast,
Best cabbage, G. E. Marsh, 1st.
Srd'. English Pen Indian Runner, Mabel
Best beets, table and cattle, C. B.
Webber, 2nd. Indian Runner, Merl Ger1st
on
blood.
Thompson,
G. E. ald, Unity, 3rd.
each;
Pair Bantams, Walter Harding, 1st.
Marsh, 2nd.
Best squash, 1st on three varieties; G.
Pair Indian Runner, Walter Harding,
1

Star Lily

Miss Sylvania Nickerson, 2nd.
French and eyelet doily, Miss Bertha
A Wiley, 1st; Miss Isabel Ginn, 2nd.

many

rrr.i rinu

Sofa pillows, darned work, Miss MilIred Arnold, 1st; leather work, Mrs V
0 Higgins, 1st; Wallachian, Miss Edith
L, Burgess, 1st; embroidered. MisB Isa>el Ginn, 1st; Mrs. Carrie L. Kaler, 2nd.
German knot stitch center piece, Miss
[sabel Ginn, 1st.
Embroidered table runner, Miss Louise
Read, 1st; Mrs. S. A. Parker, 2nd.
Punch work waist, Miss Laura Holrhes,
1st; Mrs H A Sweetser, 2nd.
Eyelet and French embroidered waist,
Mrs Eugene Wood, 1st; Miss Celia M
Nickerson, 2nd.
Embroidered chemise, Miss Florence
M Hill, 1st.
Embroidered night gown, Miss Edythe
Atkins, 1st; Miss Florence M Hill, 2nd.
Silk quilt, Mrs L A Burgess, 1st; Mrs
L J Lawrence, 2nd.
Best quilt made by lady over 75 years
aid, Mrs Caroline B Merriam, 1st.
Log cabin print quilt, Mrs L J Law-

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chir.rody, Manicuring, Shampooing and Faolal Work. Alto a
hill line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shlro’s Store, Phmnix Row.
23tf
MISS EVIE HOLMES.

-■

|
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At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo
August, A. D. 1£ 12.

Belfast,
on

w ithin and
the 13th day ut

E.

wells, administratrix of the
MARION
tate of Augusta Well?, late of Belfast,

U'ALDO

ill

count of administration

Waldo, deceased, having prepraying for a license to sell at
public or private sale and convey, certain real
estate of said deceased, described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petiticnei give notice to
al! pei sons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published thiee weeks successively
in Tile Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 10th day of September, A.l).
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. P.

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
August, a. L). 1912.

Belfast, within and
the 13th day of

on

nichols, executor of the
Alexander
will of Hannah T. Pendleton, late of Searsh.

port, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented a petition praying that the Judge of

Probate may determine who are entitled to the
balance of the estate of said deceased, now in
his bands for distribution, their respective shares
therein and order the same to be distributed ac

cordiLgiy.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
•rder to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a uewsp >per published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said Couuty, ou the lOtti day of September, A. D.
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

indigestion,
fC*'^^*^^*
or) n 1 For
Relieves
stomaefe.
sour

palpitation ot the heart Divests wuaiyoueat

\

j

c

;
U

ot

a nee.

Olden d, that notice 11
weeks successively, m Tinnewspaper published in I'
that all persons interested
bate Court, to he held at Rep
of September next, and *>!u.
have, why tliesaid account
ed.
GEO. E.
A true copy. Attest:
( has 1*. Ha.
a

Ur

A

EDO 8S.— In Court

oi

fast, on the 13th day o!
Ellis, admiuistratoi on tl.
Kills, late of Stockton spi
deceased, having presented

A

S

Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within amt
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
August, A. 1). 1912,
4 LEXaN 1 ER H. NICHOLS,
surviving executor of the will of Janies G. Pendleton, late
of Searsport, in said County oT Waldo, deceased. having presented a petition praying that the
Judge of Probate may determine who are entitled to the balance of the estate of said deceased, imw' in his hands for distribution, their
respective shares therein, and order the same to
be distributed accordingly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of ibis
order to be published three weeks successively
in Tbt Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
Couuty, on the loth day of September, A. 1).
19i2, at ten of the clock before noou, and show
cause, if any they have, why t.ie prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
«EO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

*

1

ji

t

.0

fast, on the 13th *i.
Ellery Rnvvden, acmmis'r
Henry \. Rolan, late «>i
County, deceased, having p

es-

said County of
sented a petition

ss.-ln Court

|

j

admiuistiation of saidestat*

Ordered, tliat notice thei
weeks successively, in The 1
a newspaper published in lathat all persons interested

v

bate Court, to be held at
day of September next, ami
they have, why the said ac
allowed.

CEO. E. .!<
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. IMIa/i

\

TlXECUTOK’6 NOTICE.
Xj l>y gives notice that Inpointed executor of the km
of
ANNA 11. OSGOOD.

j

ill the County of Waldo, <!>
having demands against tic
ceased are desired to preset
tlement, and all indebted t
to make payment imiuediaU

1
1

1

CHAi.'

Palermo, August 13, 1012.
DM 1 NISTKATRIX’S NO 1
c
seriber hereby gives
duly appointed adminm
annexed, of the estate of
ANN L. McGILVEKY, IM
in the County of Waldo, *l«-«
bonds as the law directs, a
demands against the estate
desired to present the same t
all indebted thereto are rep
ment immediately to John K. D
Maine, my authorized agent
CEaHa
Los Altos, Cali!., August 13.
4

A

been

;;

\
?

I

j

1

i

NOT III

surlier hereby gives iioti1
ADMINISTRATOR’S
administratm

duly appointed
ANTOINETTE B. WHITT I E
port,
in the County of Waldo, de. <■1
bomts as the law directs. A
demands against the estate of
desired to present the same lor
all Indebted thereto are request,
ment immediately.

jAVbSll id'1'

Searsport, August 13,1912.
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GETTYSBURG.

P

_

Hovance
|

in coal

The Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.

Z

inform their friends and customers that after
r 1st there will be an advance in the price of
Coat of 25 cents per ton on all sizes except Pea.

Z
Z

.>

W

put in

111
!.Move,

at the following prices, delevel within the city limits:

selling Coal

now

on a

PER TON

.$6.50
Chestnut.8.00

|
|S

j

murmured in the green and

•

cupola

a

Z

#

Den;

8.25

above prices are subject to the usual 30
23tf
laps cash discount of 25 cents per ton.

ih,

and
the

it made

indescribably light

and fine
wheat field that

the shocked wheat in a
drove into the green like a
tiiangular
golden wedge. Full in the centre of the
rich landscape it made a shining
a

#

{
#

of the

golden bull’s-eye, of the
Gettysburg,

j
# |
Z

Z

mark,

small town of

It should have been all peace, that rich
Pehnsylvania landscape—a Dutch peace
—a Quaker peace.
Market wains and
country folk should have moved upon
the roads, and a boy,
squirrel-hunting,
should have been the most murderous
thing in the Devil’s Den. Corn-blades
should have glistened, not bayonets; for
the fluttering flags the farmers’ wives
should have been bleaching linen on the
grass; for marching feet there should
have risen the sound of the scythe in the
wheat; for the groan of gun-wheels upon
the roads the robin’s song and the bob

white’s dall.

The sun went down the first day red
behind the hills.
He visited the islands
of the Pacific,Nippon, and the Kingdom of
Flowers, and India and Iran. He crowned Caucasus with gold, and showered
largess over Europe. He reddened the
waves of the Atlantic.
He touched with
I his spear lighthouses and coast towns
i and the inland green land. He came up
orchard and trampled wheatj over torn
field; he came up over the Round Tops
and Culp’s Hill and Cemetery Hill. But no
one. this ReennH Hnv
stnnnpH tn w«tr»h
his rising. The battle-smoke hid him from
the living upon the slopes and in all ihe

EggsHigher!

Fancy

«.—

=»

prices again for*‘STRICTLY FRESH”
always the first to advance prices and

r ier
are

Ship us

to you at once.

■

n

your

fancy

CHAPIN & ADAMS
I

|

CO.,

35 South Market Street, Boston, Mass.

\rriST ASSOCIATION

T[|j

FIRST MAINE HEAVY.

meeting of the Lini

Famous Regiment Mustered at Bangor ir
August, 1662. Its Great Fighting Record.

will be held with

■A hmi

Belfast, September

:

The 36th annual reunion of the First
Maine Heavy Artillery Regimental Association in Foxcrofl, Wednesday, Aug.
21st, recalls the interesting fact that the
regiment was mustered in just fifty years
Its colonel,
ago this month in Bangor.
Daniel Chaplin, was a Bangor man, who
had enlisted from there in 1861. Other
Bangor men who went out with the regiment were Andrew C. Sawyer of the
Sawyer Boot & Shoe Co., the late Gen.
Charles Hamlin and the late C. V. Crossman, who was a major.
The regiment was mustered in at the
old trotting park at the junction of
Union and the Fuller road.
In August
1862, it was a busy place, for there 1,200 men of the regiment were quartered.
Of the number, Co’s B. and D. were
composed almost exclusively of Bangor
men, and the other companies were recruited from Ellsworth, Trenton, Mount

■■.tig is the program:

f

i.NIN'G SESSION.
■'

0

welcome.
■he Moderator.

churches—Letter

e
i;

'fast church.
of committees.

■

t

;

pastors.

new

■

i

stock.

SESSION.

;ir

I

—M rs. E. B. Fos-

ilie. Me.

\

<i

rcises

nm

by

v-

Rev.

F.

J.

Dr. Mower.
•ties-Rev. Jas.

hgion

;

by Rev. H.

•■nr

r

E.

in the churches.
ports his own

Desert, Eden, Surry, Dixmont, Lee,
Bucksport, Hampden, Levant, Orland,
Penobscot, Tremont, Old Town, Orono,
Bradley, Cherryfield, Addison, Columbia,
Harrington,
Eastport,
Dennysville,

NO SESSION,

Pembroke and Lincoln.
At the time of its formation the regiment was known as the Eighteenth
Maine Infantry.
After serving for the
remainder of ’62 as infantry, it was
stationed as artillery at Washington and
was made the First Maine
Artillery. In
1864 it again took the field and participated in many engagements, in one of
which Col. Chapin was killed, at Deep
Bottom, Va., Aug. 20, 1864.
The
First Maine Heavy Artillery
stands recorded as the regiment that
lost more men killed and wounded in
battle, had the largest percentage of
losses in battle, and also lost a larger
number of men in a single battle than
any other regiment in the United States
service in any war, according to the official history.
The history says
that^ between the
muster in at Bangor, August 21, 1862,
and the last gun at Appomattox, April
£, 1865, the rolls of the First Maine
Heavy Artillery bore the names of 2,£00 men, of whom 441 were killed in
action or byt disease, 922 wrere wounded,
and 215 died of disease. This means
that one-fifth of the number of men
enlisted in the First Maine died in battle. Sixty-two of every 100 of the total
2,200 were killed or battle-marked.
Among the battles in which the regiment took part were: Spottsylvama,

exercises by
Rev.
knht rt ( arey.
h\ Rev. 0. P. Gifford,
'Soul Winning.
r.a

\

RN'ING SESSION.

exercises bv Rev.'S.
'hock.
committees.

i
I

i

r

...

i

preacher.

V
A. M. Watts.
I .mcoln Baptist Bety and election of
the ensuing year.
Present a Social
Ptv, W. A. New-

■r

rcises—Rev. A. E.
-.ness.

Educational SoJ. F. Thurston,
lrnment.
1 for Camden and

■

h
n_for Belfast, 6.00,
i. Toe.; round trip,
05c.; round trip,
" aves
Belfast at 5
leaves Camden for
and 1.30p.m. Fare

■

Milford Station North Anna, Totopotamy
Creek, Cold Harbor, Petersburg, Deep
Bottom, Strawberry Plains, Hatch’s

_

■
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There is
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camp 45

place and is furnokcases filled with
chairs, desk, fine
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divided into two
"omen’s apartment

H
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itains eight beds.
ood kitchen and a
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and which could seat
contains fourteen
II on the lot
adjoin-

beautiful
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H

evergreen

hammock ground

■
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a

floor, called

first

DEMOCRATIC JOKE.

The joke about the Plaisted administration paying the bills of the people
has indeed gone far enough.
The joke
about effecting economy, when in the
two years over two million dollars more
as compared with the preceding biennial
period will have been appropriated and
expended—that joke, too, has gone far
enough. The joke about reducing taxes,
when in fact they have not been reduced
a
particle, has also gone about far
enough. The joke about bankrupting
the State, when it has never ceased for
a moment to be
perfectly solvent, has
ceased to be a joke.
The joke of calling
judicious liberality “extravagance” has
become stale.
It has taken the people
some time, but they are getting onto
these
The
things.
monthly political
documents issued by the State auditor
were amusing for a while, but
they have
begun to pall. The biggest joke of all is
the Plaisted administration, and that has
been carried about far enough. January next is the limit.—Portland Press.
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HOW RAIN EORES HOLES.
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“When rain falls it does not actually
soak into the earth, but bores its way in,
forming tiny tubes,” sayB an interesting
article in Harper’s Weekly.
“These
tubes are so small that it would be imto
insert
a
hair
in
one
of them
possible
without bursting its walls. Sometimes
the tubes are bored down to a
depth of
four or five feet.
When the surface
dries, the water evaporates from the
tubes, just as it would from a pipe. If
the tube is twisted it takes longer for
the water to evaporate. If one takes a
rake and stirs the ground after each
rain, he breaks the tops of the tubes,
and the water will stand in them for
months. In this way the farmers of the
West, on the semi-arid lands, store the
rainfall one year, and raise a crop of
wheat every other year—there being
sufficient water in two years, but not
enough in one, to raise a crop.”

I5S.£h-ili,ri:h

The sun traveled from east to west,
but no man on the shield of which Gettysburg was the boss saw him go down that
second day.
A thick smoke, like the
| wings of countless ravens, kept out the
parting gleams. He went his way over
the plains of the west and the Pacific and
the Asian lands.
He came over Europe
and the Atlantic and made, on the third
morning, bright pearl of the lighthouses,
the surf, and the shore. The ripe July
But around
country welcomed him.
Gettysburg his rising was not seen. The
[ smoke had not dispersed. He rode on
high, but all that third day he was seen
far away and dim as through crepe. All
day he shone serene on other lands, but
above this region he hung small and dim
and remote like a tarnished, antique
shield. Sometimes the drift of raven’s
wings hid him quite. An incense mounted to him, a dark smell and a dark vapor.
The birds were gone from the trees,
the cattle from the fields, the children
from the lanes and the brooksides. All
left on the first day. "There was a hollow
between Round Top and Devil’s Den, and
j into this the anxious farmers had driven
and panned a herd of cattle. On the
sunny, calm afternoon when they had
done this they could not conceive that
any battle would affect this hollow. Here
the oxen, the cows, would be safe from
chance bullet and from forager. But the
farmers did not guess the might of that
battle.
The stream of shells was directed
against Round Top, but a number, black
and heavy, rained into the hollow. A
great milk-white ox was the first wounded.
He lay with his side ripped open, a
ghastly sight. Then a cow with calf was
mangled, then a young steer had both
forelegs broken. Bellowing, the maddened herd rushed here and there, attacking the rough sides of the hollow. Death
and panic were upon the slopes as well as
A bursting
at the bottom of the basin.
shell killed and wounded a dozen at once.
The air grew thick and black, and filled
with the cries of these brutes.
A courier, returning to his general
after delivering an order, had his horse
shot beneath him. Disentangling himself, he went on, on foot, through a
wood. He was intolerably thirsty —and
lo, a spring. It was small and round and
clear like a mirror, and as he knelt he
saw his own face and thought, ‘She
wouldn’t know me.’ The minies were
that he had
so continuously singing
He drank, then
ceased to heed them.
saw that he was reddening the water.
He did not know when he had been
wounded, but now, as he tried to rise, he
grew so faint and cold that he knew that
Death had met him. -There was moss
and fern and a nodding white flower. It
In
was not a bad place in which to die.
a pocket within his gray jacket he had a
and
a
young
daguerreotype
smiling
His fingers were so
face and form.
nerveless now that it was hard to get
the little velvet case out, and when it
was out, it proved to be shattered, it and
The smiling face
the picture within.
and form were all marred, unrecognizable. So small a thing, perhaps!—but it
'made the bitterness of this soldier’s
death. The splintered case in his hands,
he died as goes to sleep a child who has
His body sank
been unjustly punished.
—
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he shook his head faintly, and then it
dropped upon the moss, between the
stems of the nodding white flower.
A long Confederate line left a hillside
and crossed an open space of corn-field
and orchard. Double quick it moved,
under its banners, under the shells shriek,
ing above. The guns changed rangeand an iron flail struck the line. It
wavered, wavered. A Federal line leaped "a stone wall, and swept forward,
under its banners, hurrahing. Midway
of the wide open there was stretched
beneath the murky sky a narrow webwoof of gray, warp of blue. The strip
held while the heart beat a minute or
The blue edge
more, then it parted.
went backward over the plain; the gray
a
moment, rushed after.
edge, after
‘Yaaaiihhh! Yaaaiihhh!' it yelled,—and
its red war-flag glowed like fire. The
gray commander-in-chief watched from
a steady light in his
a hillside,
eyes.
Over against him on another hill, Meade,
the blue general, likewise watched. To
the south, across the distant Potomac,
lay the vast, beleaguered Southern fortIts gate had opened; out had
ress.
poured a vast Bally party, a third of its
bravest and best, and at the head the
leader most trusted, most idolized. Out
had rushed the Army of Northern Virginia. It had crossed the moat of the

Potomac; it

ground.

was

here,

on

the beleaguer’s

Out from the ranks of the fortress’
defenders rushed a gray, world-famous
charge. It was a division chargingthree brigades en echelon-five thousand
men, led by a man with long auburn
locks. Down a hill, across a rolling open,
up an opposite slope,-half a mile in all,
perhaps-lay their road. Mars and Bellona may be figured in the air above it
It was a spectacle, that charge, fit to
draw the fierce eyes and warm the
gloomy souls of all the warrior deities.
Woden may have watched and the
Aztec god. The blue artillery crowned
that opposite slope, and other slopes.
The blue artillery swung every muzzle;
it spat death upon the five thousand.
The five thousand went steadily, gray,
_

lire
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KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP
t

fields.

x
__

obituary appeared
Tapley.
catastrophe, the light of an end- in this paper Julys 20th, the last but one
beginning.
6f
to
the
seven Tapley
pass away
When they came into the open between brothers
of West Brooksville, Me., who
;he two heights, the massed blue in- in
the sixties and seventies were so well
an try turned every rifle against them,
known in the merchant marine, calls to
rhere poured a leaden rain of death,
mind the last service he was able to reniiere, too, the three lines met an enfilad- der the writer, and in fact the last time
on Round Top
ng fire from the batteries
we were together.
It was in 1863; we
Death howled and threw himself against
had recently returned from a voyage to
he five thousand; in the air above might
West
Indies
in
the
the
brig Beaver under
There
>e heard the Valkyries calling.
Capt. Tapley, and at the time, as there
vere not now five thousand, there were
There was a was nothing for her to do, she was laid
lot now four thousand.
up, owing to the beginning of hostilities
flump of trees seen like spectres through between the North and the South and
;he smoke. It rose from the slope peothe danger of the loss of the vessel
pled by Federal batteries, with a great
capture by one of the Confederfederal infantry support at hand, through
ate cruisers which had already burned
roward this slope, up this slope, went
of
ng and

1

A Salesman for Our Goods
in Belfast and Vicinity.

Give reference and amount of experience, if
any.
An old route, first-class goods, Premium
System and
satisfaction guaranteed.
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a

Pickett’s charge.
Kemper and
Garnett fell dead.
rrimble were desperately wounded.
Save Pickett himself, all mounted officThe men fell—the men
ers were down.
fell; Death swung a fearful scythe,
rhere were not now four thousand; there
And still
were not now three thousand.
the vivid flag went on; and still, ‘Yaaaaih l
Yaaaaiihhhh! Yaiiihhhaaiihhh!” yelled
Pickett’s Charge.

a
stone wall to cross.
his hat on the point of hi9
waved sword, leaped upon the coprtig. A
bullet pierced his breast; he fell and
died. By now, by now the charge was I
whittled thm! Oh, thick as the leaves
of Vallambrosa the fortress’ dearest and
best lay upon that slope beneath the
raven’s wings! On went the thin, fierce
ranks, on and over the wall, on and up,
into the midst of the enemy’s guns. The
two flags strained toward each other;
the hands of the gray were upon the
guns of the blue; there came a wild
melee. There were not two thousand
now, and the guns were yet roaring, and
the blue infantry gathered from all
sides.
“The smoke,” says one Luther Hopkins, a gray soldier who was at Gettysburg, “the smoke rose higher and higher
and spread wider, hiding the sun, and
then, gently dropping back, hid from
But
human eyes the dreadful tragedy.
the battle went on and on, and the roar
of the guns continued. After a while,
when the sun was sinking to rest, there
The noise died away. The
was a hush.
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lifting the coverlet of
The
a strange sight.
carpeted, a beautiful
carpet, a costly carpet, more costly than
Axminster or velvet. The figures were
horses and men all matted and woven
together with skeins of scarlet thread.
west, and gently
smoke, revealed
fields were all

THE TRIALS OF A TRAVELER.

traveling salesman," writes E. E
Youngs, E. Berkshire, Vt., "and was often
troubled with constipation and indigestion til
1 began to use Dr. King’s New I.ife Pills,
which I have found an excellent remedy.”
For all stomach, liver or kidney troubles they
"I

are

am

a

unequaled. Only

25 cents at all

druggists

ROCKLAND’S OLD-HOME DAY.
More

than 10,000

Help Open
Days’ Carnival.

a

Five

A parade two miles in length marked
the opening of a five days’ carnival with
which Rockland celebrated Old-Home
Week, Aug. 20th. The event was witnessed by more than 10,000 persons. The
first division was historical, headed by
about 50 persons in Indian costume.
Among the characters represented were
Powhatan, by Amos Peters; Samoset,
by Frank W. Fletcher; Capt. John Smith,
by Capt. Elvin Leary, and Pocahontas,
by Miss Peters. The development of
conveyances and equipment was strikingly shown by a division of the parades
which was headed by five wagons constructed in the middle and latter part of
the 18th century.
A physician’s kit used by Dr. Ayer of
Palermo 125 years ago was shown on a
saddle horse. Chaises owned by pioneer
Rockland families as far back as 1790
were
driven
by their descendants,
gowned in the costumes of that period.
The carriage owned by Gen. Henry
Knox, first Secretary of War, and a purr
of his stable equipment at “Montpelier,
in Thomaston, attracted a deal of attention.
Impersonating Gen. Knox and
wife were Luther Smith and Miss Celia
Brault. Robert Adams and Ernest Jordan acted as outriders. There were several ox teams, one drawing a plow constructed in 1762, while another drew a
modern
A
agricultural implement.
sleigh, labelled “1900,” was an incongruous feature of a hot weather parade,
its occupants garbed in furs.
The feature of this division was an old
stage coach used in war times on the
Rockland, Damariscotta & Bath route.
Riding on and in it were a score of Civil
War veterans, who rode home in the
same coach at the close of the war, and
several of them wore such relics of the
great struggle as have remained in their
possession. Continuous applause marked
the progress of the stage coach along
the line of march.
A trotting horse descended from Hiram
Drew, locally famous a score of years
ago, was shown in contrast to Red Todd,
one of the fastest of the local present
day trotters. The ancient and modern
were again strikingly illustrated by two
floats, one of which contained dancers
garbed in antique style, doing the “fore
and after,” while another contained a
group of dancers garbed in the height of
style and engaged in the dances now
most in vogue.
The fraternal organizations represented were the Knights of Pythias, Moose
and Owls.
Several flora1 carriages, bicycles, ancient and modern, and about
75 motor cars completed the procession.
Ralph W. Brown was marshal of the
day, having for aids Roy L. Knowltoq,
George F. Crocker and Ralph Webber.
Dana Knowlton was aid to the K. of P.
The committee in charge of the parade
comprised Arthur B. Crockett, C. I. Burrows, George M. Simmons and Charles
S. Robbins.
The airship flight at Knox Trotting
Park in the afternoon was the first ever
made in this part of the State, and nearly resulted in a tragedy. The aviator,
George A. Gray of Boston, had been in
the air about 15 minutes when the power
The airship at that
suddenly failed.
time was only a few hundred feet above
and had gained little headway in its descent when it landed in the tops of small
trees, about 10 feet from the ground.
Mr. Gray was unhurt, and the machine
was only slightly damaged, not enough
to interfere with flights for the remainder of the week.
At night there* were several band concerts in various parts of the city. The
business blocks and residences were gay
with bunting and the principal streets

had special electrical illuminations.

Badge for Maine Teachers.

and sunk several vessels in the North
Atlantic. At the time referred to, Capt.
Tapley was offered the command of the
steamer Quincy, which was then in Boston fitting out as an army transport.
This vessel was an old lake steamer, flat
bottomed, light draft, with large freeboard for her underwater surf ce; in
fact, an ugly, ill-proportioned craft with
limited power and actually fit for no service where a harbor could not be reached
in a few hours aftefsigns of bad weather

GRAND UNION TEA CO.,
Bangor, Maine.

Consumers’ Fuel Co.
%

This company wishes to announce that the
prices on Coal
will advance twenty-five cents per ton after
September 1st.
All orders now booked by this
to be

Company
delivered later,
before September 1st for delivery at our
convenience, will be subject to the minimum summer prices as
stated in previous adds.
4t32
and all orders given

and the writer, who was
to be his second officer in this craft, left
their homes in West Brooksville highly
elated at the prospect of at last getting
into steam where there were no sails to
handle, no rigging to look after, and no
worry about which way the wind blew or
how hard. A steamer, as we viewed it,
that always “fetched where she pointed,” and the trick in her safe navigation
consisted in keeping her in water deep
enough to float her, which should be easy
stpflm

no

n

mntivo

nnror

LEWISTON, MAINE.

Fall Term opens Tuesday. September 10. 1912
The
Commercial College of ACTUAL BUSINESS
TRAINING which
places you in a position upon graduation.
Positions of $1,000, $1,200, $1,500 and $2,000 are common
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forget

ever
ed over
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EVER

AT

among our graduates.
Enroll before our waiting list
begins

Will I

the look of disgust that passmy captain’s usually pleasant
features when, as we walked down Battery wharf and saw for the fir3t time
what he had imagined would be a delightful change from sail to steam? A
full-bowed, unshapely hull, coated with
three different colored paints from the
waterline to the plankshear, a flagstaff
at the stem with a big black ball hoisted
about half its length, and the clumsiest,
dirtiest looking craft that a sailorman
ever put his foot on board of.
Not a word was spoken by either Capt.
Tapley or his second mate, who followed
him on board much dejected, and after
making an inspection of the craft on the
i upper and ’tween-decks we reached the
| dock, when Capt. Tapley, placing his
hand on the writer’s shoulder, said; “No
steam for me. I return home as soon as
the boat that we came up on last night
will carry me.
I will see the owners,
and if you wish to take a chance in that
thing I am sure 1 can secure the berth
for you,” which he did.
Little did I
think it was the last time I would ever
see my friend and shipmate again, but
such is fate. That was fifty years ago,
and during all that time I kept run of
his successful voyages in sailing vessels
until he retired from the sea, and have
kept in touch with him through correspondence and otherwise up to the time
he passed away, July 15, 1912.
To return to the steamer Quincy. A
Southerner was appointed captain, and
the writer’s credentials appeared sufficient to warrant his shipping me as
first officer. In a few days such repairs
as were considered necessary were made
and we cleared for New York with a
Boston pilot to take her there. The officers and crew with the exception of the
chief engineer were new to the ship, and
a half a gale
was blowing from the
northwest as we left the dock just at
nightfall. All went well until we got
about half way across Massachusetts
Bay toward Cape Cod. A short, nasty
sea was running; just enough to make
the old tub roll almost scuppers-to.
In
the confusion and haste of getting away
the stewards’ and much of the ship’s
stores had been dumped on board with
no time to properly
secure them.
The
consequence was that almost everything,
such as lamps, kerosene-oil, coffee,
sugar, the cabin stove, in fact every
movable thing, was adrift and smashing
things generally belotv. In the meantime
the upper weather smokestack guys
parted and half of the stack went over
the side.
Fortunately she had two sets,
owing to her great rolling capacity, so
we didn’t lose our entire smoke and fire
Two hours of this condition
escape.
and v.-e were under the lee of old Cape
Cod in smoother water.
That night settled the writer’s opinion
of the Quincy as a miserable,unsafe boat,
and determined him to take a pierhead
leap when we arrived in New York,
where we landed at a wharf on South
Street between Market and Pike streets,
where C. & R. Poillon had a ship-repairing yard. Across the dock lay a trim
new steamer which had been built in
Bangor, Me., the Saxon by name, which
was being fitted with a gun forward and
aft.
The writer secured a berth as
second mate on this vessel, which had
been chartered to the Department of the
South as an army transport. In which
vessel we remained till the end of the
civil war and afterward commanded her
for a short time.
What became of the Quincy? She was
sent to Fort Fisher soon after with supplies lor the Kurnside fleet and foundered off Cape Hatteras before reaching her
destination, carrying all handsdown with
her. A narrow escape for the writer,
but such is fate.
WAR.
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I drank steadily for
years from three pints
two quarts of
whiskey daily. One sanatoriim
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Everything in Staple and

Fancy

A small furnished tenement at 23 Miller
street, in the Frye block. Apply to Mrs. Charles !
Hammons for key, and to Mrs. Sarah F. Bridges I
of Stockton Springs for terms.
27tf
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I Groceries.

GOT ?AGE fOR SALE

At Quantabacook Lake. A
finely furnished I
cottage of 8 large rooms, over 1,000 square !
feet of veranda, storage, wood and ice home,
boat house and boat. Inquire,
MISS MARION WELLS,
1
27 Church street.

Canned and Bottled Goods,

Fancy Crackers, Pickles,
and Sauces.

Fruits and

TO LET
A tenement ot five rooms, with bath and
Apply on the premises at
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Yacht

Supplies.

Drug Habits Specially Treated

129 MAIN STREET.
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I will give the above name-! sum for sufficient
evidence to convict the par *.y or parties who
broke into my cottage at Pitcher Pond between
the dates of April 25th and 29th.
WILLIAM H. QUIMBif.
Belfast, May 80. 1912—22
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McCall’s Magazine
and McCall Patterns
For Women
Have More Friends than any other
magazine or patterns. McCall’s is the

reliable Fashion Guide monthly in
million one hundred thousand
homes. Besides showing all the latest
designs of McCall Patterns, each issue
is brimful of sparkling short stories
and helpful information for women.
one

PUBLIC AUTO.
I

wish to inform the public that I have

a

four-passenger touring

car and will carry passengers anywhere at any time at reasonable
rates
For particulars write or call telephone
134-14.
21tf
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DENTIST,

The State School Department has se"Suffered day and night the torment of itchlected a design for a badge for the Maine
piles. Nothing helped me until I used
Teacher’s Association convention to be ing
Doan’s Ointment. The result was lasting”—
held in Portland in October. It is a blue Hon. John R. Garrett, Mayor, Girard, Ala.
ribbon stamped with gold attached to a
white button on which will be a brown
map of Maine with Portland promiently
RUBBERS
marked.
In the center of the map is a WEAR
This winter
large pine tree.
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CRAVING

But remember it is right
To all things to be polite;
Let the hay-scales have their way,
Wish the calendar good day.

September.

;

in-
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Dr. W. G. L1BBEY.

If you learn to show such traits
To your dumb inani-mates,
Toward your playmates then you’ll find
You’ve an amiable mind.
—Carolyn Wells, in Harper’s Magazine for

am

Address BLISS BUSINESS
COLLEGE,
164 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

Do not pull a teapot’s nose.
Don’t ask bread what time it rose.
Little pitchers’ ears don’t tweak,
Nor smack the apple’s rosy cheek.

Kiss the clock upon its face,
Return the arm-chair’s fond embrace.
Greet the sieve in merry strain,
Ask the window how’s its pane.

I

as

us.

Name.City.
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Do not mischievously try
To poke things in a needle’s eye;
Nor guilty be of such a fault
As to pinch the table salt.

I

If interested fill in this coupon and mail it
to

COUNSEL.

Little children, always be
Kind to everything you see.
Do not kick the table’s legs,
Don’t beat unoffending eggs.

!

Teachers’ Course,
Civil Service

There are two things everlastingly at war, on
upper High street.
Also the Stoddard Cottage at the Battery.'
joy and piles. But Bucklen’s Arnica Salve
Also ninety acres of land in Northport, adwill banish piles in any form. It soon subdues the itching, irritation, inflammation or joining Temple Heights, forty rods shore front.
Also four acres of shore land at Brown’s
swelling. It gives comfort, invites joy. Corner.
Greatest healer of burns, boils, ulcers, cuts,
AI30 for sale or to rent, the Waterman hou^e
bruises, eczema, scalds, pimples, skin erup- on Condon street, Belfast,
six rooms. Apply to
tions. Only 25 cts. at all druggists.
JOxiN R. DUNTON, Belfast, Maine.
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H
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Top
Hill

branches, and the trees of Peach Orchard
It trembled between the leaves, and
flecked with golden petals
Menchey’B
Spring and Spangler’s Spring. It lay in
sleepy lengths on the Emmitsburg Road
It struck the boulders of the Devil’s

W
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trees

Pennsylvania College. McPherson’s Woods caught it on its topmost

w
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lusty

The sunshine gilded Little Round
and Big Round Top, gilded
Culp’s
and Cemetery Hill, gilded Oak Hill
Seminary Ridge. It flashed from

J

7.75

light

mist was

dissipated; a morning
wind, freshljNsweet, rippled the corn and

7.75
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Franklin Chestnut,
anklin Egg,
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TBy Mary Johnston in the July
Atlantic.]
The sun of the first
day of July rose
serene into an azure
sky where a few
white clouds were floating. The
summer

---._t

ind cool, and clear, the vivid flag above
From Sail to Steam.
them. A light was on their bayonets—
the three lines of bayonets—the three How
the Editor of the Marine Journal Came
Garnett and Kemper and
brigades.
to Make the Change Through the InArmistead. A light was m the eyes ot
fluence of His Former Captain and Fellow1
the men; they saw the fortress^above
the battle-clouds; they saw their homes,
Townsman.
ind the watchers upon the ramparts.
[Capt. George L. Norton, in The Marine JourL’hey went steadily, to the eyes of hisnal, New York.]
th
tory in a curious, unearthly light,
The
recent death of Capt. Thomas
the
lght of a turn in human affairs,
of whom an

3 MAIN STREET,

I

Second-hand
goods of every description.
Furni-

bedding, car-

pets, stoves, etc
Antique furniturt
a specialty. If you
have anything U

?.

for September El«ction<
Send fivelc stamps for three assorted sets; $1.00 for large assorted supply. Give full
namesof all candidates
you want stickers for.
Allcorrespondencestr
fctlyconfidential. Our
t Compel you to vote
despotic ballot does no
for unfit candidates; Bend for stickers; do it now.
Main* Commonwealth League, P. O. Box 671,
Portland. Me.

Cj-trk***

dealers sell McCall Patterns than any other
’ian 1$cents.
...

two

Buy

f

McCALL’S MAGAZINE

sell drop me
post* card and you wil receive
prompt call.
WALTER JL COOMBS,
.Corner Cross and Federal Str ts, Belfast,

L/UL/vcro

McCall Patterns Lead all others in style, fit,
simplicity, economy and number sold. More

236-246 W. 37th St., New York City

BELFAST, MAINE

ture.

Save Money and Keep in Style by subscribing
for McCall's Magazine at once. Costs only 50
a year,
including any one of the celebrated
McCall Patterns free.

cents

Non—Suapl* Copy,

Premium C.uiorue mid Pattern
oa requcit.

CaUiofie free,

McCall’s Magazine and TheRepubllcan
Journal, one year each for $2.10 In
advance.

DR. E. S. WEBBER.

DENTIST

Telephone 64-3
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SEARSPORT.
Miss Rebecca Chilcott of Bangor is visiting
friends in town.
from

Capt. C. N. Meyers arrived Friday
Providence, R. I.
R. W. Wales of New York was
thfe Searsport House Monday.

registered

at

Mrs. Washington Moore of Monroe is visiting her niece, Mrs. Grace Wentworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Towle of Boston are
visiting relatives and friends in town.
Austin Weston of Los Angeles, Calif., is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Deshon

on

Elm

*

street.

Miss Sarah E. Magoon of Somerville, Mass.,
is the guest of Miss Sarah E. Clark on Otis
street.

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Brannard of Pittsburg, I
Pa., were registered at the Searsport House

Monday.

,

Fleetwood Pride of Houiton was in town
last week, the guest of Miss L. W. Edwards on
Water street.

Brooklyn, N. Y., is
visiting her parents, Capt. and Mrs. W. H.
W’est, Main street.
Miss

M. Ida WTest of

Dr. James F. Erskine, who has been visiting
his mother, Mrs. J. T. Erskine, returned to
New York last week.
Mr. and Mrs. James Malloy of Chicago
gues s of Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Perkins
M ount Ephraim road.

are
on

Mr. and Mrs. Clifton B. Snell of Malden,
Mass., are at the Meyers homestead cn Pike
avenue for a few days.
and Mrs. Marshall D. Meyers of Auburn
few' days at the Meyers home-

Mr.
are

spending a

stead

Pike

on

avenue.

Clifford N. Carver of New York is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. N. R. Colcord at their cottage
on the western shore.
Sch. Northland, Capt. Saunders, finished
discharging at the Penobscot Coal dock Tues1day and sailed for Norfolk.
Mrs. Frank Dexter, who has been the guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.George P. Carter,
returned to Boston Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Pierce of Lexington,
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. S. M.

the resident pastor, Rev. Charles H. McElhiney
of the First Congregational church, Searsport.
Miss Treat was attended by her sisters, Margate and Katherine, as bridesmaids, gowned
in peach-blow chiffon over white satin and
carrying white roses. Seven of the bride’s
also attended
most intimate girl friends
her, bearing ribbons which formed a lane
for the bridal party. Mr. Clark was attended
by Minot Osborn of New York. The ceremony was performed in the parlor, which was
decorated in pale pink and ground pine. Following the ceremony a wedding breakfast was
served, Shiro of Belfast catering. As soon as
opportunity offered the bridal couple slipped
away on their wedding trip and after a few
weeks will open the Treat residence in New
York until their own home in Flushing, Long
Island, is ready for them, and where they will
be at home alter October 15th. Mr. Clark is a
rising young architect with the firm of McKimm, Mead and White of New York. The
bride, during her two summers in Searsport,
has made many friends and is one of the leadof the

ers

summer

She

She is

colony.

young woman and
received some beautiful

charming

a

gifts.

The family of C. A.
Northport.
M. J. Dow is

Lane

among

spent Sunday at

the number who

are

still haying.
The family of Merton Fogg have moved to
the old borne in Jackson.
Postmaster Frank Lane spent the week-end
with his family in Northport.
Gail Brackett of Boston, who recently visited friends here, has gone to Belfast.

Glendon Hamlin of Lowell, Mass., is visiting
his father, Herbert Hamlin, fora few weeks.
Walter Young is building a house on the
Will Emmons is
new street near Mrs. Lord’s.
the master

builder.

A. B. Pay son contemplates building himself
home. He has a lot near Mr. .Charles Bowen’s. Our new streets are filling up quite

a

fast.

Early planted potatoes are said to be rusting, and no wonder, for we have had rain
a thunder shower every night,
L. C. Havener of Worcester, Mass., is spend- every day and
ing a few days with his family at the Pendle- lately.
C. E. Lane and family and Mrs. E. L. Gowen
ton homestead on West Main street.
of; Los Angeles, Calif., his daughter, and the
Dr. and Mrs. Sidney B. Sargent and daughfamily of Frank Lane, all spent last week at
Northport.
and Mrs. E. A. Sargent, Prospect street.
Emily Brown, who has just graduated from
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Field, who have been
the hospital in Bangor, is carrying for Mrs.
returned
H.
Lorrimer
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
visiting
Charles Bowen, who has smallpox in a very
to their home in Brookline, Mass., last week.
light form.
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, finishMrs. Mary Small is still very sick. She has
ed discharging 4,000 tons of coal at the Penobfor a nurse Mrs. Wm. Roberts of Monroe. Her
and
for
sailed
Norfolk.
scot Coal dock Thursday
daughter, Mrs. Clifford, is also with her. The
M ass.,

Webber Thursday and Friday.

and Mrs. Dana M. Dutch, who have been
visiting Mrs. James T. Frskine on Main street,
returned Monday to their home in Waban,
Mr.

Mass.

Gordon F. Healey, who has been spending
the summer with Capt. and Mrs. H. G. Curtis
Water street, returned to Dorchester,
on

Mass., Tuesday.
U. S. Senator Charles F. Johnson of Waterville and Mayor E. F. Hanson of Belfast spoke
at a large and enthusiastic Democratic rally in
Union Hall Saturday evening.
John F. Carver of Roslindale, Mass., arrived
Saturday and was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C.
O. Sawyer on Water street. He returned Sunday, accompanied by his father, Capt. Caleb F.

Carver.
William

and daughters
Evelyn and Katherine, who have been visiting
Miss Georgia L. Ford on Bay View Place, returned to their home in Manchester, Conn.,
Mrs.

B.

Palmer

Monday.
H. Mosman and daughter,
Miss Clarabel, who have been spending a few
weeks at their cottage at Mosman Park, returned to their home in North Reading, Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs.

F.

Tuesday.
friends of Mrs. Josephine Webber,
recently underwent an operation for an
internal trouble, are pleased to learn that she
is improving rapidly and w ill return home early
n September.
Mrs. Fleetwood Pride and daughter of HoulThe many

who

ton and Mrs. Lucia Dow of
have been visiting Miss L

Water street the past
for their homes

ten

Island Falls, who
W. Edwards on

days,

left

Tuesday

Harry I. Stevens ot New York came
down from Bucksport to attend the operetta
the “Egyptian Princess" last week and while
in town was the guest of Miss Florence Colcord on Bay View Place.
Mrs.

A. Stevens, Misses Theodate and
Stevens and Master Maurice Stevens,
who nave been spending several weeks at the
Ela k homestead on Main street, returned to
their home in Presque Isle last week.
Mrs. D.

Ruth

If-Para

UKsat.

wtoo

Kofnrc

Municipal court Saturday on the complaint
of Robert Cassidy of Cape Jellison for intoxiHis
cation and disturbing the public peace.
plea was guilty. He was fined $5 and costs,
amounting to $17.27, which he paid, and was
discharged.
The funeral of Albert B. Ferguson, who died
in Belfast Sunday took place from the residence of Frederick R. Sweetser Tuesday afternoon. Rev. C. H. McElhiney of the First Congregational church, officiated and the interment was in the family lot in Elmwood cemethe

tery.
John H. Lampson of Cape Jellison was
before the Municipal court Thursday on the
complaint of Oliver M. Wass of Cape Jellison
for assault and battery, was found guilty and
was fined by Juuge Sullivan $5 and
costs,
amounting to $13.44, which he paid. He recognized in the sum of $200 to keep the peace
for one year.

Clarence Lamphor of the New Britain police
force, accompanied by his wife and son, were
in town last week, guests of Capt. and Mrs. C.
E. Averill on Main street. Mr. Lamphor is a
native of Searsport and is a man of fine
physique, being 6 feet, 2 inches in height and
weighing 280 pounds, with no superfluous flesh.
first field-day outing of the Bangor,
Belfast and Stillwater commanderies of the UO. G. C. was held at Penobscot park last Saturday afternoon with a good attendance. One of
the main attractions of the day was a fine ball
game between teams from Belfast and Orono.
[Reported in our base ball column. Ed.] The
ladies enjoyed social amusements and cheerful
converse and prepared an excellent shore supper, which was thoroughly enjoyed after the
day’s sports. Dancing formed a part of the
day’s entertainment. Grand Commander Herbert McKenney of Portland was present, and
the affair was such a grand success that both
he and the members voted to hold another
The

said to be cancer of tee stomach and
great sufferer.

disease is
she is

a

Mrs. Anna Baldwin of Orange, Mass., who
was called here by the illness of her mother,
Mrs.
Mrs. Huff, has returned to her home.
H. is over 90 and it was thought, that it might
be her last sickness, but she has recovered and
seems as well as before.
the last writing we have had several
of smallpox, or varioloid, but in
every case it was people who had been to the
houses where it was before it was known what
it was. None are very sick and some keep
about their work, but all are quarantined.
Since

new

cases

CENTER MONTVILLE

Ed. Penny recently visited his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Penny, and they returned
with him to his home in Massachusetts.Mr.
and Mrs. Cassius Curtis and son from Connecticut are visiting Mr. Curtis' brother, Mr.
Stanley Curtis, and his grandfather, Mr. Cox.
_Mark J. Bartlett Esq., ot Waterville visited his mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Bartlett, over
Sunday... Mr. and Mrs. Volney Thompson
went to Thorndike Saturday to attend the
The schools in
Democratic political rally.
Miss Nancy Sprowl is
town began Monday.
teaching in the Center district.... Mrs. Fred
Myrick and daughter visited Mrs. Frank Cushman the past week-Mr. and Mrs. Perley
Allen visited their sister, Mrs. Ralph Carter
several days last week-Miss Helen Baker
left Monday for a short visit in Belfast
F.
A. Luce, who has been in Bangor on business*
returned home Friday... Mrs. Cora Chase of
New Bedford, Mass., who has been visiting
relatives in town, left this week for Hinckley
to visit her brother, Axel Jackson... Mrs.
Orilla Merrithew visited this week at P. W.
Jaquith’s_Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Allen spent
several days in Belfast the past week_Mr.
Mr.

..

...

Mm

TT R

T

M-oro

of

IT

A
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day-Mrs. Gertrude Hamm and daughter
Cecil from Houlton, arrived at W. F. Tobey’s
Saturday... Mrs. F. A. My rick of Halldale
spent the week-end with Mrs. F. A. Cushmar*
....Mrs. 0. C. Cushman and daughter Cass.'e
are visiting S. E. Bowler in Palermo.. .Charles
Wichert of Maplewood, Mass., arrived at Mrs.
Eliza Waterhouse’s Monday.Mrs. Moses
Glidden visited at D. C. Cain’s Sunday. ...FA.
Myrick and daughter Dolly were at F. A.
Cushman’s Sunday-Mrs. E. J. Penney is
visiting her sister, Mrs. W. B. Jaquith.. Judge
Campbell of Rockland and Carlton Doak of
Belfast spoke at the Center Wednesday evening. They were entertained while here at F.
A. Cushman s-Schools in town opened Monday, Aug. 26th. The teachers are as follows:
Center, Nancie Sprowl; Halldale, Nellie Clement; Goosepecker, Lucy Fuller; Vose, Leola
Choate; Carter, Viola Carter; MacFarland,
Pearl Oxton; White, Addie Palmer; Kingdom,
Grace Luce-Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Jones and
son Ormond visited her mother, Mrs. Sarah
Thompson, Sunday-Solomon Palmer bought
a horse last .week of A. D. Ramsay_John
Parmeter and wife of Palermo visited their
cousin, Eugene Adams, several days last week
and attended the Belfast fair... .Several from
this place attended the annual picnic at Paler
mo last week.
MONTVILLE.
Mrs. John Goodell of Howard, R. I., has been
spending her vacation with her brother, O.
W. Ripley-Mrs. Edward Leighr, who has
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Nancy Adams,
has returned home.Miss Gertrude Peavey
of Brooks is visiting her aunt.Mrs. G. F. Randall.. .Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Sprague are spending a few days at Old Orchard.... Mr. C. E.
Gilman, who has been at the farm for a few
days, has returned home ...Mr. and Mrs.
Forest Howes and family have gone to Rock*
land to visit his sister, Mrs. Geo. Hart. They
will return home first of the week.
SOUTH

next year.

efficiency depends upon

The wedding of Miss Dorothy Hastings,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Treat of
49West 85th street,New York, and Joseph-Herendeen Clark, son of Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Joseph
Clark Brooklyn,N. Y., took place at noon Tuesday, August 27th, at the summer home of the
Treats on the Stockton road. The ceremony
11 performed by Rev. Dr. Clark, assisted by

your condition.
Scott’s Emulsion builds,
strengthens and sustains
robust health. AlI Druggist*.
Scott ft Bownc.
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splendid
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No car at

Stockton Springs was apportioned the following weather last week: Sunday, pleasant
morning, overcast afternoon and rainy evening; Monday, dull all day, threatening rain;
Tuesday, dark sky in early morning, dim sunshine through remainder of day; Wednesday,
beautiful day, quite warm; Thursday, heavy
fog in forenoon, lighter at noon, and very
thick at night; Friday, dense fog, almost rain;
Saturday, pleasant day, with cool northwest

SPRINGS.

Mr. and Mrs. George Robinson and daughter
of Portland left by early train Saturday,
after being guests of Mrs. Albert C. Colcord
for two weeks.
Ruth

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Flanders, baby and nurse
of New York, arrived last Saturday to visit
Mr. F.'s parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders,
East Main street.

price
more
car

wind.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Winslow of Quincy,
Mass., are guests of Mrs. W.'s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis, Church street. They
arrived the middle of last week by boat.
Percie Merry of New Y'ork, who had
been the guest of her sister, Mrs. Albert C.
Colcord, East Main street, for three weeks,
left Saturday for Portland, en route for home.
Mr. J. B. DuBose and daughter, Miss Edna,
of Marion, S. C., with his si6ter-in-law, Miss
Desiah Nickels of Searsport called upon relatives, the Misses Hichborn, Church street, last

A

fticf»harcrincr

pnron

hrniifflit frnm I

Charleston, S. C.

mcKei

and Mrs. William Collins of Caribou,
guests for several days of Mrs. C.’s brother
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Doyle, Middle
! street, left Monday for Calais and other places
on an automobile trip.

ugust 20th, sch. Aetna arrived from Rock-

head, injuring the skull and producing concussion of the brain, from which at this writing, Monday evening, recovery is considered
doubtful. The patient arrived Saturday by
boat and was taken to the home of his fatherin-law, Mr. Frank V. Davis, School street.
Dr. Tapley of Belfast was called immediately
and pronounced the case most critical, offering but slight hope only in case of reducing
the fever sufficiently to allow a sutgical operaThe invalid is suffering
tion upon the head.
greatly, and is partially paralyzed. We hope
favorable symptoms may soon appear to relieve the anxious wife and other relatives.

Mrs. Josiah L. Lancaster of Cambridge,
Mass., is with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.

Griffin, Middle street, for a few
She arrived August 21st. Old friends
and schoolmates gladly greet “Grace” in her
M.

weeks.

native town.

Alvah C. Treat, Church street,

spent Sunday in Winterport, participating
family reunion of the four sisters in the Killman household, formerly of Prospect, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. James Freeman. They
a

JJ

The “Sale and Entertainment,” under the
customary large company of young peo- !J auspices of the Ladies' Aid
Society of the
pie, going by automobile, buckboard and pri- | Universalist church last Thursday afternoon
vate carriage, was in attendance at the Friday |
and evening, was a grand success in every
night dance at Griffins' hall, Sandypoint, last !j feature. The extensive and beautiful decoraweek. All unite in declaring the evening most 1 tions of the
hall, fashioned by Misses Lauiine
delightfully spent.
Ij and Louise Griffin, Ruth Robinson ard Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Harriman, residents I George
Hopkins, assisted by Mrs. Percie
of Ashland, Mass., returned home Saturday Merry, were greatly admired by all entering
|
after spending ten days in Mr. H.’s native ! the large room. The fancy work, apron, cake
town, the guests of his niece and husband, [j ami home-made candy tables were well patMr. and Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn, and his [j ronized, and the “Goose Exchange” brought a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Edward JST. Harriman, East [| good remuneration to the proficient manager,
Main street.
Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson. The Gipsy Queen,
The

>

|

|

j

J

The "Home Bakery,” run through the summer by Mrs. Richards, has been bought by
Mrs. L. S. Titcomb and Miss Fannie Mudgett
and removed to the Titcomb house at the foot
of Sy lvan street, where all patrons will be attentively served and orders for home delivery
within the village promptly filled. Test their
food.

ter

real motor

are
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prices given below include
practical improvement that

are
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THE 1913 LINE
Model 24-Two Passenger Roadster, 28-H. P.,
Fully Equipped,
Model 25-Five Passenger Touring Car, 28-H. P„
Fully Equipped,
Model 30—New Type Roadster, 32-H. P„ Fully

cargo

The deepest sympathy of the village residents is offered to Mr. and Mrs. Luther Grant,
in the terrible accident which befell Mr.
Grant while employed on a steamer in Newport, R. I. A heavy ash bucket fell upon his

Stockton lovers of political affairs
earnestly watching the movements of our
Maine gubernatorial candidates, and all Republicans hope to see Haines elected by a
substantia! plurality. After September—what?

night.

a

""htn H

give

can

$ 950-

...

1050.i.

Equipped.1125

Model 31-Five Passenger Touring Car, 32-H. P., Fully
Equipped,
Passenger Touring Car, 40-H. P., Fully Equipped.
Send lor 1913 advance booklet with cuts and detailed specifications.

1285

Model 40-Five

B. 0.

1G50

NORTON, Agent,

<>

Belfast, Maine.

load paper for New York.

are now

in

August 25th, sch. Telumah sailed with

■

Prest-o-Lite tank. Models 30 and 31 have combination oil and electric side
an,
lamps, connected with 6-60 storage battery, in addition to the above, also sell- ,n
demountable rims, with one extra rim: while Model 40 has
complete set of eleeln,
current supplied by generator, together with extra rim.

lumber; and tug Williard arrived (sailing same
day, for Rockland) and steamer Millinocket
arrived with general cargo from New York to

Mrs. G. M. Houghton of Bangor arrived in
town August 20th and was the guest of the
Misses Hichborn, Church street, until Thursday afternoon. Mary acquaintances gladly
welcome her in Stockton village.

!j

Y'ulancie, was an especial hit of the evening,
her dress, elaborate and appropriate in its
j embellishments, and the stained face anti hands

|j

KNOX.

Several from here attended the fair in Belfast last week-Harry Rich and family of
Newport were guests of relatives in town over
Sunday_Roscoe, Norman and Anna Penney
were recent guests of their sister, Mrs. Esther
Conners, in Waterville-Mrs. Myra Emerson
visited friends in Thorndike last week_Mrs.
Jennie Richardson was in Belfast shopping
Aug. 22nd... Jere Webb lost one of his work
horses recently_Mrs. Nancy Crosby visited
friends in China last week-Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Conners of Waterville were guests at
John Penney’s the past week-Mrs. Jennie
McCray returned home from Temple Heights,
Aug. 23d_Mr. C. F. Bessey was in China on
week... Mr. and Mrs. Sam. Banlarge party of friends were on
A born Hill Aug. 22nd.

business last

so

J

»

Pascagoula. Miss. Aug 26. Cld, sch CoverPowers, New York.
Brunswick, Ga, Aug 26. Sld, sch Melbourn
P Smith, Erskine (from Owens
Ferry), New
York.

nor

I

Mass, Aug 24.
glouMBter.
for
Sibley, Perth

1501;

\

Blastow. In Deer 1
and Mrs. Harry A. Bla^
Bracey. In Stoning!
and Mrs. Myron Ellery i
Foster. In Troy, A
Mrs. Sanford F oster, a 9.
Know ETON. In Ston.r,:
Mr. and Mrs. John Know it,
Robertson. In Orlan!
and Mrs. Horace L Robe
Stinson. In Deer I.-

Ar. sch Charlotte

Amboy
Belfast.
Bangor, Aug 21. Sld, schs Marv E Palmer,
Newport News; Mary Augusta, Boston; American Team, do; Grace J.
do; Fred A Emerson,
no; 23, ar, sch Fannie Palmer, Sewall’s Point,
Va; sld, schs James W Paul, Jr, Newport
News; Annie R Lewis, Boston; 24. sld, schs
Elsie A Bayles, Bridgeport; Donna T
Briggs.
Newport, R I; 26, ar, schs Andrew Nebinger
Jersey City; Mary Weaver, Fall River; Catherine, Boston; Eagle, do; 27, ar, sch Kit Carson,
Edgewater; s!d, sch lannie Palmer, Hampton
Roads; Sadie Kimball, Kingston.
Searsport, Aug 24. Sld, barge Nesquehoning, Rockland, light; 24, sld, steamer Mohawk,

,.

and Mrs.

Sterling

B

Stin

Stover. In Blueh i,
Mrs. Harvey S. Stover,

..

OTA ft 1

Bicklin-Pettengh.i
August 19, Edward C.
Pettengill, both of Thu:

Stonington, etc.; sld, 25, ar. sch. Herman F.
Kimball, Weymouth.
Stockton, Aug 26. Ar, schs Fannie F Hall*
Daggett-York. In i.
Boston; Emma S Lord, do; J S Lamprey, -; 01 lie (.’. Daggett aiu: 1
j sld,
sch Susie P Oliver. New York;
tug Cata- Rockland.
ISLESBORO.
I wissa, Portland.
Judkins-HatCH. Ir> Nor
Miss Grace R. Gilkey was in Augusta last
Calais, Aug 23 Sld, sch Pendleton Sisters, 14, Alvin L. Judkins o,‘‘
week attending the Library school_Miss j Delaware Breakwater, for
orders; 24, sld, bark A. Hatch of North i\ :,
Adelaide Hateh has returned from a week’s j Matanz s, St John, N R.
Herrick Philbkic
Rock land, Me, Aug 24
Sld. schs Harold C i.', niuiur nerncKui a.
visit with friends in Deer Isle.Mrs. Aura !
; Beecher, New York; Vv 0 Goodman, do; Lavin- brick of Rockland
Cross and two small daughters have been ia M Snow, do; Telumah, do;
26. ar. schs Mary
Nado-Emehy.
In
visiting Mrs. William C. Hatch... J. P. Mor- E Morse, N \\ Lottie Beard, do; Hume, Bos- Rev. L>. Brackett, \\
ton.
Mildred H. Emery, boi
gan with his familiar yacnt “Corsair44 has j
Portland, Aug 25. Ar. schs Henry \\ Kreg- ; Sai nders-Bowde.n
j
made his annual visit to Dark Harbor.
Mr. er, Turk’s
Island; James W ElwelJ, Philadel- 20. Harold S. 6aun Jer.~
]
anchors
off
the
L T Whitmore, Stonington, Me. for New Maria Bowden of
“Dam.”
He
i
phia;
Morgan always
Urlar
for do; American Team, Bangor
I
York;
Helena,
for
New
1
sailed Monday
At the reSparrow-Walker Iport,R.
fordo; J Arthur Lord, St John, N B, for do; j Leslie N. Sparrow ana
j
cent town meeting it was voted to raise I
Izettu, Bangor for do; Emma W Day, Boston; both of Hampden.
money to destroy gypsy moths each year; to I Fred A Emersoh, Bangor for do; Lizzie Lee,
True Mo.-dy. In N
25, by A. Stinson,
raise $1000 for ..n addition to one of the I Rockport for do.
Esther M. Moody, both
FOREIGN PORTS.
school houses; to pay fur street sprinkling and
street lights, and to send an appeal to the
nuj;
rtune'i, air
y in.
tm
Georgian, Sweetser, New York; 24, 7 pm, sld, ;
Iporisiliitiirp fur nrohihifion of aut.ornohilps
stmr Californian, Blake, Delaware Break- !
Bird.
Mrs. Hugh R. Hatch and family are visiting water.
In Penobsei
St John, N B, Aug 23 Ar, schr Hattie H Anetta Bird, aged 72 y.relatives in town on their way from Shady
Fairbrothek.
In
Nook_Mr. F. P. Kellog has bought one of Barbour, New York; sld, sch T W Cooper, New Isaac
Fairbrother, aged
Bedford.
the Ensign Islands and is to build a cottage
Ferguson. In BellaWindsor, N S, Aug 16. Sld, sch Mary L
B. Ferguson of Searsp<
there soon..,. The friends of Miss Nellie G.
Crosby, New York.
months and 23 days.
N
19.
In
learn
she
is
in
Rockschr
that
Coombs are sorry to
Liverpool,
S, Aug
port,
Joseph
Harriman. In’stock:
W Hawthorn for Cuba and New York.
land Hospital for an operation.
Salina Cr»z, Aug 23, 2am Arrived, sir Ari- Leonard Murry, infa;
Freeman Harriman.
zonan, Patterson, Hilo.
W INTERPORT.
Hutchinson.
In
a well known and
A.
Nathaniel
Rich,
Timothy
Hutchinson,
Capt.
and 1 day.
BELFAST
PRICE
citizen
CURRENT.
away
very
passed
highly respected
Oxton. In Glencove
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
suddenly Aug. 15th at the advanced age of 94
Almond Oxton, a na:i
aged 56 years, 4 months
years. He was the holder of of the Boston
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRODUCER.
Peirce. In West 1\
Post cane, which was given some years ago to
Maria Dorrance Peirce
He is survived by Apples, per t>u, 75al.09 Hay,
17.00al8.00
the oldest citizen in town.
years and 10 months.
T Hides,
dried, per lb.,
9
his wife, by a daughter, Mrs. Ira Ellingwood of
Rich. In Northpor:
2.75a3.00 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
10
Nathaniel A. Rich, aged
and
two
sons,
Augustus
by
Pittsfield, Mass.,
Beans, Y. E., 2.50a2.75 Lamb Skins,
75
Smith. In Morrill, Au>.
27 Mutton,
>f Kansas, and George, with whom he lived
Butter,
8 of Roscoe
Smith, aged t>(
7a8 Oats. 32 lb.,
50
The funeral was held on Sunday, Rev. A. J* Beef, sides,
Spinney. In Rock lan7a8i
75
Beet,forequarters,
Potatoes,
P. Spinney of Deer 1Lockhart officiating-Mrs. Benj Atwood and
60 Round Hog,
8 months and 23
Barley, bu,
days.
19 Straw,
daughter, Miss Mary Cowles, left for Boston Cheese,
ton
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closely resembling the geuuine queen
jI
Gipsy that in passing into tbe hall someone
exclaimed: “That is a real Gipsy!” Her forjj tunes were particularly apt and curiously
ij witty, establishing Mrs. Maria (Thompson)
1
as a cute, impressive
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Snell of Malden, Mass., J Blanchard’s reputation
|
his
Mrs.
Sarah S. Snell, teller of impromptu forecasts of the coming
are guests of
mother,
j! events in the lives of her friends. To
laugh
W'est Main street. They, arrived August 21st
J
from the White Mountains, where they usual- gives one a new lease of life,” 'tis said by one
The
man.
evening program consisting of
ly spend a portion of Mr. Snell’s vacation well
from his duties as principal of the Grammar recitations by Miss Mary Calkin, solos by Miss
W'elcome to familiar Lucretia Flanders and Miss Josephine Davis,
schools of Malden.
__t
accompanied by Miss Susie A. Cousens, and
violin solos rendered by young Mr. Caytinc,
Last Saturday a company of young people
accompanied by Miss Elizabeth Park, gave
in
Park
the
visited Penobscot
afternoon, took great
satisfaction to all listeners, as did the
tea at the Pavilion, and remained for the usual full receipts of the occasion—over $121—to
evening dance, enjoying the hours very the “willing workers” constituting the Ladies’
Aid Society. Thanks are extended to the
especially. Under the careful personal supermany friends who so kindly assisted these lavision of the present proprietor, Mr. Cayting dies in various directions, contributing so esof Bangor, matters are so well regulated that sentially to the pleasure and profits of the 1
ail annoying features are eliminated at this affair.
Tuesday after escorting Capt. Atwood to
pleasant resort.
Family Reunions.
Togus, where he will spent the winter-Mrs.
Mr. E. B. Farrow of Guilford, a Junior at
Willis Roberts of Somerville, Mass., is visiting
Wentworth
The
Wentworth.
reunion
family
Colby College, is in town representing the will be held at the home of Jesse
L. Went- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Spencer“Wear-Ever, Aluminum Cooking Utensil Co.” worth in Appleton on the second Wednesday Mr. James Lockhart of Brockton visited his
of New Kensington, Pa. He is demonstrating in September. If stormy, the first fair day.
parents, Rev. and Mrs. A. J. Lockhart, recentthe use and quality of this line of goods whereMixer. The annual reunion of the descend
ly_Mr. Wm. Foster of South Framingham,
will
artients
of
and
be
held
attention
to
his
ever the ladies can give
Mary Mixer,
George
Mass., called on Mrs. E. M. Littlefield, Sunday.
Harvest
at
Silver
Grange
hall,
Waldo,
Friday
cles and most gentlemanly explanations. To
_Mrs. Ruth Brown of Washington, D. C
September 6th, rain or shine.
see and understand is often to purchase!
came up from
her Northport residence to
Herrick. The annual reunion of the Hervisit friends in Hampden, and spent the weekMrs. J. F. Gerrity and Mrs. James Freeman rick
family will be held with Mr. and Mrs.
of Bangor and Winterport, respectively, were Fred Herrick, Northport Campground, corntr end with Mrs. C. M. Chase, here.
Main streets, Labor Day, Sepguests of their sister and husband, Mr. and of George and
tember 2nd. All are cordially invited.
Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church street, the past I
SHIP NEWS.
reunion of the Young
week, joining another sister, Mrs. Helen Co- I Young. The annual
will be held at the home of Robert
burn of Natick, Mass., who arrived last week. | family
AMERICAN PORTS.
Hardy, Sagamore farm, Camden, on the BelSaturday Mr. Gerrity and daughter, Miss ! fast road, the first Thursday in September. If
New York, Aug 21. Ar, schs John BraceAll
to
on
first
fair
day.
from
to
go
came
the
wishing
stormy,
Helen,
Bangor
join
family
Lizzie D Small,
the cars will be met at the end of the line in well, Tenants Harbor, Me;
Calais via New Haven; J
group and all the visitors left that evening for
Camden by teams or automobiles and returned Bangor; Kennebec,
for
New
Rochelle; 22,
Mrs.
James
FreeFrank
Seavey, Bangor
Winterport to visit Mr. and
at night.
ar, stmr Kansan, Colcord, Philadelphia; schs
man.
Tracy. The 17th annual reunion of the John R Penrose, Perth Amboy for Portland;
Mrs. Jennie (Hawes) Berry of Cape Jellison, Tracy family will be held at the old home- Aunie B Mitchell, Roberts Harbor; Harry W
stead
of Jonathan Tracy at Gouldsboro Point, Haynes, Stockton; Charles E Wyman, Bangor;
Mr.
A.
D.
Bera ccompanied by her husband,
Perth Amboy for
Saturday, September 7th. All connected with sld, schs Manie Sanders,
ry, and her sister-in-law, Mrs. Florence B.
Sargentville; Mary E Morse, St George, S J,
the family by birth or marriage are reL ovejoy of Rockland, was taken to Belfast in
quested to attend. The morning will be spent for Calais; John Maxwell, Bayonne for Bangor;
Mr. H. L. Hopkins’ automobile Sunday to enter : in greeting old friends and forming new ac- Kit Carson, Guttenberg for Bangor; Helena,
South Amboy for Round Pond; Harriet C
Dr. Tapley's hospital for a surgical operation. | quaintances. A picnic dinner will be served
in the grove. A short business meeting will Whitehead, Albany for Portland; 23, ar,
Northern
Much sympathy is extended to the patient, ! then be
held, followed by an interesting pro schs George L Klinck, Halls Quarry;John
BosLight, Bangor for Fryesburg, L I;
her husband and her father, Mr. Henry Hawes, gram prepared by a special committee. H. J
sert, Georgetown, S C; Frank Brainerd, Stockin their great anxiety. May the surgeon’s an- Hovey is president; Addie .Guptill, secretary
PascaH
sch
Babcock,
ton; 24, ar,
Augustus
Jemima Tracy, treasurer. Any one desiring
ticipations be fully realized in this case and further information in regard to the reunion goula; 25, sld, stmr Millinocket, Stockton; 26,
Stockton.
t he young lady be restored to usual health.
j will receive a prompt reply by writing Jemima ar, sch Alice Murphy,
Boston, Aug 25. Ar, sch Methebesec, PhilaGouldsboro, Maine.
Capt. and Mrs. C. W. Sprague, accompanied j Tracy,
delphia; 26, ar.schs Edward H Cole, Baltimore;
Mary E Lynch, Stonington; 27, sld, sch Cataby their daughter-in-law, Mrs. Gladys R.
The Printing Graft.
wa mkeag, Stockton.
Sprague, and Miss Leora Partridge, drove to
Philadelphia, Aug 25. Ar, schs Pendleton
Swan Lake, last Sunday to enjoy a picnic dinTo the Editor of The Journal: I found out Bros, Boston; Calumet, do; Lewiston, Turks
ner at a cottage at that delightsome spot, enIsland.
town
clerk
that 2,600 ballots
tonight from the
Jacksonville, Aug 27. Sld, sch Alice L Penjoying the day greatly. The evening drive were sent to Searsport in June for 317 voters.
Cuba.
home by moonlight was especially charming. The regular number to come is .840. How is dleton,
Newport News, Aug 26. Sld, sch Henry W
The party reached Stockton, about 10 o’clock this for Democratic graft?
Cramp, Bangor.
A Republican.
Norfolk, Aug 24. Ar, collier Brutus, Carver,
p. m., tired and happy, from this invigorating
Boston'; 26, ar, sch Paul Palmer, Bangor.
outing.
Searsport, Me., Aug. 26,1912.
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style dear-vision wind shields, with short stay rods. Equipment of Models 24
dudes oil side and tail lamps, gas head lamps, horn, tools, top and hood, wind

of laths for New York, and schooners W. D.
Goodman, Harold C. Beecher and Susie P.
Oliver sailed with lumber for New York.
August 26th, schooners Fannie Hall, Emma S.
Lord and H. S. Lanpher arrived, light, to load

Mr.

returned at

^

expected for 1913.

any

All models

land to load lumber, and sch. Susie P. Oliver,
Saturday.
arrived, light, for lumber. August 21st, steamarrived
last
Thursday er Millinocket sailed with
Capt. C. W. Sprague
paper for Boston
from New Bedford, Mass., leaving his vessel, and New
York. August 24th, tug Catawissa
the Sylvia C. Hall, for a ten days’ vacation arrived for water and sailed the same
day.

Mr. and Mrs.

wl at

has demonstrated its value, either
in the operation of the car or
the convenience and pleasure of
its owner.

dashing over the fastened horse and piling one
buggy on top of the other, completely demolishing both carriages and throwing one
horse flat to the ground, but inflicting no seriA wonous injury to either person or beast.
derful escape!
From Cape Jellison piers the following shipping report was telephoned Monday evening:

Mrs.

Horace

"air

value.

every

upset the carriage, throwing both ladies out
and so frightening the animal that he ran all
the distance to Stockton village, unchecked,
and in front of R. L. Mudgett’s grocery store,
East Main street, collided with a carriage,

early last week.

ic

indication of

an

The

Last Saturday Mrs. Grace C. King, accompanied by her lady guest, drove the horse belonging to her father, Mr. Herbert Clifford,
West Main street, (whom she is visiting) to
Penobscot Park and, unfortunately, in turning

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brooks of Quincy,
Mass., are spending a fortnight at the Libby
b oarding house, Sylvan street. They arrived

cho

»?

0f

»

to Mr. and Mrs. FreeHarriman, in the loss of their infant son,
Leonard Murry, last Friday evening.

otKiIa

was«i"

1839

man

in town

The success of the past
seaso
when the entire output
early in June, is evidence

quality of the Buick product

■mmhb

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Danger, Lie.
SOLD L\ W. A. HALL, BELFAST.

Ettabiuhed

19131
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You cannot afford

Sympathy is extended

Belfast.

the
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always win high favor.

STOCKTON

Brooks people attended the fair in

shown

CLARIONS have stood
all UmJ» of tests during the

very

The News of Brooks.
Several

have clearly

wisdom of thorough manufacture for best results.

talented pianist.
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Chicken,

16
18
20

Calf Skins,
Duck,
Geese,
PRICE.

Beef, Corned,

Butter Salt, 14 lb.,
Corn,
Cracked Corn,

Meal,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,

Corn

Clover Seed,

Flour,

H. G. Seed,
Lard,

Turkey,

26a28

RETAIL

91 Onions,
86,Oil, kerosene,
S6|Pollock,
22

August 21. at Navy Co>
nearly new, about 15 fee;
have the same by calling

MARKET.

17 Lime.
18a22 0at Meal,

Pork,

1.80 Plaster,
10 Rye Meal,
13 Shorts,
28 Sugar,
6.25a7.50 Salt, T. I.,
8.75a9.C0 Sweet Potatoes,
14. Wheat Meal,

1.10
5
4

GEORGE E. ENG"

j

1.15 j

DR, E.H. BOV

1.50
6* j
40 :
5

sS

?

SPECIAL®

EYE

3^

4$

1

2w36i

12al3
7
14

i

Four

2
Tallow,
12
Veal,
25 Wool, unwashed,
23
14 Wood, hard,
4.00a4.5C
18 Wood, soft,
3.00

Eggs,
Fowl,
RETAIL

6.00,

Twenty-four years exi
fitting glasses enables 1
glasses will help. Consul..
44 South Main St., WWr

TiiROW OUT THt LINL
Give the Kidneys Help and Many
Will Be Happier.

People

“Throw Out the Life Line”—
Weak kidneys need help.
They’re often overworked—don’t get the
poison filtered out of the blood.
Will you help them?
Doan’s Kidney Pills have brought benefit to
thousands of kidney surterers.
Read this case:
W. J. Heal, retired farmer, 60 Miller street,
Belfast, Me., says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills proved
their worth in my case, giving me great relief
from kidney trouble. I willingly confirm all I
said in their praise in 1904.”
If your back aches—if your kidneys bother
don’t simply ask for a kidney remedy—ask
DISTINCTLY for DOAN'S KIDNEY PILLS,
the same that Mr. Heal had—the remedy backed by home testimony. 50c. all stores. FoaterMilburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
you.

Office Days, MonUa>
I WILL
Forest House, Monroe, V'
4th.
York s Hotel, Brooks, T1
The Hotel, Thorndike, Kr
Central House, Unity, k
Bellows’ House, Freedom,
7th.

IjiXECUTOK’S

M>1 ICE.

by gives notice that
pointed executor ot the :<

of

THOMAS It .CLEMKN 1."
the County of Waldo,
A
bonds as the law directs
mauds against the estat
desired to present the
all indebted thereto are ri
ment immediately.
OK-v
Monroe, August IS, 191-’
in

lost
After 4 p. m., Aug. 20ti
store and the postoffice, 1^:
face, Waltham watch. Elk
Finder will please leave at
or notify C. E. Lane, Brook-

k

